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ABSTRACT 

	  

Dendritic cells (DCs) are the sentinels of the immune system. They mature at the 

encounter of the appropriate stimuli or danger signals, which induce them to perform pro-

inflammatory antigen presentation to naïve and memory T cells, resulting in 

inflammation. Remaining in an immature state however, DCs acquire a tolerogenic 

phenotype. When activated by TLR ligands, DCs undergo metabolic re-programming and 

switch to TBK1/IKKe/AKT-induced glycolysis at the early activation phase, which is 

sustained due to nitric oxide (NO)-mediated inhibition of mitochondrial metabolism at 

the later activation phase. Targeting DC activation in the view of promoting less activated 

or tolerogenic DCs could be an approach to reduce or abrogate inflammation in settings 

such as solid organ transplant rejection or in autoimmune diseases such as systemic lupus 

erythematosus (SLE). In this thesis, we present data pertaining to three different 

approaches for targeting DC activation including 1) the use of ethyl pyruvate (EP), an 

anti-inflammatory agent with greater efficacy than pyruvate and a putative role in 

metabolism alteration; 2) the use of metformin (Met), an anti-hyperglycaemic drug with a 

role in metabolism; 3) blocking danger signal-active HMGB1 release-from DCs with EP. 

Ethyl pyruvate (EP), an ester derivative of pyruvate, has been shown to possess 

anti-inflammatory properties in various cell types in vitro and also in many animal 

models of disease such as severe sepsis and ischemia-reperfusion injury.	   EP has 

demonstrated greater efficacy than pyruvic acid in several experimental models and is 

relatively safe at clinically relevant doses. However, its effect on DCs as well as its link 

to the alteration of metabolism remain to be fully elucidated. In Chapter 2, we show that 
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EP (10mM) attenuated LPS-stimulated myeloid bone marrow-derived dendritic cell 

(cDC) activation by reducing pro-inflammatory cytokine (IL-12, IL-6 and TNFa) and IL-

10 induction, surface co-stimulatory molecule and MHC expression, the IFN-I response 

as well as their ability to induce T cell proliferation in vitro. Furthermore, EP could 

prevent LPS-induced killing normally occurring 72 hours post-stimulation. Investigating 

the mechanism of EP in cDCs, we found that it decreased Erk and Akt phosphorylation, 

thereby reducing the glycolytic rate during the early activation phase, while enhancing 

mitochondrial respiration and ATP production by NO blockade at the later activation 

phase. When administered in vivo in a murine skin transplant model, EP had very little 

effect on graft survival, the fact that warrants further investigation. These results indicate 

that EP inhibits most of the biological responses of DCs to TLR stimulation in an Erk-, 

Akt- and NO-dependent manner, altering the metabolic reprogramming necessary for 

cDC activation.  

Metformin (Met) is the first-line oral treatment for type-2 diabetes mellitus but 

has also shown many beneficial effects encompassing lipogenesis and ovulation 

regulation and nephroprotection. Met activates AMPK and inhibits oxidative 

phosphorylation by mildly blocking the mitochondrial respiratory chain complex I. 

Rescuing mice from sepsis lethality and reversing lupus in SLE-prone mice, led us to 

explore its effects on the activation of our dendritic cells. We show that Met did not 

affect cytokine production or costimulation in LPS-stimulated cDCs but selectively 

affected MHC expression and partially inhibited NO induction. In vivo treatment of 

lupus-prone NZBW-F1 mice with Met and 2-DG (a glycolysis inhibitor) did not affect 

bone marrow cell development or the activation of cDCs differentiated in culture. 
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High-mobility group box-1 (HMGB1) is a nuclear non-histone DNA-binding 

protein, which acts as a prototypic damage-associated molecular pattern (DAMP) when 

in the extracellular milieu. Passively released by dead cells or actively secreted by some 

immunocompetent cells, HMGB1 contributes to and enhances cell maturation including 

that of DCs. The ability of human DCs to actively secrete HMGB1 has been established, 

whereas that of murine DCs remains unclear. EP has been shown to prevent HMGB1 

release in many cell types, thereby decreasing inflammation. We show that our cDCs are 

able to actively translocate and secrete HMGB1 upon LPS stimulation, a property which 

is enhanced in the presence of recombinant IL-4 in the culture medium. Nevertheless, we 

found EP to enhance rather than inhibit HMGB1 release from our cDCs, possibly due to 

the attenuation of Akt phosphorylation, which could induce autophagy-mediated HMGB1 

translocation.  

Together, the findings in this thesis demonstrate the intricacy of the cDC 

activation process as well as its link to metabolism. The results also endorse the 

knowledge of the complex and intertwined mechanisms used in different settings by each 

of the agents/drugs we tested in our cDC model. These are a collective mix of effects 

targeting cell death pathways, biomolecule synthesis as well as metabolism. The 

investigation of the effect of EP, Met and HMGB1 on the activation of cDCs would 

introduce novel protocols to promote tolerogenic DCs in the view of introducing them 

into the transplant or autoimmune settings. 
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AIM OF THE WORK  

 

Solid organ transplantation is the optimal procedure in patients suffering from various 

debilitating and/or fatal conditions such as end-stage renal failure and heart failure (1). 

The post-transplantation period however faces the threats of graft rejection, which is 

nowadays partially controlled with various immunosuppressive drugs (1,2). Nevertheless, 

very often, patients under these regimens still experience rejection, not to mention the 

tremendous side effects of the current immunosuppressive therapies (1,2). Hence the 

need for new protocols to induce tolerance to solid organ transplants. The role of adaptive 

immune responses in graft rejection has been thoroughly studied. However, today, more 

light is being shed on the involvement of the innate immunity in initiating and enhancing 

the acquired response against the allograft (3,4). Much evidence suggests a key role for 

donor and recipient dendritic cells (DCs) in graft rejection through direct and indirect 

donor antigen presentation (4-7).  Upon transplantation, the milieu provides a rich source 

of danger signals capable of activating DCs, allowing them to present antigen in a pro-

inflammatory context (4,5,8-10).  The goal of this project is to test novel mediators able 

to target the DCs and decrease their activation status or even push them to become 

tolerogenic in the graft setting. Our long-term goal is to discover compounds that can 

inhibit DC activation upon the strong stimulation occurring during transplantation.
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CHAPTER 1 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

 

Dendritic Cells (DCs) 

Dendritic Cell Discovery 

Innate immune cells are the “workers behind the scenes”, initiating and enhancing 

adaptive responses (11-14). Dendritic cells (DCs) are the sentinels of the immune system. 

First discovered by Steinman and Cohn in 1973 while studying mouse spleen immune 

responses  (7,12,15,16), dendritic cells were initially thought to be macrophages (17). 

These “accessory cells” however, were observed to have a unique morphology and 

activity (12,18). The new cell type formed a rare cell population (0.1–1.6% of the total 

nucleated cells) and possessed a large nucleus, typically including two nucleoli as well as 

a cytoplasm containing multiple large mitochondria (12). Possessing tree-like extensions 

and a characteristic motility, Steinman baptized those cells dendritic cells (12). The 

potency of dendritic cells was later demonstrated when Steinman reported that they were 

100 to 1,000 times greater in initiating T cell proliferation than total splenocytes in a 

mixed leukocyte assay (19). Interestingly, subsequent studies showed that DCs displayed 

an equivalent capacity to activate T and B cells thereby inducing cell-mediated as well as 

humoral immune responses (20,21). When investigating antigen presenting properties, 

DCs were the only cells able to activate both naïve and memory T cells, which resulted in 

their nomenclature as professional antigen presenting cells (APCs) (11,16,22).  
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Dendritic Cell Development and Subsets 

Murine Dendritic Cells 

Murine dendritic cells originate in the bone marrow from a hematopoietic stem cell 

which gives rise to two main types of progenitor cells: the common myeloid progenitor 

(CMP) and the common lymphoid progenitor (CLP) (23). Not all DCs share the same 

lineage, which is an important feature dictating their diversity and complexity. Indeed, 

The CMP then gives rise to the monocyte/macrophage dendritic cell progenitor (MDP), 

which is the precursor of monocytes as well as the inflammatory monocyte-derived 

dendritic cells, the latter a subset of the broad classical or conventional dendritic cell 

(cDC) type. Monocyte-derived dendritic cells are characterized by being CD11c+ CD11b+ 

MHCII+ CD103- CD8- CD4-. The MDP in turn gives rise to the common dendritic cell 

progenitor (CDP), precursor to plasmacytoid DCs (pDCs) that are CD11c+ B220+ 

mPDCA+ CD11b- MHCII+ CD103- CD8- CD4- (23,24). Based on their close similarities 

with plasma cells, including gene rearrangement, pDCs are also thought to originate from 

the CLP (23). Moreover, the CDP leads to the generation of the Pre-DC, which gives rise 

to CD8+ and CD4+ DCs but also CD11b+ CD8+ and CD11b+ CD4+ DCs (23,24). These 

described subsets of DCs will move to the circulation for patrolling purposes. However, 

DCs not only exist in the circulation but also migrate from the bone marrow to settle as 

tissue resident cells, each characterized by different surface markers. Among those are 

described the CD103- CD11b+ DCs of the dermis and Peyer’s patches, the CD103+ 

CD11b+ DCs present in lymph nodes as well as in the Peyer’s patches and the CD103+ 

CD11b- DCs found in all three mentioned locations. In the thymus but also the spleen on 

the other hand, are described the CD8+ as well as the CD11b+ DCs. (23,24). Each of these 
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complex subsets shares the property of stemming from the bone marrow. Nevertheless, 

one interesting DC subset, the origin of which has been controversial for a long time, the 

Langerhans cell of the epidermis, seems to derive from embryonic myeloid progenitors 

but may also derive from yolk sac progenitors or from progenitors residing in the skin 

before birth (23,24). It is endowed with lifelong self-renewal (23,24) properties and is 

positive for CD11c, MHC-II, Langerin and CD205 among other markers (23). Hence, 

DCs are classified into many subsets depending on surface markers, location, origin but 

also function, in addition to the cytokines that induce their differentiation as well as their 

transcription factors. It is noteworthy to emphasize here that all murine DCs express the 

CD45 immune cell-specific marker and the CD11c marker, although the latter is not DC-

specific and is neither uniformly present on all subsets. Unfortunately though, due to DC 

similarities with monocytes/macrophages, many DC subsets will also express 

monocyte/macrophage markers, contributing even more to the difficult task of 

phenotypically classifying and distinguishing the two cell types. In fact, to mention a few 

examples, Langerhans cells express the surface macrophage marker F4/80 and pDCs are 

positive for the monocyte marker Ly6C (23).  Having mentioned some of the many DC 

subsets, the most heavily and commonly studied ones are the conventional inflammatory 

cDCs, which are powerful antigen-presenting cells and initiators of immunity, and the 

plasmacytoid pDCs, which produce the pivotal cytokine type I Interferon (IFN-I) (25).  

 

Human Dendritic Cells 

Human DCs are likewise a heterogeneous population. All human DCs express MHC-II in 

a constitutive fashion and not surprisingly lack CD3, CD19, CD14, CD20, CD56 or 
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glycophorin A, which are collectively referred to as lineage or Lin markers, since they 

distinguish mostly T and B lymphocytes, monocytes/macrophages and NK cells. The 

cDC subset is characterized by being Lin−MHC- II+ CD11c+ whereas pDCs are Lin− 

MHC- II+ CD303 (BDCA2)+ CD304 (BDCA4)+ (23). In humans, CD11c is not a strict 

DC marker as it is present on most monocytes and macrophages and is used less 

frequently than in mice for classification purposes. In the human blood, the CD1c+ 

(BDCA1) cDC subset is dominant over the CD141+ (BDCA3) one. Furthermore, subsets 

very similar to the latter two are detected in human secondary lymphoid tissues such as 

spleen, tonsils and lymph nodes. In addition to the many other subsets, DCs expressing 

CD1a such as migratory dermal DCs and those expressing CD14 such as dermal resident 

DCs have been identified. After years of assumption that human DCs lack the expression 

of the CD8 marker, recent studies have demonstrated that in fact the CD141+ human DC 

subset is the equivalent of the murine CD8+ subset, while the human CD1c+ subset 

parallels the CD11b+ subset in the mouse (23,24).  

 

Generation of In Vitro Dendritic Cells 

The generation of in vitro dendritic cells usually uses one of two common systems 

whether cells originate from mice or humans. In mice, the first system consists of 

culturing bone marrow precursors, which are positive for the CD34 surface marker, in the 

presence of granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF or Csf-2), 

thereby generating large numbers of a homogeneous DC subset reminiscent of the 

inflammatory conventional phenotype positive for CD11c and CD11b but not B220 or 

CD8 (23,26). This system insures that no pDCs are generated. Some protocols also 
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include the use of IL-4 in the culture to decrease the possibility of macrophage 

differentiation (23). The second protocol however consists of culturing bone marrow 

precursors in the presence of Fms-related tyrosine kinase 3 ligand (Flt-3L) in the view of 

retrieving differentiated pDCs, 7 to 10 days later. This protocol however does not result 

in the differentiation of a homogeneous DC subset but rather three different ones, 

including pDCs, B220- CD11bhigh CD172ahigh CD24low Clec9A- cDCs and CD11blow 

CD172alow CD24high Clec9A+ cDCs (23). The latter two cell subsets resemble lymphoid 

tissue resident DCs, however with the lack of CD4 and CD8 expression. pDCs are 

characterized by the surface expression of CD11c, B220, Siglec-H and Bst2 (mPDCA) in 

mice and BDCA2 in humans (24). The Flt-3L-generated cells are very similar to their 

splenic counterparts. As for human in vitro-differentiated DCs, a common method 

consists of culturing hematopoietic progenitors in presence of GM-CSF along with TNF-

a resulting in Langerhans cell-like and dermal DC-like cells. An alternative would be to 

culture monocytes with GM-CSF and IL-4 to generate dermal-like CD1a+ cDCs. Another 

approach to obtain Langerhans-like cells from human hematopoietic progenitors or 

monocytes in vitro would be to include TGF-b in the culture. Moreover, culturing 

hematopoietic progenitors with Flt-3L and thrombopoietin allows the differentiation of 

CD1c+ cDCs, CD141+ cDCs as well as pDCs (23). Hence, with the knowledge that GM-

CSF-generated cultures yield a high number of cells facilitating their study and 

manipulation whereas Flt3-L-differentiated cells are a good mimic of in vivo DCs, arises 

the necessity for careful culture approach selection. 
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Classical or Conventional Dendritic Cells 

Although classical (conventional) DCs or cDCs constitute a small percentage of 

hematopoietic cells, their presence is indispensable and crucial to protect the lymphoid 

and non-lymphoid organs from infection or injury (23). cDCs comprise all dendritic cell 

subsets excluding pDCs. They constitutively display surface CD45, CD11c and MHC-II 

but not Lin. They can be distinguished from macrophages by the presence of additional 

markers such as Flt3. However, the latter is sensitive to enzymatic digestion of tissues 

from which cDCs are commonly isolated and can thus easily be lost upon processing 

(23). Close examination of the cDC transcriptome offers a number of transcripts unique 

to this cell subset. In fact, Flt3, c-kit (stem cell factor receptor), CCR-7 (chemokine 

receptor) and zbtb46 (zinc finger transcription factor) constitute a panel of cDC 

distinguishing factors (23). Although cDCs represent heterogeneous cell populations 

whereby they encompass the CD103+ CD11b-, the Cd11b+, the epidermal Langerhans and 

tissue-migratory cells in the non-lymphoid organs and include the CD8+ and the CD11b+ 

subsets in lymphoid organs, they mainly share related functions (23,27). In this thesis, we 

will mainly focus on the inflammatory monocyte-derived DCs,which are CD11c+ 

CD11b+ MHCII+ CD103- CD8- CD4-. 

 

Conventional Dendritic Cell Functions 

Dendritic cells (DCs) function to protect the body from foreign particles such as 

microbial products, but also from physiological distress. They hence act as the bridge 

between the innate and acquired immune systems. Whereas pDCs are of capital 

importance to fight off viral infections and secrete IFN-a, cDCs are mainly involved in 
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antigen presentation. They are endowed with the ability to scan tissues for antigens 

(exogenous or endogenous), capture, process and prepare to present them in the context 

of the major histocompatibility complex (MHC). This ability is enhanced by the strategic 

presence of cDCs in areas of lymphoid and non-lymphoid tissues where they have access 

to potential antigens. Moreover, their ability to migrate from tissue through lymph to 

secondary lymphoid organs with processed antigens is crucial for presentation and the 

initiation of immune responses. Furthermore, their label as professional APCs due to the 

capacity to activate naïve and memory T cells with powerful antigen presentation potency 

also emphasizes their significance (11,23,28). Upon antigen capture, if cDCs also come 

across a stimulating or “danger signal”, they up-regulate surface MHC and costimulatory 

molecules, a process referred to as maturation, and prime T cells in secondary lymphoid 

organs initiating a pro-inflammatory adaptive response (4,5). In the absence of danger 

signals however, DCs remain immature and tolerize T cells  (29). cDCs are also capable 

of phagocytosis, though this property serves the purpose of providing antigens for 

presentation (30). Once this purpose is fulfilled, phagocytosis is overridden by antigen 

presentation (31). This is in contrast with phagocytosis in macrophages, where its 

function is to scavenge dead cells and kill bacteria (30). When presenting antigen, cDCs 

are able to perform direct as well as indirect presentation. Direct presentation of antigen 

is characterized by nuances depending on the antigen origin (32). When cDCs acquire an 

exogenous antigen such as a microbial product, the foreign body is internalized via 

receptor-mediated endocytosis, phagocytosis or macropinocytosis (31-33). The endosome 

containing the antigen then fuses with a lysosome where the antigen is processed into 

small peptides and is subsequently displayed on the cDC surface in the context of MHC-
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II to be presented to CD4+ T cells (34,35). On the other hand, when the antigen is 

endogenous (present in the cytoplasm of the APC because is either self or is derived from 

an intracellular pathogen that is infecting the APC), it is degraded into small fragments 

and transported into the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) where it is loaded onto the groove of 

MHC-I and transported to the cell surface via the Golgi to be presented to CD8+ T cells 

(36). In the scenario of indirect presentation, cDCs exogenously acquire an antigen but 

they present it to CD8+ T cells in the context of MHC-I. An example portraying this 

phenomenon includes a viral infection setting when cDCs themselves are not infected but 

need to present the antigen to CD8+ T cells to exert their cytotoxic effect (36). Another 

example takes place in the transplant setting, where recipient cDCs up-take and present 

donor antigens in the context of MHC-I to prime cytotoxic CD8+ T cells (37), resulting in 

the majority of the damage that occurs inside the graft. This phenomenon of indirect 

presentation is referred to as cross-presentation (36,37). Although in vitro studies have 

shown that many APCs are able to cross-present, cDCs constitute the principal in vivo 

cross-presenters (36). 

 

Conventional Dendritic Cell Maturation 

In order for cDCs to perform antigen presentation in a pro-inflammatory context, 

maturation has to occur. Upon maturation (or migration), cDCs slightly decrease the 

expression of surface CD11c (23) and up-regulate costimulatory molecule, chemokine 

receptors as well as MHC molecule expression (38). Human CD1a+ cDCs for example, 

when activated with LPS in culture up-regulated CD83, CD80, CD86, CD40, MHC-II, 

CCR7 and CXCR4 (38). The latter, two chemokine receptors, allow the mature cDCs to 
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migrate to secondary lymphoid organs to present antigen (38). High antigen uptake 

ability and modest T cell stimulatory function are hallmarks of immature DCs (30,31). 

However, this process is reversed when DCs mature since phagocytosis would have 

provided the antigens needed for presentation. Granucci et al (39) have shown that LPS-

activated DCs transition to the mature stage through precise functional stages rather than 

a progressive process. At the early activation phase, DCs reduce their migratory ability 

and stay put in order to maximize phagocytosis. It is not before 4 hours later when these 

cells are ready to travel to secondary lymphoid organs and stimulate T cells (39). Mature 

cDCs secrete a number of pro-inflammatory cytokines (40,41), namely TNF-a, IL-12 and 

IL-6, but also anti-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-10 and TGF-b that are produced in 

order to self-limit the induced immune response once not needed anymore (40). 

Activated cDCs also secrete IFN-b, which leads to the expression of interferon-stimulated 

genes (ISGs) such as Mx1, Isg15, Irf7 and Cxcl10 and their corresponding products, the 

fact that activates the IFN-I autocrine loop and enhances further the cells activation 

(42,43). 

When DCs perform antigen presentation, multiple factors contribute to their induction of 

different T cell effector functions. The selective expression of the three signals needed for 

T cell polarization dictates the differentiated phenotype. In fact, the MHC plus antigen as 

signal 1, costimulatory molecules in play as signal 2 and the array of cytokines as signal 

3 all orchestrate the push towards a Th1, Th2, Th17, Tfh, T regulatory or Tr cell 

development (44). In other terms, the maturation status of DCs through a combination of 

various MHC, costimulatory molecules and cytokines determines the T cell fate/ 

function. Because we investigated immune responses involved in transplantation, we 
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mostly looked at IL-12 and TNF-a induction for Th1 responses but also IL-6, which 

could be involved in Th17 and Tfh responses and IL-10 addressing the regulatory 

phenotype (44). 

 

Dendritic Cells at the Crossroad of Immunity and Tolerance 

Peripheral tolerance can be induced by the promotion of T cell deletion, anergy or the 

development of regulatory T cells (Tregs) by APCs. Immature DCs are known to lead to 

the latter two, unlike immunogenic DCs, which are fully mature and cause inflammation. 

Knowing that immature DCs are MHC-IIlow, CD80/CD86low, IL-12- and IL-10-, while 

fully mature DCs are MHC-IIhigh, CD80/CD86high, IL-12++, IL-10- and TNF-a+, a new DC 

phenotype, the semi-mature, has been identified. These DCs are somehow mature but can 

induce in vitro Treg differentiation and in vivo protection from autoimmune diseases. 

They are MHC-IIhigh, CD80/CD86high, IL-12-, IL-10+ and TNF-a- and reflect an 

incomplete or modified status of monocyte differentiation. Hence, DCs induced to 

express a semi-mature phenotype are also endowed with tolerogenic properties (45). 

 

Toll-Like Receptors and Dendritic Cells 

Dendritic cells, including cDCs, express innate receptors on the surface or in the 

endosomal and cytoplasmic compartment, which are collectively known as pattern 

recognition receptors (PRRs). These receptors allow DCs to sense infection or injury and 

trigger signaling pathways in DCs leading to their activation (46). Indeed, cDCs express 

Toll-like receptors (TLRs), Nucleotide-binding oligomerization domain (NOD)-like 

receptors (NLR) and Retinoic-acid-inducible gene I (RIG-I) (46), which can recognize 
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and bind pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) as well as damage-associated 

molecular patterns (DAMPs) (47). TLRs consist of a set of surface as well as endosomal 

receptors each for the most part selectively specialized in the recognition of bacterial, 

viral, fungal and parasitic antigens. NLR and RIG-I are cytoplasmic sensors of bacterial 

components and double stranded RNA (ds RNA) respectively (46).  TLRs are a family of 

receptors closely similar to Toll receptors, originally identified in Drosophila as 

responsible for the development of embryonic dorso-ventral polarity and anti-fungal 

responses (46). TLRs are type I integral membrane glycoproteins with leucine-rich-

repeats (LRRs) in the extracellular domains and a cytoplasmic domain responsible for 

signaling. The latter is analogous to the interleukin-1 receptor (IL-1R) and is referred to 

as Toll/IL-1R homology (TIR) domain (46). Twelve TLRs have been identified in 

mammals today, whereby TLR-1, 2, 4, 5 and 6 are surface receptors, while TLR-3, 7, 8 

and 9 are endosomal. TLRs recognize exogenous infectious products also known as 

PAMPs or endogenous alarmins or DAMPs (48,49). TLR-1, 2 and 6 recognize lipid 

motifs, TLR-5 binds flagellin whereas TLR-3, 7, 8 and 9 recognize nucleic acids. TLR-4 

is more universal in the sense that it can bind ligands ranging from bacterial 

lipopolysaccharide (LPS) to the fusion protein of respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) to 

fibronectin and heat-shock proteins (46). LPS and RSV fusion protein are classified as 

PAMPs while fibronectin and heat-shock proteins are self antigens acting as DAMPs in 

sterile inflammation (46,49). 
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Danger Signals 

Many are the stimulatory signals able to activate DCs. Their presence is indispensable for 

DC maturation and hence antigen presentation in a pro-inflammatory context (4,11,22). 

Hence, they are referred to as danger signals. They encompass those that derive from 

microbial sources (PAMPs) as well as endogenous molecules released from cells 

(DAMPs) (49). PAMPs, such as nucleic acids, CpGs, LPS and glucans (50), signal the 

presence of a foreign body or non-self via binding PRRs on the surface of DCs and 

subsequently activating them. DAMPs however, are normally present inside the cells and 

most possess key cellular functions essential to the cell survival. Nonetheless, cell death, 

stress, trauma or even activation could induce their release to the extracellular milieu, 

where they could bind the same PRRs on DC surfaces and signal danger. Examples of 

DAMPs include high-mobility group box 1 (HMGB1), uric acid, extracellular ATP 

(eATP), heat shock proteins (HSPs) or cytokines such as IL-1b, type I interferons (IFN-I) 

(4,22). While PAMPs are a more defined group of motifs that could be classified based 

on their nature as well as the PRR they bind to, the classification of DAMPs is much 

more complex. In a recent review discussing danger signals during ischemia/reperfusion 

injury (IRI) in transplantation (4), DAMPs were tentatively classified into 4 classes 

depending on the cells/receptors they bind and mode of action (direct or indirect) leading 

to DC maturation (4). Class I DAMPs such as heat-shock protein-72 (HSP-72) and 

HMGB1 directly bind PRRs on DCs to mature them. Class II DAMPs instead are 

recognized by special activating receptors on innate lymphocytes (NK, NKT and γ/δ T 

cells), which, once activated, lead to DC maturation. Examples include MHC-I chain-

related proteins A and B (MICA and MICB). Class III DAMPs such as thioredoxin-
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interacting protein and eATP are recognized by PRRs that directly or indirectly activate 

the inflammasomes respectively. Resulting pro-inflammatory cytokines lead to DC 

maturation. As for class IV DAMPs, these are altered self-antigens, which can occur due 

to injury, recognized by pre-existing natural autoreactive IgM antibodies. The trigger of 

classical and lectin complement pathways will induce and aggravate DC maturation (4). 

 

Lipopolysaccharide (LPS) 

Lipopolysaccharide (LPS), a component of the outer membrane of Gram-negative 

bacteria, is a prototypic PAMP and is a toll-like receptor 4 (TLR4) ligand (51), known to 

be a potent activator of DCs. In fact, the defect in responsiveness to LPS in C3H/HeJ 

mice was demonstrated by Beutler et al. to be attributed to a mutation in the TLR4 locus 

(52). LPS signal transduction is the reason behind the fatal clinical signs of endotoxemia 

or sepsis caused by the resulting TNF-a and HMGB1 cytokine storm (53). LPS consists 

of three components: lipid A, the core oligosaccharide as well as an O side chain (54,55). 

Nikaido et al reported that lipid A is the pathogenic moiety of LPS by generating and 

studying LPS mutants (56) as well as Chang and Nowotny who purified lipid A from 

Serratia marcescens LPS (57). When studying TLR4 as the receptor for LPS, interactions 

between the PAMP and several proteins occur prior to that with the PRR (54). First LPS 

binding protein (LBP) acts as a soluble shuttle that binds LPS to assist with its contact 

with CD14. The glycosylphosphatidylinositol-anchored protein CD14 in turn transfers 

LPS to the TLR4/MD-2 complex. The role of CD14 is crucial in the sense that it aids the 

receptor complex in recognizing LPS. It is interesting that no existing data proves a direct 

contact between LPS and TLR4, whereas the binding of MD-2 with LPS even in absence 
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of TLR has been demonstrated (54). Upon LPS binding TLR4, the receptor oligomerizes 

to recruit adaptor proteins necessary for the following signal transduction events. Thus, 

the intracellular Toll ⁄ IL-1R (TIR) domain of TLR4 gets activated and the signaling then 

follows both a MyD88-dependent as well as a TRIF- and TRAM-dependent pathways. 

As a result of the MyD88-dependent pathway triggering, early activation of NF-kB and 

MAPKs (p38, Erk1/2 and JNK1/2) takes place, leading to the up-regulation of pro-

inflammatory genes such as TNF-a and IL-6. The stimulation of the MyD88-independent 

pathway leads to the later activation of NF-kB as well as the IFN-I gene expression (54). 

In the event of LPS binding to TLR2, the signaling pathway can only follow the MyD88-

dependent path. 

 

Type I Interferons (IFN-I) 

IFN-I are cytokines that have been long studied for their anti-viral properties and ability 

to fight off viruses through the induction of the transcription of multiple anti-viral genes 

termed ISGs (58). However, it was later shown that they possess properties that lie 

beyond fighting off viral infections (59). DCs are known to produce and respond to IFN-I 

when exposed to a microbial product such as LPS or even sterile inflammation (60,61). 

IFN-I not only induce and enhance the maturation of DCs as first demonstrated by 

Gallucci et al (62), but also play a major role in DC-induced antigen presentation and 

cross-presentation (63,64). Activated by IFN-I, DCs in turn are also able to secrete them, 

the fact that further enhances their activation. Hence IFN-I can act as danger signals and 

lead to inflammation (22). The most commonly studied IFN-I are IFN-a and IFN-b. In the 

DC realm, pDCs are the major source of IFN-a whereas cDCs produce IFN-b  (65-69). 
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Upon activation, cDCs secrete IFN-b as an early cytokine. The latter binds the interferon 

a/b receptors on the DC surface (IFNAR1 and 2), stimulating a signaling cascade through 

the JAK/STAT pathway. This leads to the dimerization of STAT1 and STAT2 to form a 

complex with IRF-9 (ISGF3), which binds the IFN-stimulated response elements (ISRE) 

in the promoter region of ISGs inducing their transcription (59,70). The produced ISGs 

will act in an autocrine manner to fuel the IFNAR signaling pathway and create an 

amplification feedback loop (60). In autoimmunity, IFN-Is have been shown to correlate 

with disease pathogenesis and/or damage exacerbation. In fact, IFN-I are main 

contributors to the pathogenesis of systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) (71). In addition, 

our lab has previously shown that DCs from lupus-prone mice possess an IFN-I signature 

similar to that in lupus patients, which is enhanced by TLR7 and 9 ligands, major 

autoantigens in SLE (72).  

 

High-Mobility Group Box-1 (HMGB1) 

HMGB1 is an abundant 25-KDa nuclear non-histone DNA-binding protein present in 

nearly all cell types (73-75), with functions encompassing several essential cell growth 

and maintenance processes. It mediates its effects via weak binding to DNA but also 

various transcription factors (73,74). It is also actively translocated to the cytoplasm and 

released to the extracellular milieu (3,73,74,76) via an unconventional mechanism, 

signaled by acetylation of key lysine residues in the nuclear localization signals (NLS) 

(73,77,78). Once in the cytoplasm, the secretion of HMGB1 follows a conventional 

protein kinase C (cPKC)- but Ca2+-dependent mechanism, which bypasses the Golgi 

apparatus (78). It was also shown to be released in a double-stranded RNA-dependent 
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protein kinase (PKR)- and inflammasome-mediated fashion (79). HMGB1 is recognized 

by TLR-2, -4, -9 and the receptor for advanced glycation end products (RAGE) (4,73,77). 

Release occurs upon cell activation, oxidative stress, IRI, infectious assault or cell 

damage and death (1,4,73-76). Damaged and dying cells passively release HMGB1 while 

activated cells such as NK cells, macrophages and DCs actively secrete it (3,73,75). 

Extracellular HMGB1 acts as a danger signal (4,73), and mediates cell maturation, pro-

inflammatory cytokine production, migration, but also differentiation, proliferation and 

angiogenesis (73,80,81). Post-translational modifications and redox changes in 

HMGB1’s key cysteine residues highly impact receptor interactions, downstream 

signaling and thus dictate the function of the molecule (73,74). HMGB1 comprises two 

DNA-binding boxes A and B and a C-terminal acidic tail (3,73,74). The truncated A-box 

is an antagonist while the truncated B-box mimics the cytokine role of the full-length 

molecule (3,73,74). HMGB1 has been shown to be implicated in a number of pathologies 

contributing to exacerbated disease and damage. Indeed, the sepsis-induced mortality has 

proven to be mediated by an HMGB1 (82,83) and TNF-a storm (83,84). In addition, in 

autoimmunity, HMGB1 was shown to contribute to symptoms and inflammation in 

patients with SLE and rheumatoid arthritis (RA), where it was detected in blood/urine 

and synovial fluid respectively (74,85). Furthermore, in the graft setting, studies of 

animal models of transplantation demonstrated the contribution of HMGB1 to organ 

rejection (3,4,86). Some immune cells such as macrophages and natural killer (NK) cells 

actively secrete HMGB1 when stimulated (3,73,75). DCs are also reported to do similarly 

(3,73,75). However, all studies investigating this matter made use of human DCs (87,88). 
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Only two studies report the active secretion of HMGB1 from murine DCs (discussed 

later) (89,90). 

 

Dendritic Cells and Metabolism 

The interest of scientists in the metabolism of immune cells has recently gained attention. 

In fact, immune cells such as T cells (91), macrophages (92) as well as DCs (28) have 

been shown to modulate their metabolic program to fit the needs of their activation status, 

function and survival, the fact that changed the perspective in the interpretation of many 

experimental observations. The alterations in pathways such as glycolysis, Kreb’s cycle, 

pentose phosphate pathway, lipid synthesis and oxidation provide explanations to 

multiple findings, highlighting novel mechanisms and introducing potential therapeutic 

targets for many conditions. 

 

Glucose Metabolism 

Glycolysis is the pathway responsible for transporting glucose into the cell’s cytoplasm 

and subsequently converting it into pyruvate to fuel mitochondrial respiration and 

generate ATP (28). Using the glucose transporter 1 (GLUT-1), glucose is carried from 

high to low gradient into the cytosol via passive transport and is then phosphorylated by 

hexokinase-2 (HK-2) to irreversibly commit to glycolysis (93). This first catalytic step is 

a rate-limiting and key step in glucose metabolism. Glycolysis consists of 10 steps 

comprising substrate level phosphorylation, which ultimately end up in the net generation 

of 2 ATP molecules and the formation of 2 pyruvate molecules (Fig. 1)  (94).  
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Figure 1. The ten steps of glycolysis in the cytoplasm. Modified from (94). 

 

The importance of glycolysis is also emphasized by the fact that it is a major precursor 

pathway leading to the tricarboxylic acid cycle (TCA) (Fig. 2.) (94), which generates a 

GLUT-‐1 

In	  the	  cytoplasm 
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high ATP yield as well as intermediates for processes such as fatty acid synthesis and 

protein acetylation (28,94).  

 

Figure 2. Tricarboxylic acid cycle (TCA) or citric acid cycle in the mitochondrion. 
Modified from (94). 
 

This takes place as pyruvate is shuttled into the mitochondria by mitochondrial pyruvate 

carrier 1 (MPC1) to be then converted into acetyl-CoA. MPC1 transport of pyruvate is an 

important key step as is it regulated at many levels and hence is a decisive checkpoint of 

pyruvate’s fate (28). In fact, key enzymes catalyze the formation of pyruvate from 

phosphoenolpyruvate. Pyruvate kinase isoforms mainly present in the muscle tissue 

(PKM) are responsible for this conversion (95). One of the latter, PKM1 is also expressed 
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in most other tissues including the brain and heart, while PKM2, the main embryonic 

isoform, is replaced by other ones later in life (95). PKM1 enzyme has been shown to 

drive mitochondrial pyruvate oxidation, whereas PKM2 directs pyruvate to be converted 

into lactate via promoting hypoxia-inducible factor 1a (HIF1-a). Regulations of these two 

enzymes however, remain unclear to date (28).  Once pyruvate’s fate goes in the direction 

of acetyl-CoA generation, the TCA can proceed. One TCA intermediate worth 

mentioning, citrate, is valued for its participation in fatty acid synthesis and protein 

acetylation through the regeneration of acetyl Co-A in the cytoplasm (28,95). Oxidative 

phosphorylation (OXPHOS) is fueled by the TCA cycle, resulting in a high-energy 

amount release through the electron transport chain, an important process of aerobic 

respiration (Fig. 3) (94).  

 

 

Figure 3. Oxidative phosphorylation and the electron transport chain. Modified from 
(94). 
 

At least two other offshoots of the glycolytic pathway besides mitochondrial metabolism 

are known to exist. One of these offshoots is the pentose phosphate pathway, which uses 

The	  electron	  transport	  chain	  (ETC) 
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glucose-6-phosphate as its first substrate, aiming at the generation of a high yield of 

NADPH to fuel fatty acid and nucleic acid synthesis (28). The third offshoot is the 

previously mentioned reduction of pyruvate into lactic acid, released as lactate to the 

outside of the cells. This conversion is catalyzed in the cytosol by lactate dehydrogenase, 

which aims at regenerating NAD+ from NADH to be used in glycolysis (28).  

 

Dendritic Cell Metabolism  

Metabolism of resting dendritic cells. Resting DCs use both glycolysis as well as 

OXPHOS in a steady state in order to fuel the low-energy demanding processes needed 

(28). In fact, GM-CSF-DCs, unlike activated ones, are quiescent, immature, non-motile 

and thus sufficiently use the products of catabolic pathways as intermediates for 

mitochondrial respiration. As a matter of fact, a catabolic pathway such as fatty acid 

oxidation is used to feed OXPHOS and generate ATP. Moreover, these cells also use 

glycolysis, however, whether in the purpose of fatty acid synthesis (anabolism) or with 

the aim to drive OXPHOS is yet unknown (28). Furthermore, it also still remains unclear 

if steady-state pDCs and cDCs both make use of glycolysis and OXPHOS in an 

analogous manner or to the same extent via fatty acid oxidation (28). 

 

Metabolism of activated dendritic cells. In stimulated DCs, namely TLR-ligated 

ones, cells have been shown to undergo a total metabolic reprogramming to attend to the 

needs of maturation, antigen presentation, cytokine secretion as well as survival. In fact, 

TLR-stimulated DCs very rapidly up-regulate their glycolytic rate soon after TLR 

engagement. An increased glucose consumption accompanied with an augmentation in 
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lactic acid formation is the hallmark of this phenomenon (28). This metabolic switch in 

DCs is characterized by two phases dictated by the stage of activation.  

 

Metabolic reprogramming at the early TLR-induced DC activation phase. The 

early TLR-induced activation phase, starting at the time of TLR ligation until about 12 to 

24 hours post-stimulation, is the phase when DCs up-regulate glycolysis but still rely on 

mitochondrial respiration for most of their ATP supply (28). Pearce et al have reported 

that immediately after TLR activation (within minutes), DCs displayed an increased 

glycolytic rate as dictated by an elevated extracellular acidification rate (ECAR), whereas 

their oxygen consumption rate (OCR) slightly increased before starting to gradually 

decrease with time (96). In fact, similarly to TLR-activated macrophages, DCs also make 

use of the Warburg effect. It is however not during the early activation period that they 

do so. The Warburg effect is a term coined upon the observation of Otto Warburg in 1924 

that cancer cells rely on the inefficient aerobic glycolysis to generate energy rather than 

mitochondrial respiration like normal cells do. (97).  At the early DC activation stage, 

transport of pyruvate into the mitochondria via MPC1 is essential for the activation of 

DCs, most likely because DCs are in need of high amounts of ATP in order to attend to 

the demands of maturation. In parallel, along with usurping the mitochondrial ATP 

produced via pyruvate, activated DCs at the early phase also rely on the conversion of 

pyruvate into lactic acid, thereby regenerating NAD+ utilized in glycolysis to make more 

ATP. In addition, the PPP pathway serves as a platform for those DCs to synthesize fatty 

acids with the use of the generated NADPH (28). This early phase up-regulation of 

glycolysis is a characteristic of monocyte-derived DCs but also CD8+ and CD11b+ DCs. 
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A competitive inhibitor of glucose-6-phosphate production, 2-deoxyglucose, has been 

shown to block TLR-induced DC activation when added to the cells because it inhibits 

glycolysis. Investigating the reasons behind glycolysis up-regulation, the need for 

NADPH regeneration and fatty acid synthesis revealed that lipogenesis is indispensable 

for DC maturation to enable endoplasmic reticulum and Golgi enlargement required to 

shuttle the newly synthesized cytokines and inflammatory mediators. Since maturing 

DCs will eventually synthesize high levels of proteins destined for secretion, ER stress 

could build up and lead to the accumulation of possibly unfolded proteins in the lumen. A 

possible result would be cell death if unchecked by the unfolded protein response (UPR). 

The UPR is responsible to coordinate ER expansion by increasing fatty acid synthesis for 

membranes and protein synthesis for the folding machinery (28). 

 

Mechanism mediating early TLR-induced DC metabolic reprogramming. 

Multiple key players have been shown to be implicated in the mechanism of glycolysis 

up-regulation at the early TLR-induced DC activation. In fact, AKT activation 

downstream of TLRs drives glycolysis up-regulation in DCs. Contrary to what was 

previously thought that AKT activation was mediated by PI3K, recent studies have 

demonstrated the dependence of AKT induction on TANK-binding kinase 1 (TBK1) as 

well as the inhibitor of nuclear factor-kB kinase subunit-e (IKKe). This non-canonical 

AKT-mediated signaling plays a fundamental role in HK-2 activation since AKT directly 

phosphorylates HK-2, inducing it to associate with the mitochondrial membrane and 

catalyze the first step of glycolysis (28). HK-2 association with the mitochondria is vital 

for the enzyme to have access to the high yield of ATP generated so that it can perform 
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substrate-level phosphorylation.  Everts et al (98) reported that TBK1, IKKe or AKT 

specific inhibition led to a reduced DC capacity to be activated when stimulated with 

TLR ligands. Moreover, the disruption of HK-2 association with the mitochondria 

resulted in similar observations. Interestingly, TBK1 and IKKe are also present 

downstream of RIG-I-like receptors (RLR). Hence, the activation of the latter might 

induce glycolysis up-regulation and metabolic re-programming in a situation that lacks 

the involvement of TLRs. It is therefore noteworthy to suggest that alterations in 

metabolism could take place as a response to danger signals in general rather than the 

sole triggering of particular receptors (28). 

 

Metabolic reprogramming at the late TLR-induced DC activation phase. Twelve 

to 24 hours post-TLR triggering, DCs start to manifest the Warburg effect, whereby they 

only rely on glycolysis as a metabolic means. In fact, this late activation phase is 

characterized by an up-regulation of glycolysis as measured by an elevated ECAR, 

increased lactic acid production and high glucose consumption. On the other hand 

however, mitochondrial metabolism starts to progressively diminish until it becomes 

nearly inexistent or shutdown. This was demonstrated by Everts et al (96) when 

measuring the OCR of activated DCs 24 hours post-stimulation, which revealed null 

mitochondrial respiration.  

 

Mechanism mediating late TLR-induced DC metabolic reprogramming. When 

studying the mechanism by which OXPHOS is turned off at the late TLR-induced DC 

activation phase, Pearce et al reported that this effect in inflammatory cDCs was due to 
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the production of nitric oxide (NO), induced by the enzyme inducible nitric oxide 

synthase (iNOS). Indeed, NO is known to inhibit the mitochondrial electron transport 

chain (ETC), thereby suppressing mitochondrial respiration. From an 

infection/inflammation angle, NO is microbicidal. In fact, many pathogens depend on 

OXPHOS for survival and multiplication. Hence, NO possibly having evolved as a 

species able to inhibit OXPHOS is suggestive of a defense mechanism against 

microorganisms (28). Since NO is only produced by cells at a later time after activation 

(usually not detected in abundant amounts before 24 hours post-stimulation), it is only 

then when DCs start exhibiting the Warburg effect. Thus at the late activation phase, DCs 

rely on glycolysis due to the mere need for survival rather than for bioenergetics demands 

(99). With OXPHOS shutdown, DCs stand at the crossroads between glycolysis and 

death. Moreover, the effect of NO on the mitochondrial respiration of bystander cells or 

cells interacting with iNOS-expressing DCs is also affected. Upon interaction between 

TLR-stimulated DCs and T cells, T cells translocate their mitochondria to the 

innmunological synapse thereby exposing them to the DC-derived NO. Thus, this was 

shown to lead to T cell OXPHOS shutdown (28). On the other hand, CD8+ and CD4+ 

murine DCs as well as human DCs do not express iNOS and hence cannot produce NO. 

In those cells, the Warburg effect is not observed. However, sustained up-regulation of 

glycolysis during the late activation phase does take place along with a decreased 

mitochondrial metabolism, mediated by the autocrine IFN-I signaling induced by HIF1-a 

(28,100). 
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Metabolic profile of immunogenic versus tolerogenic dendritic cells. Based on 

the metabolic profile that DCs adopt upon TLR triggering to respond to an inflammatory 

stimulus, it is now clear that immunogenic DCs display a phenotype characterized by up-

regulated glycolytic rate leading to activation and enhanced anabolism (99). This is 

mediated by the TBK1/IKKe/Akt axis but also by HIF1-a, itself activated by the 

mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) (99). On the other hand, mitochondrial 

metabolism, which leads to catabolic reactions, has been proposed to possibly promote a 

tolerogenic DC phenotype. Not much data exists about the signals that mediate it, 

however, adenosine monophosphate kinase (AMPK) and peroxisome proliferator-

activated receptor gamma coactivator (PGC)-1a are putative molecules (99). Hence, 

blocking glycolysis and enhancing OXPHOS could be an approach to induce tolerogenic 

DCs. 

 

Pyruvate, an Anti-Inflammatory Agent 

Pyruvate, Key Metabolic Intermediate 

Pyruvate (chemical formula CH3COCOO-), the end product of glycolysis and starting 

substrate of the TCA, is the anionic form of the alpha-keto acid pyruvic acid (101). It has 

thus a ketone as well as a carboxylic acid functional group. It is an essential molecule in 

metabolism since it is a key intermediate to which multiple pathways converge (95,101). 

In fact, pyruvate could act as the starting substrate to anabolic but also catabolic 

pathways depending on the body’s bioenergetics demands; whether in steady-state or 

under stress/starvation mode. Pyruvate is involved in aerobic but also anaerobic 

metabolism. In a poor oxygen milieu such as during muscle exercise or in an ischemic 
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tissue, pyruvate is reduced by nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH) into the 

oxidized NAD+ and lactate, in a reaction catalyzed by the enzyme lactate dehydrogenase 

(LDH) (95,101). Moreover, in aerobic conditions, pyruvate can be converted into 

oxaloacetate via a carboxylation reaction, which then is used for gluconeogenesis during 

glucose shortage (95). In addition, for the purpose of fueling the TCA to generate its 

intermediates through oxidative decarboxylation catalyzed by the pyruvate 

dehydrogenase complex (PDH), pyruvate is converted into acetyl CoA and CO2 (101). 

Pyruvate conversion into acetyl CoA through citrate is also important to induce fatty acid 

synthesis but also protein acetylation (Fig. 4) (28,94,95).  

 

Figure 4. Involvement of citrate in fatty acid synthesis and protein acetylation. 
Modified from (94). 
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Pyruvate, a Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) Scavenger  

Having established the importance of pyruvate as an indispensable player in the 

metabolic scene, the endogenous anion has also been shown to possess reactive oxygen 

species (ROS)-scavenging properties (101-103) mediating anti-inflammatory effects. 

ROS are naturally generated as a result of metabolic and multiple enzymatic and non-

enzymatic reactions, and are involved in stress, sterile inflammation and infections 

(101,104). Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), a common ROS, is generated by partial oxygen 

reduction reactions in multiple scenarios. In fact, H2O2 is either directly produced in cells 

or can be released upon electron leakage from the mitochondrial ETC or following 

several enzymatic reactions such as the xanthine oxidase reaction (101,104). Since H2O2 

is a highly reactive ROS, it is endowed with the ability to oxidize and thus damage 

cellular lipids, proteins and nucleic acids. Pyruvate has thus most likely evolved as an 

endogenous cellular defense mechanism against H2O2-mediated oxidative stress, 

scavenging the radical by a rapid non-enzymatic oxidative decarboxylation reaction, first 

described by Holleman in 1904 to yield CO2 and water (101,105,106). In addition, 

pyruvate is also a scavenger of the dangerous highly reactive hydroxyl radical (OH�) as 

well as the oxidizing and nitrosating peroxynitrite (ONOO-) (101). Being a potent ROS 

scavenger, pyruvate has been thoroughly studied in the context of cytoprotective 

properties (101). A very high number of studies involving the administration of pyruvate 

to cells in culture or to animal models have reported beneficial effects. To mention a few, 

Andrae et al (107) demonstrated the protective effect of pyruvate in cells exposed to 

H2O2. In addition, Salahudeen et al (103) showed that pyruvate was able to protect rats 

with kidney injury mediated by hydrogen peroxide. Furthermore, pyruvate’s effects 
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against ROS damage were heavily validated in animal models of myocardial (108), 

intestinal (109,110), hepatic ischemia/reperfusion (111) and hemorrhagic shock 

(101,106,112). Treatment with pyruvate also ameliorated galactose- (113) or diabetes-

induced (114) cataract formation, pressure-induced retinal damage (115) and stroke in 

animals (116). In vitro, pyruvate added to culture medium improved damage to the lens 

of the eye triggered by galactose (117), fructose (118) or other oxidants (119). 

 

Limitations of Pyruvate Anti-Inflammatory Effects 

Although pyruvate presents with multiple beneficial effects observed both in vitro and in 

vivo, it also has many limitations. In fact, pyruvate is not stable in aqueous solution, a 

disadvantage that limits the potential of its use as a therapeutic agent (101,106). The 

problem lies in the fact that when in solution, pyruvate undergoes a rapid and 

spontaneous aldol-like condensation reaction to form parapyruvate or 2-hydroxy-2-

methyl-4-ketoglutarate. This compound is toxic and can act as a poison that inhibits the 

oxidative decarboxylation of α-ketoglutarate into succinyl coenzyme A, thereby 

inhibiting the TCA cycle (106,120). Moreover, pyruvate can also undergo spontaneous 

hydration reactions, forming pyruvate hydrate (121). In both cases of pyruvate 

conversion, its scavenging properties are lost (101,106). 

 

Targeting DC Maturation: An Approach to Dampen Inflammation 

Targeting DC activation in the view of promoting less activated or tolerogenic DCs could 

be an approach to reduce or abrogate inflammation in settings such as solid organ 

transplant rejection or in autoimmune diseases such as systemic lupus erythematosus 
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(SLE). There exist multiple angles via which DC activation may be targeted. In this 

thesis, we will present data pertaining to three different approaches including 1) the use 

of ethyl pyruvate (EP), an anti-inflammatory agent with greater efficacy than pyruvate 

and a putative role in metabolism alteration; 2) the use of metformin (Met), an anti-

hyperglycaemic drug with a role in metabolism; 3) blocking danger signal-active 

HMGB1 release-from DCs with EP. 
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CHAPTER 2 

ETHYL PYRUVATE (EP), A MODULATOR OF DENDRITIC CELL 

ACTIVATION AND SURVIVAL 

 

Introduction 

Ethyl Pyruvate (EP), a Superior Anti-Inflammatory Agent 

In this first part of the thesis, we will show data relating to the effect of EP on DC 

responses to activating stimuli as well as its effect on a murine model of skin graft 

survival. 

 

Chemical Structure and Properties 

Ethyl pyruvate (EP) (C5H8O3) is an aliphatic ester (α-keto ester) derivative of pyruvate 

(106). It is a compound that exists in a keto-enol tautomerism, thereby achieving 

chemical equilibrium between a keto form (ketone or aldehyde) and an enol (alcohol) 

(106). The interconversion between the two tautomers consists of the movement of an 

alpha-hydrogen accompanied by the shifting of bonding electrons (122). In a review by 

Mitchell Fink (106), is described the property of EP to enolize, hence forming ethyl-2-

hydroxypropenoate. The enol contains a carbon-carbon double bond that is conjugated to 

a carbonyl (C=O) group (Fig. 5) (106). It is known that several of those enols are 

electrophiles, meaning they are highly attracted to electrons. They are hence able to react 

with nucleophiles such as the cysteine thiol group, in Michael-type addition reactions 

(Fig. 6) (94,106,123). Importantly, esters are better Michael acceptors than their 

corresponding carboxylate anions (123). When present in solution, the keto form of the 
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pyruvate keto-enol equilibrium predominates (124) and enolization is enhanced in 

presence of a divalent cation such as calcium or magnesium (106,125).  

 

Figure 5. Chemical structures of (I) pyruvate anion; (II) EP in its keto form; (III) EP 
in its enol form. Modified from (106). 
 

 

 

Figure 6. (Top) Examples of biologically important nucleophilic and electrophilic  
groups. 
(Bottom) Enolization reaction for EP into an electrophile. Modified from (94). 
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The Advantages of EP Versus Pyruvate 

In the view to overcome pyruvate’s limitations in solution, Sims et al (110) prepared the 

ester derivative of pyruvic acid, EP, that was first used as a treatment to the intestinal 

mucosal damage induced in rats by mesenteric IRI (106,110). Being an ester, EP 

possesses a higher stability than pyruvate in aqueous solution and does not show similar 

toxicity (106,110,126). In addition, EP also presents with distinct pharmacological 

properties than pyruvate, rendering its effects more effective and superior (106). In fact, 

in the initial Sims study, Sprague-Dawley rats subjected to 60 minutes of mesenteric 

ischemia followed by 60 minutes of reperfusion, received pyruvate, ethyl pyruvate or 

vehicle (Ringer’s lactated solution) intravenously in a similar dosing regimen. Injections 

consisted of 28mM of the agent administered in a 1.5 ml/kg bolus before ischemia, a 3 

ml/kg bolus before reperfusion and 1.5 ml/kg/h of continuous infusion. Both pyruvate 

and EP treatments ameliorated the hyperpermeability of intestinal mucosa at reperfusion 

time. However, EP also reduced histologic mucosal injury upon reperfusion, resulting in 

an advantageous outcome to that of pyruvate, by improving both structural and functional 

damage. Therefore, protection against injury was greater in the rats receiving EP as 

compared to an equimolar dose of pyruvate (110). Along the same lines, when incubating 

monolayers of Caco-2 human enterocyte-like cells with a cocktail of pro-inflammatory 

cytokines (IFN-g, IL-1b and TNF), Sappington et al (127) showed that the addition of EP 

but not sodium pyruvate, protected the cells from hyperpermeability in this in vitro model 

of intestinal epithelial barrier function. Furthermore, the distinct effects between EP and 

pyruvate are greatly convincing in neurology. In fact, in a rat model of cerebral 

ischemia/stroke by permanent middle cerebral artery occlusion (pMCAO), Yu et al (128) 
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showed that pre-treatment or delayed treatment with EP (40mg/kg) up to 12 hours post-

injury decreased infarct volume and ameliorated motor and neurological impairment. On 

the other hand, in a follow-up study in the same setting, while similar effects were 

observed with EP, injection of 500mg/kg of sodium pyruvate, reduced infarct size (116) 

only when administered 30 minutes post-pMCAO but not 4h post-injury. Moreover, the 

same dose of EP and sodium pyruvate added to LPS-simulated primary rat microglial 

cells resulted in NO suppression by EP, whereas sodium pyruvate had no effect (116).  

 

The Mechanisms of Anti-Inflammatory Action of EP 

ROS-scavenging properties. Similarly to pyruvate, EP is a ROS scavenger, an 

anti-oxidant (101). Multiple studies confirm this property and hence explain some but not 

all of EP’s effects (101). When investigating this property, Tawadrous et al (129) showed 

that EP reduced oxidant-induced lipid peroxidation by decreasing malondialdehyde 

formation in rats with hemorrhagic shock/resuscitation. Other studies also confirmed the 

ability of EP to negatively target lipid peroxidation in animal models of oxidative stress 

(101,130,131). In a more direct way of demonstrating the potency of EP to scavenge 

ROS, a luminal chemiluminescence assay revealed the supremacy of EP compared to 

pyruvate as a scavenger of H2O2 as well as O2
�- (132). Instead, EP was not effective as an 

OH� scavenger but rather only prevented its formation from peroxynitrite (133). Since 

NADPH oxidase-generated ROS is known to induce JAK/STAT signaling, multiple in 

vitro and in vivo studies aimed at showing that EP’s effects derive from scavenging ROS, 

therefore resulting in JAK/STAT signaling inhibition in BV2 murine microglia-like cells 

(134). In fact, this work showed the EP-mediated inhibition of LPS-induced JAK2, 
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STAT1 and STAT3 protein phosphorylation along with the expression of their responsive 

genes, namely iNOS, COX-2, IL-1b, IL-6 and TNF-a in a dose-dependent fashion (134). 

When comparing ROS scavenging properties of EP to those of the well-established N-

acetylcysteine (NAC) and ascorbic acid (vitamin C), all three inhibited ROS-dependent 

fluorescence in LPS-activated BV2 cells loaded with ROS-responsive probe as well as 

STAT activation, iNOS and COX-2 gene transcription. However, interestingly enough, 

EP proved to be 3 folds more potent than the other two in mediating ROS scavenging 

(134). In contrast with its ROS scavenging properties, EP has been shown to deplete 

levels of glutathione (GSH), itself being an anti-oxidant agent (135). In fact, GSH 

intracellular levels have been reported to increase in response to stress or infection. When 

RAW 264.7 cells were stimulated with LPS, the rise in GSH levels allowed for a less 

oxidized milieu, thereby favoring the activation and binding of NF-kB to DNA to induce 

inflammation and respond to LPS (135). In an infection setting, this property most likely 

induces inflammation in the view of getting rid of the pathogen. Upon treating LPS-

stimulated RAW 263.7 cells with EP, LPS-induced NF-kB binding to DNA was 

decreased in a dose-dependent manner and so were the GSH stores (135).  Co-incubation 

of those cells with a GSH analogue, glutathione ethyl ester, prevented EP’s inhibition of 

NF-kB activation. These findings suggest that EP might partially mediate its effects 

through changing redox equilibrium in a way favoring oxidation (135), a property that is 

controversial with its ROS scavenging one. 

 

The interference with signal transduction, danger and death. EP has been 

shown to possess anti-inflammatory properties in various in vitro but also in multiple 

animal models of disease in vivo including but not limited to severe sepsis, 
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ischemia/reperfusion, hemorrhagic shock, stroke and lung injury. EP utilizes mechanisms 

beyond its ROS scavenging properties to mediate many of these effects. Commonly used 

mechanisms in various cell types/disease model include the interference with NF-kB 

activity (131,136,137) and/or MAPK signaling (83,131,138), the prevention of release of 

the danger signal HMGB1 (83,137,139,140) as well as cell death pathway alteration 

(131,139). 

 

In vitro studies. Ulloa et al studied the effect of EP in LPS-stimulated 

murine macrophage-like cells RAW 264.7 in vitro. The treatment of the cells resulted in 

inhibition of TNF-a production along with its mRNA expression. Examining the 

mechanism of action in this model, EP was shown to inhibit NF-kB DNA binding and to 

reduce p38 MAPK phosphorylation (83). In addition, EP also prevented the release of 

HMGB1 from LPS-stimulated RAW 264.7 cells (83,137). Investigating an in vitro model 

of radiation injury, IL-3-dependent murine hematopoietic progenitor 32Dcl3 cells were 

resistant to radiation when treated with 10mM EP pre- or post-irradiation (141). 

Resistance was evaluated by clonogenic radiation survival curves and a decrease in 

mitochondrial cytochrome C release. Decreased apoptosis was observed through the 

inhibition of caspase 3 activation and poly (ADP) ribose polymerase (PARP) cleavage 

(141). EP also possesses anti-coagulant effects. Adding EP to human monocyte-like cells 

in culture not only showed a decrease in pro-inflammatory cytokines induced by LPS, but 

also suppressed LPS-induced expression of the pro-coagulant protein tissue factor, an 

important player in sepsis pathogenesis (142). In HEK293 cells stimulated with LPS, EP 

abrogated TNF-induced NF-kB activity but not MAPKs, whereas in LPS-activated 
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murine macrophages, EP decreased IL-12p40 expression and NO production, increased 

heme oxygenase 1 (HO-1) without a change in IL-10 levels (137). Studying A549 lung 

adenocarcinoma cells, EP induced a necrosis-to-apoptosis switch and inhibited HMGB1 

release (139).  

 

 In vivo studies. In vivo, EP was studied in a numerous number of animal 

models. In fact, sepsis and septic shock are a major pathology where EP treatment 

resulted in promising outcomes. Resuscitation with EP of rats with LPS-induced arterial 

hypotension prolonged animal survival, decreased NO production and IL-6 serum levels, 

but increased IL-10 concentrations. When delayed EP treatment was administered, a 

comparable change in cytokine balance was observed (143). In a similar study, Ulloa et al 

examined the effect of mouse pre-treatment with EP before a lethal LPS dose injection. 

This regimen ameliorated survival and decreased TNF-a serum levels. Administered as a 

delayed treatment, 4 hours post-endotoxemia, EP still improved mouse survival. 

Likewise, in a cecal-ligation and perforation (CLP)-induced murine sepsis, EP treatment 

rescued mice from lethality even 24 hours post-sepsis onset (83). EP also decreased 

serum levels of the late sepsis/endotoxemia mediator HMGB1 in an analogous way than 

in vitro. In endotoxemic pigs, continuous infusion of EP starting 12 hours post-LPS, 

improved acute lung injury as well as diuresis (144). Furthermore, mice with bacterially-

induced acute lung injury, a complication of sepsis, intrapulmonary EP administration 

inhibited TNF in the bronchoalveolar lavage fluid and decreased neutrophil recruitment 

to the lungs (145).  In addition, sepsis-induced acute renal failure was inhibited in EP-

treated mice 12 hours post-peritonitis (146). One study however, showed no beneficial 
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effects of EP on circulation, liver, kidney or mucosa in a porcine endotoxemia model 

(147). Investigating hemorrhagic shock, resuscitation with EP improved survival and gut 

barrier dysfunction in rats (129). Similar effects were observed in mice whereby EP 

improved survival and conferred anti-inflammatory effects by decreasing NF-kB 

activation in liver and colonic mucosa (148) as well as hepatic JNK (149). In an acute 

pancreatitis model, delayed EP treatment resulted in better mouse survival, decreasing 

organ injury and inflammation by reducing serum levels of TNF-a, HMGB1, IL-1b and 

IL-6 (150). In mice with gamma radiation injury, EP increased survival (141). IRI is one 

injury in which EP has been tested thoroughly. Gut mucosal permeability significantly 

improved in mouse mesenteric IRI with a dose-dependent inhibition of NF-kB activity 

and TNF-a mRNA expression (110). In a coronary IRI rat model, pre-treatment with EP 

reduced infarct size and increased heart function (130). Partial liver IRI in rats was 

decreased with EP as seen by hepatocellular necrosis and neutrophil infiltration reduction 

(131). In addition, serum and hepatic inflammatory cytokines were lower in levels as 

mediated by an inhibition of NF-kB, Erk, p38 and JNK signaling. Moreover, EP was 

shown to decrease both apoptosis as well as necrosis in hepatic IRI (131). EP also exerted 

its anti-inflammatory effects in many other animal models. Examples include improving 

survival and decreasing HMGB1 release, IL-12p40 expression and inflammation in acute 

and chronic murine colitis models (137), or by attenuating formalin-induced nociceptive 

pain in rodents (138).  
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Targeting NF-kB. 

Induction of an oxidized milieu. One of the mechanisms used by EP is the 

interference with NF-kB activity (101,106,126). In addition to being a ROS scavenger, 

targeting MAPK phosphorylation, and suppressing HMGB1 release and cell death 

pathways, EP modifies NF-kB (136). NF-kB is a family of proteins, which share a 

common motif needed for binding to DNA and induction of gene expression (101). 

Indeed, the motif present in the DNA-binding region, consists of a critical cysteine at 

position 62 (Cys 62) in p65, with three arginine residues in the following conserved 

pattern RxxRxRxxC. The arginines, providing three positive charges, make the cysteine 

prone to oxidation. When EP depletes GSH levels, the milieu becomes more oxidized, 

hence decreasing the ability of p65 to efficiently bind to DNA (101). This was 

demonstrated with an NF-kB decrease in DNA binding, similar to that induced by EP, 

with the addition of GSH-depleting agents (101,136). On the other hand, as previously 

mentioned, incubating the cells with a GSH analogue, renders them resistant to the 

effects of EP (135). Hence EP might be targeting NF-kB by oxidizing a key cysteine, 

resulting in disulfide bond formation (101,135).  

 

Covalent modification of NF-kB. Another mechanism by which EP can 

affect NF-kB signaling is by covalent modification of a cysteine residue in the 

transcription factor (101). In fact, studying the mechanism of EP in LPS-stimulated RAW 

264.7 cells, the inhibitors of NF-kB in the cytoplasm IKBa and IKBb were not affected 

by the ester (136). IKBa and IKBb are enzymes that hold NF-kB inactive inside the cell, 

until a signal is encountered. That is when they are phosphorylated and targeted for 
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degradation via proteasomal ubiquitination. The result is that the NF-kB subunits p65 and 

p50 are free to translocate to the nucleus to activate gene transcription (101). Upon 

treatment with EP, IKBa and IKBb degradation is not altered, indicating that EP does not 

inhibit NF-kB translocation to the nucleus but rather acts at a downstream level (136). 

However, it was shown that EP does interfere with a cysteine residue, essential for p65 

binding to DNA. When transfecting HEK293 cells with wild type p65, a Cys38 p65 

mutant form and a Cys120 p65 mutant form, EP prevented the binding of wild type p65 as 

well as the Cys120 mutant to DNA, but had no effect on the Cys38 mutant, indicating that 

this residue is the critical one for p65 binding. The covalent modification of Cys38 by EP 

was suggested to be via the alteration of the sulfhydryl bonds of the cysteine. Moreover, 

the p50 subunit is not a target of EP (101,106,136). It is noteworthy to mention here that 

this mechanism seems a plausible one despite the fact that direct evidence for covalent 

modification of Cys38 was not demonstrated (101,136). 

 

Inhibition of glyoxalase (Glo)-1. Glyoxalase (Glo)-1 is a cytoplasmic enzyme 

responsible for clearing of a glycolytic by-product known as methylglyoxal (MGO) 

(101,151). Increasing concentrations of exogenous MGO in heparinized human whole 

blood, led to a decrease in LPS-induced pro-inflammatory cytokines such as TNF-a and 

IL-6. An agent able to inhibit the activity of Glo-1, would by extension increase MGO 

levels and thereby decrease the pro-inflammatory effects of LPS. In fact, EP added to 

heparinized human whole blood, resulted in the inhibition of the LPS inflammation but 

was also able to inhibit Glo-1 in a cell-free system, suggesting that an increase in MGO 

levels (electrophile) might mediate the effects of EP (101,151).    
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Alteration of cellular metabolism. Studies in the field of the medicinal chemistry 

of hypoglycaemic agents and the biology of insulin release have introduced new insight 

regarding the pharmacological actions of pyruvate esters (106). As a matter of fact, the 

distinct properties of pyruvate esters that pyruvate anion lacks, can be attributed to the 

possible alterations pyruvate esters are able to induce in metabolic pathways. In fact, 

when comparing the pharmacological activity of an α-keto acid ester derivative of 2-

chloroethanol, 2-chloroethyl pyruvate, to pyruvic acid, the ester exerted hypoglycaemic 

effects on glucose-challenged fasted rats whereas pyruvate showed no effect (152). The 

ester was also more powerful than the known hypoglycaemic agent tolbutamide. Another 

pyruvate ester very similar to EP, methyl pyruvate (MP), was studied in the context of 

insulin secretion by mouse pancreatic islets in culture (106,153). In normal glucose 

metabolism, glucose-induced insulin secretion is stimulated by glycolysis, while the TCA 

cycle does not contribute much (153). However, the equilibrium changed upon the 

addition of the membrane permeable ester MP, but not of sodium pyruvate, when the 

ester, driving mitochondrial respiration, successfully induced insulin secretion, closure of 

ATP-sensitive potassium channels and increased intracellular Ca2+. This is indicative that 

in presence of the ester, ATP deriving from the overly stimulated TCA cycle contributes 

to insulin secretion, the fact that does not occur in normal glucose metabolism (106,153). 

A similar study in rat islets showed concordant results (106,154). The authors speculated 

that pyruvate esterification could make the compound more membrane-permeable, hence 

allowing it to enter the mitochondria faster and accumulate there (106,154). Multiple 

observations confirm this idea. In fact, MP was shown to produce less lactate compared 

to sodium pyruvate (155) and to induce a more continuous and faster rise in NADH and 
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NADPH (156) in pancreatic islets, the findings that are concordant with a decreased 

cytoplasmic metabolism (glycolysis) and an increase in mitochondrial respiration 

resulting in increased NADH and NADPH production (106). Based on its similarities 

with MP, EP has been proposed to readily enter the mitochondria and accumulate there 

due to its lipophilic and ester nature (106,126). In addition, EP may act as the first 

substrate of the TCA cycle and by extension drive mitochondrial respiration, prevent 

ATP depletion (106), and possibly inhibit cytoplasmic respiration i.e. glycolysis. 

However, to date, no studies have explored the effect of EP on cytoplasmic and 

mitochondrial respiration and thus the role of EP in metabolism remains unknown. 

 

The Other Face of Ethyl Pyruvate 

Most of the studies with EP have reported positive anti-inflammatory effects in various 

cell types and animal models of disease, the latter encompassing a vast range of 

conditions (106,126). However, a few studies have also observed no or minimal 

beneficial effects while others have described effects related to enhanced immunity rather 

than its suppression. In fact, Andersson et al, when investigating the effects of EP in an 

endotoxemic porcine model, reported no beneficial effects on systemic hemodynamics, 

renal artery, portal vein flow or microcirculatory flow in the liver, kidney ileal serosa or 

mucosa (147). Along the same lines, pigs with hemorrhagic shock resuscitated with EP or 

vehicle, showed no difference between treatment and control with respect to systemic 

hemodynamic factors or tissue oxygenation (157). On the other hand, the effects of EP 

were tested in the setting of tumor growth/suppression. When performing B16-F10 

melanoma tumor graft in mice, Alexander Muller et al (158), showed that cancer-bearing 
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animals treated with EP, suppressed tumor growth and enhanced a potent anti-tumor 

response via the inhibition of the enzyme indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase (IDO). IDO, key 

player in tryptophan metabolism, confers tolerogenic responses in multiple cells and 

many tumors (158). The mechanism by which EP was thought to inhibit IDO is through 

inhibition of NF-kB signaling, essential for IDO activity (158). In a similar fashion, 

Vasilyeva et al (106,159) reported the accelerated rejection of the second transplants of 

hepatocarcinoma-29 (H-29) tumors in mice by EP via IDO inhibition.  

 

Ethyl Pyruvate Clinical Trial 

Based on the broad range of beneficial effects mediated by EP across multiple 

pathological conditions, a clinical trial evaluating its administration to patients with 

cardiopulmonary bypass surgery was initiated by the biotechnology company Critical 

Therapeutics Inc. in Massachusetts. The multiple dose Phase I safety trial demonstrated 

that the EP preparation (CTI-01) was safe and tolerated by healthy controls even when 

higher doses than those used in pre-clinical animal models were considered. The 

promising results led to a double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled, parallel-group 

clinical trial assessing CTI-01 effects in 102 patients versus controls. However, although 

no safety issues or adverse effects were noted, EP exerted no positive outcome when 

comparing surgery patients to controls. Besides CTI-01 packaging problems, the trial 

failure was attributed to the patient group not belonging to a high- risk group (based on 

their low IL-6 and TNF-a levels), to the possible ineffectiveness of EP in humans or 

simply to its possible ineffectiveness in the setting of cardiopulmonary bypass surgery at 

the given regimen (106,160). 
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Toxicity of Ethyl Pyruvate 

Ethyl pyruvate possesses a moderately low electrophile property, allowing it to deplete 

GSH levels and induce covalent modifications in proteins and nucleic acids 

(101,106,126). Usually, strong electrophile compounds mediate cell toxicity since their 

effects increase cell exposure to redox stress. Nevertheless, in the case of EP, the 

combination of adequately low electrophile reactivity with ROS-scavenging properties, 

establishes a balance in the redox stress levels (106).  Furthermore, when assessing its 

safety and toxicity profile, EP was shown to be a relatively safe agent at clinically 

relevant doses when evaluated in normal horses (161) as well as in patients with 

cardiopulmonary bypass versus placebo controls in a clinical trial (160). 

 

Ethyl Pyruvate and Dendritic Cells 

Only one report exists in the literature assessing the effect of EP on DC responses in a rat 

model of thermal injury (162). The study investigated the link between EP and HMGB1 

on the maturation of splenic DCs in rats subjected to full thickness scald injury by 

immersing the exposed skin in 99°C for 12 seconds. Contrary to the expectation that EP 

would mediate anti-inflammatory effects and possibly negatively affect DC maturation, 

Zhang et al reported that injection of rats with EP in the view of inhibiting HMGB1, 

enhanced costimulatory molecule CD80 and MHC-II expression on splenic DC surface 

after burn injury. Moreover, the injury-induced decrease in IL-12 levels was restored 

after EP administration, similarly to IL-2 and IL-2Ra activity and expression by T cells. 

Results were interpreted in a way that thermal injury induced excessive and prolonged 

HMGB1 release, which in turn abnormally stimulated splenic DC maturation. This 
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further resulted in the reduction of IL-12 secretion, hence shifting the equilibrium from a 

Th1 to a Th2 immune response and suppressing T cell function. EP however, reversed 

this effect (162). Our hypothesis is that because EP protects DCs from cell death by 

excessive activation, more DCs producing pro-inflammatory cytokines were present in 

the spleen of EP-treated mice, and thus higher levels of IL-12 were detected. This study 

is the only report addressing the effect of EP on DCs. However, to hitherto, this effect is 

still unclear and warrants further investigation.  

 

Application to Clinical Pathologies 

Multiple are the conditions in which immunogenic DC involvement leads to disease 

exacerbation or increased inflammation. Solid organ transplantation is one setting where 

DCs highly contribute to graft rejection. Since rejection still occurs despite multiple 

immunosuppressive drug regimen use, this warrants the need for the introduction of less 

mature or tolerogenic DCs in the view of dampening the generated immune responses. 

 

Solid organ transplantation and rejection. Solid organ transplantation is the 

procedure of choice for end-stage organ failure and is one of the greatest challenges of 

modern medicine (1).  Today, a vast list of organs are transplanted including but not 

limited to kidney, pancreas, liver, intestine, heart, lung (163), and yet organ donor 

shortage is still a major obstacle (163,164). In addition, organ procurement from living 

donors is a complex matter relating to the type of organ and other ethical issues. 

Therefore, the bulk of transplants usually involves organs from deceased donors and is 

often stretched to expanded-criteria donors (ECD). ECD include donors over 60 years 
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old, donors with medical complexities such as hypertension and obesity, or with cardiac 

death (165,166). According to recent United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS) data, 

transplants performed in the year 2014 based on donor type consisted of 23,715 grafts 

from deceased compared to 5,819 from living donors (167). Poorer outcome correlates 

with grafts from deceased donors (1,2,4,164,166), due to factors such as prolonged cold 

ischemia and adverse effects of brain death pathophysiologic changes to the graft 

(1,164,165). Furthermore, ECD-derived grafts are a critical risk factor for acute and 

chronic rejection (165).  

Acute and chronic episodes are the most studied types of rejection reactions. In human 

patients, acute rejection usually appears around 3 weeks post-transplantation while 

chronic rejection is observed starting 3 months post-transplantation and they both are 

humoral and cell-mediated (168,169). Rejection is typically prevented with combinatorial 

immunosuppressive drug regimens (2). However, despite the many therapies in use 

today, solid organ graft patients often still suffer of rejection, drug-related toxicities, 

infections and tumors (1,2). Transplant patients require a lifelong immunosuppressive 

drug regimen in the purpose of increasing the survival of the organ as well as the patient 

(170). Due to the complications resulting from those drugs, a triple regimen is typically 

administered to cut down on doses and side effects. The choice of the individual 

medications in the regimen is based on the different mechanism of each (170). The most 

commonly used combination consists of calcineurin inhibitors such as cyclosporine and 

tacrolimus with an anti-mitotic drug, such as mycophenolate mofetil (170). The 

antifungal sirolimus, which inhibits IL-2 signaling by targeting mTOR, is also used 

(171). In recent years, a decline in the use of calcineurin inhibitors as well as steroids has 
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been witnessed. Immunosuppression of transplant patients entails 3 phases starting with 

the induction period prior to surgery, the initial phase right after the operation followed 

by life-long maintenance therapy (170). It could be argued that the induction and initial 

phases are the most critical for the later outcome of the graft and the faster and better the 

transplant re-gains function, the lower the risk of future rejection (172). Many are the 

factors that shape graft outcome, including but not limited to delayed graft function, age 

of patient, donor type, infection episodes and the resulting danger signals released. For 

many years, the focus in transplantation has been the thorough study of B and T cell 

responses and thereby targeting adaptive immunity for therapy against rejection. 

However, today, it has become evident that more light needs to be shed on the 

involvement of the innate immunity in initiating and enhancing the acquired response 

against the allograft (3,4). 
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Materials and Methods 

 

Mice 

Female C57BL/6 (B6) as well as B6.NZMSle1/Sle2/Sle3 (SLE1,2,3) mice between 6 and 

12 weeks of age, were purchased from the Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME, USA) 

and maintained in our colony in accordance with the guidelines of the Institutional 

Animal Care and Use Committees of Temple University, a member of American 

Association for the Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care-accredited facilities. 

C3HeB/FeJ mouse spleens (provided by T.K. Eisenstein) were used for mixed leukocyte 

reaction (MLR) assays. 

	  
In Vitro Bone Marrow-Derived cDC Cultures 

We differentiated cDCs in culture as previously described (72,173), with some 

modifications. Bone marrow precursor cells were flushed from femurs and tibias of B6 

(or SLE1,2,3 where indicated) mice and differentiated into conventional DCs (cDCs) in 

presence of granulocyte macrophage-colony stimulating factor (GM-CSF). Total bone 

marrow cells, without any purification, were seeded as one million per milliliter of 

complete Iscove’s modified Dulbecco’s medium (IMDM) (with 10% FBS, 100 U/mL 

penicillin/streptomycin, 200mM L-glutamine and gentamicin) enriched with 1% GM-

CSF supernatant (See Appendix A) in 24 well plates. On day 2 of the culture, another 

milliliter of fresh medium was added to each well. Starting day 5 and until the day the 

culture was used, 1ml per well was replaced with fresh medium every day. The 

differentiated DCs were stimulated on day 6 or 7 with 10mM ethyl pyruvate 98% (cat no. 
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617-35-6; Sigma-Aldrich) and/or 100ng/ml LPS from Escherichia coli 026:B6 (cat no. 

L3755, Sigma-Aldrich). Ethyl pyruvate treatment was administered to the cells one hour 

prior to LPS. In ethyl pyruvate dose titration experiments, 1mM, 3.4mM, 5mM, 10mM or 

20mM ethyl pyruvate doses were administered to the cells 1 hour before LPS. Where 

indicated, cDCs were stimulated with R848 (1ug/ml) (Cat no. tlrl-r848-5; Invivogen) or 

CpG B (10ug/ml) (Cat no. tlrl-1826; Invivogen) as TLR7 and 9 ligands respectively. In 

select experiments, EP treatment was delayed and followed LPS stimulation by 1 hour. 

Furthermore, also where indicated, murine bone marrow precursors were differentiated 

into cDCs as previously described, however, in presence of EP (10mM) in the culture 

since day 0 and every time the medium was changed. On the day when the culture was 

used, the cDCs were again pre-treated with EP (10mM) 1 hour before stimulating them 

with LPS. 

 

Assessment of Cell Viability by Flow Cytometry 

The generated cDCs were harvested at 8, 24, 48 and 72 hours post-LPS stimulation and 

stained with Annexin V (Cat. No. 556419; BD Bioscience) and 7-AAD (Cat no. 559925; 

BD Bioscience) to determine cell viability. Briefly, harvested cells were re-suspended in 

100ul of Annexin V binding buffer diluted 1:10 in nanopure water. Next, cells were 

stained with 5ul of Annexin V for 15 minutes before the addition of 5ul of 7-AAD. Cells 

were analyzed on a FACScanto II flow cytometer (BD Bioscience) and flowjo software 

was utilized for data analysis (Tree	  Star,	  Ashland,	  OR,	  USA). 
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Assessment of Dendritic Cell Activation by Flow Cytometry 

Dendritic cells were harvested at 24 and/or 48 hours following LPS (or CpG or R848) 

stimulation and analyzed by flow cytometry for the expression of surface markers 

including costimulatory as well as MHC molecules. Briefly, cells were re-suspended in 

50ul PBS with 10% FBS in the presence of FcγR blocker (purified anti-mouse 

CD16/CD32; clone 93; Biolegend) for 15 minutes. Then cells were stained for 30 

minutes on ice with primary APC-conjugated anti-CD11c (N418) (e-Bioscience), PeCy7-

conjugated anti-CD11b (M1/70) (BD Pharminger), FITC-conjugated anti-CD40 (HM40-

3) (BD Pharmingen) and anti-CD86 (GL-1) (eBioscience), PE-conjugated anti-CD80 (16-

10A1) (BD Pharmingen) and anti-MHC-I (H2kb) (28-8-6) (Biolegend) as well as 

biotinylated anti-MHC-II (M5/114.15.2) (eBioscience). Next, the cells were washed 

twice at 1600 rpm for 5 minutes at 4°C and stained for 15 minutes on ice with SA-

PerCPCy5.5 (eBioscience) (Appendix B). Subsequent to two washes, cDCs were re-

suspended in 2% paraformaldehyde in PBS and analyzed on a FACScanto II flow 

cytometer (BD Bioscience) and flowjo software was utilized for data analysis (Tree	  Star,	  

Ashland,	   OR,	   USA). In experiments where EP was used post-TLR stimulation, flow 

cytometric analysis was performed 24 hours after EP treatment. 

 

Measurement of Cytokine Levels by ELISA 

Supernatants were collected from cDC cultures at 8, 24, 48 and 72 hours post-LPS 

stimulation for the measurement of IL-12p70, TNF-a, IL-6 and IL-10 levels with the use 

of ELISA kits (BD Pharmingen) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. ELISA plates 

were coated overnight at 4°C with capture antibody diluted 1 in 250 in coating buffer 
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(0.2M sodium phosphate pH 6.5 or 0.1M sodium carbonate pH 9.5 as recommended by 

the manufacturer). For IL-12p70, TNF-a and IL-10, the coating buffer was essentially a 

phosphate-based buffer, whereas for IL-6, a carbonate-based buffer served as the coating 

buffer. The plates were washed 3 times with wash buffer (1X PBS + 0.05% Tween-20) 

then blocked using assay diluent (1X PBS + 10% FBS) for 1 hour at room temperature. 

Following the blocking step, plates were washed again 3 times as above and cytokine 

standards as well as sample supernatants were added to each plate in duplicates. After a 

2-hour incubation at room temperature, plates were washed again and detection antibody 

conjugated to horseradish peroxidase (HRP) was added to each well. All plates were 

incubated for one hour before adding the 3,3′,5,5′-Tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) substrate 

for 30 minutes in the dark. The enzymatic reaction was then stopped using 2N sulfuric 

acid and optical densities measured at 450nm and results analyzed with SoftMax Pro 

software. The level of the chemokine CXCL10 was also measured using the R&D 

(DY466) ELISA kit according to the manufacturer’s protocol. In brief, in contrast with 

the previous ELISAs, plates were coated overnight at room temperature with capture 

antibody in PBS. The assay diluent used throughout the assay consisted of 1%BSA in 

PBS. Plates were incubated for 2 hours with detection antibody followed by a 20-minute 

incubation with SA-HRP. Three washes were performed in between each of the steps. 

For experiments with CpG and R848, 6 and 24 hours supernatants were collected for 

ELISA.  In cultures where EP was used post-TLR stimulation, ELISA assays were 

performed 6 and 24 hours after EP treatment. 
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Quantification of Gene Expression by Quantitative Reverse Transcription Polymerase 

Chain Reaction qRT-PCR 

Gene expression of in vitro cDCs was analyzed by quantitative reverse transcription PCR 

(qRT-PCR) using Taqman probes. Briefly, total RNA was extracted from cells harvested 

1 hour and 6 hours after LPS (or CpG or R848) stimulation using the Quick-RNA 

MiniPrep kit (Cat no. R1055; Zymo Research) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. 

The extracted RNA was reverse transcribed using the High Capacity cDNA RT kit (Cat 

no. 436884, Applied Biosystems). Pre-made Taqman primers and probes purchased from 

Applied Biosystems were used to assess the level of expression of Ifnb, Mx1, Isg15, Irf7, 

Cxcl10 and Inos. Cyclophillin (Cyc) (Appendix C) was used as the housekeeping gene for 

normalization. Each sample was run in triplicates. The ΔCt method of relative 

quantification of gene expression was used for analysis and the normalized Ct values 

(against cyclophillin) were calibrated against the control sample (untreated cDCs) in each 

experiment. In experiments where EP was used post-TLR stimulation, qRT-PCR analysis 

was performed 1 and 6 hours after EP treatment. 

 

Western Blot Analysis 

Cells were serum-starved for 4 hours, before being treated with TLR ligands and EP and 

then harvested for western blot analysis. Then, cells were re-suspended in complete lysis 

buffer to release the proteins. Thirty micrograms of total lysate were used for Western 

Blotting. Protein samples were denatured by boiling at 95°C for 5 minutes (in LDS 

sample buffer (Cat no. NP0008; NuPAGE) diluted 1 in 4 and beta-mercaptoethanol 

diluted 1 in 10) and loaded onto 10% NuPAGE Bis-Tris gels. After sodium dodecyl 
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sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) run at 200V for 65 minutes, 

proteins were transferred onto polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) membranes (70V for 65 

minutes), which were blocked for 1 hour at room temperature with blocking buffer (5% 

milk or Bovine serum albumin (BSA) in Tris Buffered Saline +0.1% Tween-20 (TBST)). 

Next, primary antibodies against phosphorylated and total Erk 1/2, p38, JNK 1/2, Akt as 

well as total IKBa (Cell Signaling) were diluted in blocking buffer with 0.1% Tween-20 

(5% BSA in TBST) and primary antibody against total IKBb (Santa Cruz Biotechnology) 

was diluted in 5% milk in PBS + 0.1% Tween 20. Membranes were incubated with 

primary antibodies overnight at 4°C. Rabbit anti-mouse actin and mouse anti-mouse actin 

(Santa Cruz Biotechnology) were used as loading controls where appropriate. Mouse 

anti-mouse GAPDH (Millipore) was used in Erk western blots as an extra control but was 

not used for densitometry calculations. Then the membranes were washed and incubated 

for 1 hour at room temperature with IR Dye 800 goat anti-rabbit and IR Dye 680 donkey 

anti-mouse (LI-COR Biosciences) diluted in blocking buffer plus 0.1% Tween-20. Blots 

were then washed three times with PBST. Proteins were visualized by scanning the 

membranes on an Odyssey Infrared Imaging System (LI-COR Biosciences) in both 

700nm and 800nm channels.  

 

Metabolism Assays 

Real time analysis of oxygen consumption rate (OCR) and extracellular acidification rate 

(ECAR) was performed using the Seahorse X-96 metabolic extracellular flux analyzer 

(Seahorse Bioscience) (in collaboration with Dr. W.J.Koch). Metabolism assays were 

done at an acute as well as a 24 hour time point. For the 24 hour time point, cDCs were 
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generated in culture as previously described and then harvested, counted and plated at a 

density of 70,000 cells per 70ul per well of XF-96 culture plates previously coated with 

poly-d-lysine for adherence (Cat no. A003E; Millipore). They were then either left 

untreated, treated with EP (10mM), LPS (100ng/ml) or LPS + EP for 24 hours. Cells 

were then washed in XF assay medium (unbuffered RPMI, 10mM glucose, 10% FCS, 

100 U/mL penicillin/streptomycin, 2mM L-glutamine, 1% GM-CSF supernatant) and 

analyzed for OCR and ECAR as per the manufacturer’s protocol in response to 1µM 

oligomycin, 1.5µM fluoro-carbonyl cyanide phenylhydrazone (FCCP) and 100 nM 

rotenone plus 1µM antimycin A (Sigma-Aldrich). Oligomycin is an inhibitor of ATP 

synthase and thus blocks ATP synthesis in oxidative phosphorylation. FCCP is a 

mitochondrion uncoupler, which induces the loss of coupling between the rate of electron 

transport in the respiratory chain and ATP production.  Rotenone is a complex I inhibitor 

and antimycin A is an inhibitor of complex III of the electron transport chain. When 

measuring OCR, the use of these inhibitors allows to assess mitochondrial respiration 

upon blockade of OXPHOS components.  For the acute time point, cells were plated in 

the XF-96 culture plates then treated with EP (10mM), washed along with the rest of the 

cells then stimulated with LPS (100ng/ml) 1 hour post-EP via injection delivery through 

port A of the Seahorse plate cartridge. The three inhibitors were injected later in the 

following sequence (Oligomycin, FCCP, Rotenone/Antimycin A). Readings were 

recorded at 2, 10, 15 and 27 minutes after LPS administration, whereas the inhibitors 

were added in sequence starting 30 minutes after LPS. The measured readouts included 

OCR, basal respiration, maximal respiration, spare capacity, mitochondrial ATP 

production, proton leak, percent coupling and ECAR. 
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Mixed Leukocyte Reaction Assay (MLR) 

Conventional DCs from B6 female mice were generated in culture as previously 

described and treated on day 6 with or without 10mM EP in presence or absence of 

100ng/ml LPS 1 hour later. Cells were harvested after 24 hours, counted and added onto 

an ex vivo source of allogeneic T cells, namely antigen-presenting cell (APC)-depleted 

C3HeB/FeJ female splenocytes (800,000 cells per well) in cDC:splenocyte ratios of 1:30, 

1:100, 1:300 and 1:1000. Cells were plated in MLR medium (RPMI-1640 + 10% FBS+ 

0.05mM 2-Mercaptoethanol, 50ug/ml gentamycin) in 96 well flat-bottomed plates in a 

total volume of 200ul per well. The assay consisted of 4 conditions: untreated cDCs, EP-

treated cDCs, LPS-treated cDCs and EP + LPS-treated cDCs. Each condition and ratio of 

cDC:splenocyte was run in quadruplicates. Two additional conditions were only tested 

with the 1:300 cDC: splenocyte ratio and aimed to determine the direct effects of EP on T 

cells. These consisted of LPS + EP-pre-treated cDCs for 24 hours, with the addition of 

the same EP concentration in the MLR wells upon setting up the co-culture with the 

splenocytes. The other condition consisted of LPS-pre-treated cDCs for 24 hours, with 

the addition of EP (10mM) in the MLR wells. Splenocytes were also plated alone as well 

as cDCs from each condition to serve as controls. Plates were left to incubate at 37°C for 

48 hours then cells were pulsed with 1uCi of tritriated 3H thymidine, harvested and 

counted with a gamma scintillation counter for radioactivity in counts per minute (cpm) 

(In collaboration with T.K. Eisenstein). Incorporation of 3H thymidine in cpm is a 

measure of splenocyte proliferation as a result of their interaction with the non-syngeneic 

cDCs pre-treated with the different conditions. Counts per minute recorded for every 

condition were subtracted from those of the appropriate control cDCs. 
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Measurement of IL-2 Levels in the MLR Supernatants 

Supernatants were collected from the MLR assay plate 24 hours post-MLR set up. The 

samples were used to measure the levels of IL-2 by ELISA, according to the 

manufacturer’s protocol (BD Pharmingen). The protocol was similar to that of TNF-a, 

previously described. 

 

Nitric Oxide Quantification 

Nitrite concentration was measured as a proxy for nitric oxide in cDC culture 

supernatants collected at 1, 3, 8, 24, 48 and 72 hours post-LPS stimulation. Supernatants 

collected at 1, 6 and 24 hours were analyzed for experiments where delayed EP treatment 

was administered to the cells. A colorimetric assay using the Griess reagent (Cat 

no.AC328670500; Acros Organics) was utilized to measure nitrite levels in uM. A 2-fold 

serial dilution of a 100uM sodium nitrite standard in culture medium was performed and 

the Griess reagent was added onto the standards and the supernantant samples. Blank 

wells consisted of medium alone. Plates were read at 550nm for absorbance values. A 

standard curve was generated by plotting the recorded O.D. values against concentration. 

 

Murine Skin Grafts 

The skin graft model used was the single minor histocompatibility mismatch (miHA). 

Tail skin grafts were performed from male C57BL/6 mice onto age matched C57BL/6 

female mice, in which the only difference between donor and recipient was the male 

antigen H-Y, absent in female cells. Tail skin between syngeneic female mice served as 

negative controls. Donor tail skin was placed (2 cm x 1.5 cm) onto the lateral thoracic 
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wall of the recipients, which was under 2% isofluorane anesthesia and had received an 

analgesic (Meloxicam) for pain management as described (174). The skin was patched 

with an adhesive pad, tightly wrapped with a band-aid and then a bandage. Mice were 

monitored everyday for discomfort, scratching or band-aid loss. Dressing was typically 

removed 10-12 days later when wound healing was complete. In miHA, grafts were 

normally rejected between days 24-42 post-surgery and a graft was considered fully 

rejected when more than 90% was necrotic or fibrotic. Grafts were examined until 

rejection or until day 60-90 post-surgery if healthy/accepted.  For experiments where we 

wanted to study cell properties, dorsal ear skin from mouse male donors was transplanted 

dermis-side down onto female recipients. The ear grafts were then harvested at different 

time points and used in explant experiments. 

 

Ethyl Pyruvate Regimen in Transplanted Mice 

EP (40mg/kg) or its solvent ringer’s lactated solution (vehicle), were injected in a 500ul 

volume intraperitoneally (i.p.) into donor mice, 1 to 1.5 hours prior to skin harvest. Next, 

we injected recipient mice with 40mg/kg EP or vehicle in a 500ul volume at the time of 

surgery. The same treatments were administered to recipient mice twice a day every other 

day, starting 24 hours until day 9 post-surgery. On day 10 and until day 30 post-

transplantation, mice were then divided into 4 groups: 1) EP alone (40mg/kg in 500ul 

vehicle); 2) vehicle alone (500ul); 3) EP and rapamycin (EP 40mg/kg in vehicle) or 4) 

vehicle and rapamycin. Groups 3 and 4 received their original treatment (EP or lactated 

ringer’s solution) in a 300ul volume along with a suboptimal dose (6ug) of rapamycin per 

mouse in 200ul lactated ringer’s solution.  
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Measurement of HMGB1 Levels from Ear Graft Explants by ELISA 

HMGB1 levels were measured in the medium of mouse ear skin graft explants removed 

at 24 hours, 48 hours, 72 hours, d5, d8, d13, d21 post-transplantation and placed in 

culture for 24 hours in 300ul of incomplete RPMI. The grafts were equally cut using a 

8mm biopsy puncher before placing them dermis-side down in 48 well-plates. HMGB1 

ELISA purchased from IBL International (Cat no. ST51011) was performed according 

the manufacturer’s protocol. In brief, 100ul of sample diluent were added in duplicates to 

each well of polyclonal anti-HMGB1-coated plates, followed by 10ul of sample, 

standard, positive control and blank in duplicates as well. Standard and positive control 

consisted of pig HMGB1. Plates were incubated for 20 to 24 hours at 37°C. Next, plates 

were washed 5 times before the addition of the peroxidase-conjugate (monoclonal anti-

HMGB1,2 antibody) solution and further incubation for 2 hours at room temperature. The 

washing step was then repeated before adding 100ul of substrate to all wells and 

incubating for 30 min at room temperature. Last, 100ul of stop solution were dispensed to 

stop the reaction and the absorbance measured at 450nm and results analyzed with 

SoftMax Pro software. Concentrations > 1.4ng/ml were considered elevated. 

 

Statistical Analysis 

Prism 6 (GraphPad software, San Diego, CA, USA) was used for data analysis and chart 

generation. Means and Standard Errors on the Means (Mean ± SEM) were calculated by 

averaging results from independent experiments. Statistical significance was determined 

using unpaired two-tailed T test for comparison between two groups. One-Way ANOVA 

was used as appropriate for multiple group comparisons followed by the Bonferroni 
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multiple comparisons post-hoc correction test. P-values of p < 0.05 (marked in the figures 

as * P<0.05,  ** P<0.005, *** P<0.0005 and **** P<0.0001.) were considered 

significant. 
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Results 

 

Ethyl Pyruvate (EP) Dose Titration Reveals 10mM as an Optimal Dose for Bone 

Marrow Conventional Dendritic Cells (cDCs) 

We started our investigation of the effects of EP on cDCs by performing a dose titration 

of ethyl pyruvate in cDCs that were left unstimulated or stimulated an hour later with 

100ng/ml LPS. The aim was to determine EP effects on cDC survival and ability to 

produce pro-inflammatory cytokines, a powerful outcome of cDC activation. This dose of 

LPS has been used in our lab for many years and was found ideal to fully stimulate DCs 

while minimizing short-term cell death. We used cDCs at day 6-7 of culture, as described 

in the Material & Methods section. We harvested cDCs at 8, 24, 48 and 72 hours post-

stimulation. Flow cytometric evaluation of AnnexinV and 7-AAD staining revealed that 

the 10mM dose of EP did not kill cDCs at 8, 24 or 48 hours (Fig 7A) and resulted in the 

least production of cytokines (TNF-a at 8 hours, IL-12p70 and IL-6 at 24 hours), as 

compared to all the lower doses (Fig 7B-D). Similar findings were observed with TNF-a 

at 24 hours (Fig 7B), IL-12p70 (Fig 7C) as well as IL-6 (Fig 7D) at 48 and 72 hours. 

Furthermore, LPS is known to induce cDC death 72 hours post-stimulation (175). The 

10mM dose of EP however, was able to rescue the cells from the LPS-induced killing 

(Fig 7A). As for the lower doses of ethyl pyruvate (EP) 1, 3.4 and 5mM, they did not 

induce cell death in presence or absence of LPS at the different time points tested, but 

were unable to rescue the cells from the 72 hours LPS-induced killing (Fig 7A). When 

measuring cytokine levels, a dose dependent decrease was observed with IL-12p70, at 24 

hours, but also at 48 and 72 hours (Fig. 7C), starting with the lowest EP dose (1mM). The 
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3.4mM and 5mM doses reduced TNF-a levels at the 8 hour time point (Fig. 7B), and 

caused a modest decrease in TNF-a (24 hours) (Fig 7B) and IL-6 (Fig 7D) at all time 

points. On the other hand, the highest EP dose tested (20mM) killed cDCs as early as 8 

hours post-LPS stimulation, which was accentuated at the following time points (Fig. 7A) 

and as a result no cytokine production was detected (Fig. 7B-D).  

We then measured IL-10 levels in the culture supernatants of the same cells to assess the 

effect of EP on anti-inflammatory cytokine production. Similarly to the above findings, 

EP (10mM) resulted in the least amounts of IL-10 at 24, 48 and 72 hours as compared to 

all the lower doses (Fig 7E). The 3.4mM and 5mM doses only induced a modest decrease 

in IL-10 at all time points. Moreover, no IL-10 was detected with EP (20mM) due to cell 

death (Fig 7E). These data underline the finding that 10mM is the optimal EP dose to test 

on cDC responses. 
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Figure 7. Ethyl pyruvate (EP) dose titration response reveals 10mM to be the 
optimal dose in cDCs. We performed a dose titration response for ethyl pyruvate in 
cDCs in presence or absence of 100ng/ml LPS. Ethyl pyruvate treatment was 
administered 1h prior to LPS stimulation. (A) Ethyl pyruvate does not affect cDC 
viability. Cells were harvested at 8, 24, 48 and 72h and stained with AnnexinV and 7-
AAD for assessment of cell viability by flow cytometric analysis. Results are shown as 
percent alive dendritic cells in the CD11c gate. (B-E) Ethyl pyruvate decreases LPS-
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induced cytokine production by cDCs. Culture supernatants were collected at 8, 24, 48 
and 72h and analyzed for cytokine levels by ELISA. Plots for (B) TNF-a, (C) IL-12p70, 
(D) IL-6 and (E) IL-10 are shown after LPS stimulation. Cytokine levels are shown in 
pg/ml. Results are the average of 2 independent experiments, conducted with cells 
generated from 2 different mice. Data was analyzed using One-way ANOVA followed by 
the Bonferroni multiple comparisons test and is shown as mean ± SEM. 
P-values P<0.05 were considered of statistical significance. * P<0.05,  ** P<0.005, *** 
P<0.0005 and **** P<0.0001. 
In (A): * statistical significance between conditions in absence of LPS and the untreated 
control. 
 # statistical significance between conditions in presence of LPS and the LPS control. 
In (B-E): * statistical significance between conditions in presence of LPS and the LPS 
control. 
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Pre-Treatment with Ethyl Pyruvate Inhibits Cytokine Production in LPS-Stimulated 

cDCs 

After establishing the optimal EP dose to use in our cells, we aimed at confirming the 

effect of cDC pre-treatment using this dose on pro-inflammatory cytokine production 

after LPS stimulation. We pre-treated cDCs generated in culture as previously described, 

with EP (10mM) then stimulated them with 100ng/ml LPS an hour later. We collected 

supernatant at 8 and 24 hours for TNF-a ELISA and at 24, 48 and 72 hours for IL-12p70 

and IL-6 ELISAs. We found a total abrogation of the prototypic Th1 cytokine IL-12p70 

levels by EP (10mM) at all time points tested (Fig. 8A). Moreover, a significant reduction 

was observed in the pro-inflammatory TNF-a production at 8 and 24 hours post-LPS 

stimulation as well as IL-6 at 24, 48 and 72 hours (Fig. 8B and 8C).  

When testing the levels of the anti-inflammatory cytokine IL-10 by ELISA, a similar 

decrease in production was observed to our surprise at all time points (Fig. 8D).  These 

results confirm that pre-treatment of cDCs with EP attenuates LPS-induced production of 

both pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokines. 
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Figure 8. Ethyl pyruvate suppresses pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokine 
production in LPS-stimulated cDCs. We cultured cDCs in presence of GMCSF for 6-7 
days and then stimulated them with 10mM EP and/or 100ng/ml LPS.  All ethyl pyruvate 
treatments were administered 1h prior to LPS stimulation. Supernatants were collected at 
8h, 24h, 48h, and 72h post-LPS and analyzed for levels of A) IL-12p70, B) TNF-a, C) 
IL-6 and D) IL-10 by ELISA. Results are shown as mean ± SEM and are from 4 or 5 
independent experiments. Data was analyzed using unpaired two-tailed t-test with P-
values P<0.05 considered of statistical significance. * P<0.05,  ** P<0.005, *** 
P<0.0005 and **** P<0.0001. 
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Pre-Treatment with Ethyl Pyruvate Inhibits Cytokine Production in cDCs Stimulated 

with Other TLR Ligands 

We then aimed at testing the effect of EP (10mM) pre-treatment of cDCs on their 

response to the stimulation of another two TLRs, TLR9 and TLR7. Indeed we stimulated 

cDCs with CpG B and R848 one hour post-EP. We collected culture supernatants at 6 

and 24 hours post-stimulation and measured pro-inflammatory IL-12p70, IL-6 and TNF-a 

(Fig. 9A-C) levels by ELISA. We found that EP (10mM) significantly inhibited the 

production of all pro-inflammatory cytokines as was observed in LPS-stimulated cDCs 

(Fig 8). In fact, we observed a complete abrogation of IL-12p70 (Fig. 9A) at the 24 hour 

time point, which was also observed with TNF-a at 6 and 24 hours post-stimulation (Fig. 

9C). Moreover, a significant decrease was detected with IL-6 (Fig. 9B). Those results 

were observed upon CpG B as well as R848 administration.  

When measuring the anti-inflammatory IL-10 levels at 6 and 24 hours post-stimulation, 

we found that EP (10mM) completely suppressed its production at the 24 hour time point 

with R848 stimulation. IL-10 was below detection level upon CpG B treatment in this set 

of experiments (Fig. 9D). Our findings show that the effect of EP (10mM) is not specific 

to LPS stimulation but is a general phenomenon of suppression of cDC response to TLR 

stimulation. 
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Figure 9. Ethyl pyruvate exerts a general level of cytokine production suppression in 
CpG B- and R848-stimulated cDCs. We cultured cDCs in presence of GMCSF for 6-7 
days and then stimulated them with 10mM EP and/or 10ug/ml CpG B or 1ug/ml R848. 
All EP treatments were administered 1h prior to TLR stimulation. Supernatants were 
collected at 6 and 24h post-CpG B or R848 and analyzed for levels of A) IL-12p70, B) 
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IL-6, C) TNF-a, and D) IL-10 by ELISA. Results are from 3 independent experiments. 
Data was analyzed using unpaired two-tailed t-test with P-values P<0.05 considered of 
statistical significance. * P<0.05,  ** P<0.005, *** P<0.0005 and **** P<0.0001. 
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Delayed Ethyl Pyruvate Treatment Inhibits Cytokine Production in LPS-Stimulated 

cDCs 

Here we aimed at assessing the effect of delayed EP treatment on cytokine production by 

LPS-stimulated cDCs. We generated cDCs in culture as described in the Materials and 

Methods section then stimulated them on day 6-7 with 100ng/ml LPS. Cells were then 

treated with EP (10mM) an hour later. We measured pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokine 

levels at 6 and 24 hours post-EP administration. EP (10mM) completely suppressed TNF-

a production 6 hours post-treatment and almost abrogated it at 24 hours (Fig. 10A). As 

for IL-6 (Fig. 10B) and IL-12p70 (Fig. 10C), a decrease was observed, however, 

statistical significance was not reached. Furthermore, delayed EP treatment abolished IL-

10 production at 24 hours (Fig. 10D). These results demonstrate that delayed EP (10mM) 

administration to LPS-stimulated cDCs also decreases their activation and still targets 

cytokine production. 
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Figure 10. Delayed ethyl pyruvate treatment suppresses cytokine production in 
LPS-stimulated cDCs. We cultured cDCs in presence of GMCSF for 6-7 days and then 
stimulated them with 100ng/ml LPS and/or 10mM EP an hour later. Supernatants were 
collected at 6 and 24h post-EP and analyzed for levels of A) TNF-a, B) IL-6, C) IL-
12p70 and D) IL-10 by ELISA. Results are shown as mean ± SEM and are from 3 
independent experiments. Data was analyzed using unpaired two-tailed t-test with P-
values P<0.05 considered of statistical significance. * P<0.05,  ** P<0.005, *** 
P<0.0005 and **** P<0.0001.	  
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Pre-Treatment with Ethyl Pyruvate Decreases Activation of LPS-Stimulated cDCs by 

Targeting the Expression of MHC and Costimulation Molecules 

Since the up-regulation of costimulatory molecule and MHC expression is fundamental 

for cDC maturation and antigen-presentation, we assessed their expression upon pre-

treatment with EP. We administered EP (10mM) to cDCs generated in culture as 

previously described, then stimulated them with LPS 1 hour later. We then harvested the 

cells , at 24 and 48 hours after LPS-stimulation. We stained cells with specific antibodies 

recognizing costimulatory molecule and MHC surface expression and analyzed by flow 

cytometry. We found that EP significantly decreased the up-regulation of CD86, CD80 

and CD40 expression, which is usually induced by LPS upon 24 hours of stimulation (Fig 

11A). We found an increase in surface CD40 expression, however, with EP alone at the 

24 hour time point (Fig. 11A). Furthermore, EP did not decrease MHC-I expression at 

any time point (Fig. 11B). Moreover, we observed a delay in the EP-induced reduction of 

MHC-II surface expression, which was highly significant at 48 but not 24 hours post-LPS 

stimulation (Fig. 11C). These results indicate that EP suppresses cDC activation not only 

by decreasing Signal 3, but also by reducing cDC ability to provide Signal 2, through the 

costimulatory molecules and Signal 1 by up-regulating MHC molecules. These results 

may have important consequences in the ability of cDCs to present antigens and stimulate 

T cell responses. 
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Figure 11. Ethyl pyruvate affects LPS-induced cDC activation by decreasing surface 
costimulatory molecule and MHC expression. (A-C) We pre-treated cDCs with 10mM 
ethyl pyruvate for 1h before stimulating the cells with LPS 100ng/ml. Cells were 
harvested 24h and 48h post-stimulation and analyzed by flow cytometry for surface 
costimulatory molecule and MHC expression. (A) Ethyl pyruvate decreases CD86, 
CD80 and CD40 expression on LPS-stimulated cDCs. Data shown is pertaining to the 
24h time point. (B) Ethyl pyruvate does not decrease MHC-I expression at the 
surface of LPS-stimulated cDCs. Only one representative time point (24h) is shown. 
(C) Ethyl pyruvate decreases MHC-II expression at the surface of LPS-stimulated 
cDCs. Data shows a decrease in MHC-II expression with ethyl pyruvate 48h post-LPS 
treatment.  
Results are the average of at least 6 independent experiments (between 6 and 8) and are 
expressed as mean ± SEM. Data was analyzed using the two-tailed unpaired student t-
test. P-values P<0.05 were considered of statistical significance. * P<0.05,  ** P<0.005, 
*** P<0.0005 and **** P<0.0001. 
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Pre-Treatment with Ethyl Pyruvate Decreases Activation of CpG B- and R848-

Stimulated cDCs by Targeting CD40 and MHC-I Expression 

We aimed at investigating whether pre-treatment with EP also targets costimulatory 

molecule and MHC expression upon cDC stimulation with other TLR ligands than LPS. 

We harvested cDCs generated in culture as previously described 24 hours after CpG B or 

R848 stimulation, which was preceded with EP (10mM) pre-treatment an hour earlier. 

Cells stained for the expression of costimulatory molecule and MHC surface expression 

and analyzed by flow cytometry showed a significant decrease with EP in CD40 

expression at 24 hours post-CpG B as well as R848 stimulation (Fig 12A). As for CD80 

and CD86, a slight reduction was noted upon the administration of the two TLR ligands, 

which was however not significant (Fig 12A). On the other hand, although we found a 

slim increase in surface CD40 and CD80 expression with EP alone, it was far from being 

significant (Fig. 12A). Furthermore, EP strongly decreased the up-regulated MHC-I 

expression with CpG B but not with R848. EP failed to diminish MHC-II expression 

tested at 24 hours post-stimulation (Fig. 12B). We did not however test it at 48 hours 

post-stimulation when EP decreased MHC-II expression with LPS (Fig. 11C). By 

comparing the results in Figure 11 and Figure 12, we can hypothesize that EP affects 

differently the activation induced by triggering TLR4 vs. TLR7 and TLR9, suggesting a 

possible modulatory effect on the specific signaling pathways downstream of the 

different TLRs. 
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Figure 12. Ethyl pyruvate affects CpG B- and R848-induced cDC activation by 
decreasing surface costimulatory and MHC expression. We pre-treated cDCs with 
10mM EP for 1h before stimulating the cells with CpG B 10ug/ml or R848 1ug/ml. Cells 
were harvested 24h post-stimulation and analyzed by flow cytometry for surface 
costimulatory molecule and MHC expression. (A) Ethyl pyruvate decreases CD40 
expression on CpG B- and R848-stimulated cDCs. (B) Ethyl pyruvate decreases 
MHC-I expression at the surface of CpG B-stimulated cDCs.  
Results are the average of biological replicates from 2 independent experiments and are 
expressed as mean ± SEM. Data was analyzed using the two-tailed unpaired student t-
test. P-values P<0.05 were considered of statistical significance. * P<0.05, ** P<0.005, 
*** P<0.0005 and **** P<0.0001. 
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Delayed Treatment with Ethyl Pyruvate Decreases Activation of LPS-Stimulated cDCs 

by Reducing Costimulatory Molecule and MHC-I Expression 

Next, we sought to determine if post-treatment with EP decreases costimulatory molecule 

and MHC expression in LPS-stimulated cDCs, in a similar manner than with cytokines. 

When delayed EP treatment was administered to cDCs, we still witnessed a significant 

decrease in costimulatory molecule expression (CD86, CD80 and CD40) at 24 hours 

post-LPS (Fig. 13A). In addition, we also observed a significant reduction in MHC-I but 

not MHC-II expression at this time point (Fig. 13B). Here again we did not analyze 

MHC-II expression 48 hours post-stimulation. These results also suggest that delayed EP 

treatment is still able to affect cDC activation by targeting signal 1 (MHC-I), 2 

(costimulatory molecules) and 3 (cytokines).  
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Figure 13. Delayed ethyl pyruvate treatment reduces costimulation and MHC 
expression on LPS-activated cDCs. cDCs were stimulated with 100ng/ml LPS followed 
by 10mM ethyl pyruvate 1h later. Cells were harvested and analyzed 24h post-EP 
treatment. In (A), we show the decrease in CD86, CD80 and CD40 expression. In (B), 
EP decreases MHC-I but not MHC-II expression. Results are the average of 4 
independent experiments and are expressed as mean ± SEM.. Data was analyzed using 
the two-tailed unpaired student t-test. P-values P<0.05 were considered of statistical 
significance. * P<0.05,  ** P<0.005, *** P<0.0005 and **** P<0.0001. 
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Pre-Treatment with Ethyl Pyruvate Decreases the IFN-I Response in LPS-Activated 

cDCs 

Type I IFNs are of capital importance for cDC activation and antigen presentation. cDCs 

respond to and produce IFN-I, which act in an autocrine fashion, further enhancing cDC 

activation. IFN-I lead to the activation of interferon-stimulated genes (ISGs), the fact that 

boosts cDC maturation and their stimulation of T and B cells.  For these reasons, we 

tested the effect of EP on the IFN-I response of LPS-stimulated cDCs. We performed real 

time RT-PCR on cDCs pre-treated with EP (10mM) followed by 100ng/ml LPS an hour 

later. Cells were assessed for the level of expression of Ifnb 1 hour after LPS stimulation. 

EP drastically decreased Ifnb expression in LPS-activated cDCs (Fig. 14A). The same 

trend was observed in 5 independent experiments, conducted with cDCs generated from 5 

individual mice. However, due to commonly observed variation in fold differences with 

Ifnb expression between experiments, we show a representative plot. As for the ISGs, we 

evaluated their level of expression 6 hours post-LPS administration. EP (10mM) 

significantly reduced the expression of Irf7, Mx1 and Isg15 after cDC activation with 

LPS (Fig. 14B). Surprisingly, EP could not decrease the LPS-induced up-regulation in 

Cxcl10 transcripts and when administered alone to the cells, significantly increased 

Cxcl10 expression as compared to control (Fig. 14B). The latter observation was also 

detected with Isg15 (Fig. 14B). However, when measuring the IFN-I-dependent 

chemokine CXCL10 concentration by ELISA at the 24 hour time point, we found that EP 

significantly decreased its levels induced by LPS (Fig. 14C). These results indicate that 

EP decreases the IFN-I in LPS-stimulated cDCs, further attenuating their activation, 

possibly affecting the response more at the level of protein translation/secretion. 
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Figure 14. Ethyl pyruvate decreases the IFN-I response in LPS-stimulated cDCs. We 
cultured cDCs in presence of GM-CSF for 6-7 days and then stimulated them with 10mM 
EP and/or 100ng/ml LPS.  All ethyl pyruvate treatments were administered 1h prior to 
LPS stimulation. Cells were harvested at (A) 1h for Ifnb level of expression and (B) 6h 
for the IFN-I-regulated gene expression analysis. Level of expression was assessed by 
real-time RT-PCR using the Ct method. Values were normalized to cyclophillin and 
expressed as fold difference in mRNA from the control (untreated cells), which was 
normalized to 1. (C) CXCL10 ELISA from 24h culture supernatants. Results in (A) 
Average of biological replicates from 1 representative experiment. The same trend was 
observed in 5 independent experiments. Results in (B) are from 10 independent 
experiments. Results in (C) are from 5 independent experiments. Results are expressed as 
mean ± SEM. Data was analyzed using the two-tailed unpaired student t-test. P-values 
P<0.05 were considered of statistical significance. * P<0.05,  ** P<0.005, *** P<0.0005 
and **** P<0.0001. 
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Delayed Treatment with Ethyl Pyruvate Decreases the IFN-I Response in LPS-

Activated cDCs 

To assess the effect of delayed EP treatment on the IFN-I response, we measured the 

level of expression of Ifnb as well as the ISGs in cDCs that received LPS followed by a 

one-hour delayed EP (10mM) treatment. EP was able to significantly decrease Ifnb 

transcription as early as 1 hour post-EP administration, in a similar fashion observed with 

pre-treatment (Fig. 15A). We also detected a significant reduction in the mRNA levels of 

Irf7, Mx1 and Isg15, 6 hours post-EP (Fig. 15B). Here again, as with EP pre-treated cells 

(Fig. 15B), there was no change in Cxcl10 transcripts when EP was administered one 

hour after LPS stimulation, although we found a significant increase when it was given 

alone to the cDCs (Fig. 15B).  As for CXCL10 protein, we observed a significant 

decrease in its levels (Fig. 15C). These findings also suggest that EP even if administered 

in a delayed fashion, can still attenuate the IFN-I response and hence cDC activation. 

Taken together with the decrease in cytokine production and costimulatory molecule and 

MHC expression, this data indicates therapeutic potential of EP even when treatment is 

delayed. 
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Figure 15. Delayed ethyl pyruvate treatment decreases the IFN-I response in LPS-
stimulated cDCs. We cultured cDCs in presence of GM-CSF for 6-7 days and then 
stimulated them with 100ng/ml LPS followed by 10mM EP a hour later. Cells were 
harvested at (A) 1h for Ifnb level of expression and (B) 6h for the IFN-I-regulated gene 
expression analysis. Level of expression was assessed by real-time RT-PCR using the Ct 
method. Values were normalized to cyclophillin and expressed as fold difference in 
mRNA from the control (untreated cells), which was normalized to 1. (C) CXCL10 
ELISA from 24h culture supernatants. Results in (A) are an average of biological 
replicates from 1 representative experiment. The same trend was observed in 4 
independent experiments. Results in (B) are from 4 independent experiments. Results in 
(C) are from 3 independent experiments. Results are expressed as mean ± SEM. Data was 
analyzed using the two-tailed unpaired student t-test. P-values P<0.05 were considered of 
statistical significance. * P<0.05,  ** P<0.005, *** P<0.0005 and **** P<0.0001. 
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Pre-Treatment with Ethyl Pyruvate Does not Affect IKB Degradation but Targets Erk 

Phosphorylation 

To determine at which level of the signaling pathway mediating TLR activation EP exerts 

its effects, we first studied the activation of the NF-kB pathway, one of the three major 

signaling pathways stimulated by TLR4 triggering. We performed western blots on 

lysates from cDCs pre-treated with 10mM EP followed 1 hour later by 100ng/ml LPS and 

harvested at 1 hour post-LPS stimulation. We detected IKBa and IKBb as a proxy for 

NF-kB translocation to the nucleus. IKBa and IKBb retain NF-kB in an inactive form in 

the cytoplasm in resting cDCs. Upon activation, IKBa and IKBb are degraded so NF-kB 

is free to translocate to the nucleus. When probing for IKBa protein expression, we found 

in agreement with the literature that LPS decreased its total level relative to control 1h 

post-stimulation, as a sign of activation (Fig. 16 A). EP did not change the LPS-induced 

decrease in IKBa protein level, shown in Fig 16A as a representative plot. Moreover, in 

concordance with IKBa results, IKBb was decreased by LPS, which was not affected by 

EP (10mM) (Fig. 16B). A representative plot is also shown. These results indicate that 

the suppression of cDC activation is not mediated through targeting NF-kB translocation 

to the nucleus. 

Furthermore, we investigated the effects of EP on the activation of MAP kinases. We 

probed for Erk 1/2, p38 and JNK 1/2 phosphorylation relative to the total level of each of 

the proteins at 15 minutes, 30 minutes and 1 hour post-stimulation. We found that EP 

decreased LPS-induced Erk1/2 phosphorylation at all time points, which was best 

observed at 30 min post-cDC stimulation (Fig. 17A). However, we did not see a 

significant effect of EP on LPS-induced p38 and JNK 1/2 phosphorylation at any time 
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point (Fig. 17B and 17C respectively). These results suggest that EP mediates at least 

some of its inhibitory effects by targeting Erk phosphorylation. 

 

 

 

Figure 16. Ethyl pyruvate does not affect IKB degradation in LPS-stimulated cDCs. 
We cultured cDCs in presence of GM-CSF for 6-7 days and then stimulated them with 
10mM EP and/or 100ng/ml LPS.  All EP treatments were administered 1h prior to LPS 
stimulation. Cells were harvested at 1h after LPS stimulation and re-suspended in 
complete lysis buffer for IKBa as well as IKBb protein expression detection by western 
blotting. (A) IKBa detection; (B) IKBb detection. Densitometry was analyzed by 
calculating the ratio of IKBa or IKBb to actin. Results are plotted as change in ratio from 
the untreated control, which was normalized to 1 and are shown as representative plots of 
6-7 independent experiments. 
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Figure 17. EP decreases Erk phosphorylation in cDCs stimulated with LPS. 
We cultured cDCs in presence of GM-CSF for 6-7 days and then stimulated them with 
10mM ethyl pyruvate and/or 100ng/ml LPS.  All ethyl pyruvate treatments were 
administered 1h prior to LPS stimulation. Cells were harvested at 15min, 30min and 1h 
after LPS stimulation and re-suspended in complete lysis buffer for Erk1/2, p38 and 
JNK1/2 protein expression detection by western blotting. (A) p-Erk/Total Erk 
detection; (B) p-p38/total p38 detection; (C) p-JNK/total JNK detection. 
Densitometry was analyzed by calculating the ratio of phosphorylated protein to actin 
divided by the ratio of total protein to actin, except for Erk where p-Erk and total Erk 
were run on the same gel. GAPDH was included as a confirmation control only. Results 
are plotted as change in ratio from the untreated control, which was normalized to 1 and 
are shown as representative plots of 7 independent experiments. 
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Pre-Treatment with Ethyl Pyruvate Reverts the Metabolic Switch in LPS-Stimulated 

cDCs at the Early and Late Activation Phases 

To investigate a possible effect of EP on the change in metabolism that is necessary to 

fuel cDC activation, we performed metabolism assays on cDCs that were pre-treated with 

EP (10mM) and/or LPS (100ng/ml) one hour later.	   We made use of the Seahorse 

machine to measure ECAR and OCR in real time at an acute as well as a 24 hour time 

point. For the acute time point, LPS was injected through the first port of the machine, 

while the mitochondrial inhibitors were typically injected later as described in the 

materials and methods section. We first measured ECAR and observed a sharp increase 

with LPS, corroborating an increase in glycolysis, which was significant at both time 

points (Fig. 18A). Moreover, EP significantly reduced the LPS-induced increase in 

ECAR as early as 30 min after LPS. Furthermore, EP alone decreased the constitutive 

ECAR that resting cDCs normally use, suggesting a direct effect on the regulation of 

glycolysis.               

When assessing OCR as a measure of mitochondrial respiration at the acute time point 

(30 minutes after LPS injection), we did not find any change in LPS samples as compared 

to untreated cells (Fig. 18B top). However, LPS significantly reduced OCR and thus 

mitochondrial respiration as compared to control at 24 hours (Fig. 18B bottom), 

confirming that LPS indeed shift the DC metabolism toward glycolysis. We also found 

that EP rescued the OCR decrease induced by LPS and hence OXPHOS at the 24 hour 

time point, the fact that was not true for the acute time point. Indeed, EP + LPS cells had 

a significantly lower OCR than untreated or LPS at 30 minutes. Furthermore, we found 

that cDCs treated with EP alone at both time points, had a significantly lower OCR 
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compared to untreated cells. This suggests that EP rescues the LPS-induced drop in 

OXPHOS at 24 hours after cDC stimulation but reduces the constitutive mitochondrial 

respiration rate as well as upon LPS stimulation at the acute time point. 

Furthermore, at the acute time point, EP alone or with LPS significantly reduced basal 

respiration and ATP production, with no effect on the maximal respiration, spare 

capacity, percent coupling efficiency or proton leak (Fig. 18C). LPS on the other hand, 

did not have an effect at this time point, suggesting that it does not target the 

mitochondria at the early activation phase. At 24 hours, EP alone still showed the same 

decrease in all parameters with significance in basal and maximal respiration, spare 

capacity and ATP production (Fig. 18C), but when in combination with LPS, 

significantly rescued the drastic drop in basal respiration and ATP production caused by 

the TLR ligand. EP also slightly increased the LPS-induced reduction in maximal 

respiration and spare capacity (Fig. 12C). These results confirm that LPS rapidly up-

regulates glycolysis in cDCs but shutdowns mitochondrial respiration at 24 hours post-

stimulation. EP directly attenuates glycolysis and rescues OXPHOS during the late cDC 

activation phase, therefore blocking the two metabolic changes required for cDC 

activation.	  
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Figure 18. Pre-treatment of cDCs with EP alters the LPS-induced shift in 
metabolism. We performed metabolic assays on cDCs pre-treated with EP (10mM) an 
hour before LPS (100ng/ml) stimulation. (A) ECAR in cDCs at the acute time point 
(30 min after LPS) (left) and 24h post-stimulation (right). ECAR was measured 
before the addition of mitochondrial inhibitors. (B) OCR in cDCs at the acute time 
point (30 min after LPS) (top) and 24h post-stimulation (bottom). OCR was 
measured as a response to mitochondrial inhibitors: 1µM oligomycin, 1.5µM fluoro-
carbonyl cyanide phenylhydrazone (FCCP) and 100 nM rotenone plus 1µM antimycin A. 
(C) Basal respiration, maximal respiration, ATP production, spare capacity, percent 
coupling efficiency and proton leak were measured as a response to mitochondrial 
inhibitors. Results are shown as mean ± SEM and were analyzed using One-way 
ANOVA followed by the Bonferroni multiple comparisons test. P-values P<0.05 were 
considered of statistical significance. * P<0.05,  ** P<0.005, *** P<0.0005 and **** 
P<0.0001. 
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Pre-Treatment with Ethyl Pyruvate Inhibits Glycolysis by Targeting Akt 

Phosphorylation at the Early cDC Activation Phase 

It has been previously shown that the phosphorylation of the signaling molecule Akt is 

involved in the cDC shift to glycolysis by directly phosphorylating HK-II, which is 

necessary for glycolytic rate up-regulation and cDC activation. To determine whether EP 

affects this pivotal step in cDC activation, we performed western blots on lysates from 

cDCs pre-treated with 10mM EP followed 1 hour later by 100ng/ml LPS and harvested at 

15 minutes, 30 minutes and 1 hour post-stimulation and measured phosphorylated Akt (p-

Akt). Our results show a strong increase in Akt phosphorylation upon cDC activation 

with LPS relative to control, which was strongly reduced with EP at all the tested time 

points (Fig. 19A-C). However, when cells were treated with EP alone, we noticed some 

increase in p-Akt at 15 minutes and 1 hour post-LPS (Fig. 19A and 19C). The pattern did 

not change when compared to total Akt. These results suggest that EP attenuates 

glycolysis and hence the early cDC activation at least in part by decreasing Akt 

phosphorylation. 
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Figure 19. Ethyl pyruvate reduces Akt phosphorylation in LPS-stimulated cDCs. 
We cultured cDCs in presence of GM-CSF for 6-7 days and then stimulated them with 
10mM EP and/or 100ng/ml LPS.  All EP treatments were administered 1h prior to LPS 
stimulation. Cells were harvested at 15min, 30min and 1h after LPS stimulation and re-
suspended in complete lysis buffer for detection of Akt phosphorylation by western 
blotting. (A) p-Akt at 15 min; (B) p-Akt at 30 min; (C) p-Akt at 1h post-LPS. 
Densitometry was analyzed by calculating the ratio of p-Akt to actin. Results are plotted 
as change in ratio from the untreated control, which was normalized to 1 and are shown 
as representative plots of 3 independent experiments. No change in trend when compared 
to total Akt.	  
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Pre- or Delayed Treatment with Ethyl Pyruvate Drives Mitochondrial Respiration by 

Inhibiting Nitric Oxide Production in the Late Phase of cDC Activation 

Nitric oxide has been shown to be instrumental in suppressing mitochondrial respiration 

in the late phase (after 24 hours) of cDC activation. We measured nitrite concentration as 

a proxy to nitric oxide as reported in literature. We measured nitrite in culture 

supernatants of cDCs pre-treated with EP (10mM) followed by 100ng/ml LPS 1 hour 

later to determine whether EP affects this important step of the regulation of cDC energy 

metabolism. Upon addition of the Griess reagent, we detected no nitrite in supernatants of 

LPS-stimulated cDCs collected at 1, 3 and 8 hours after activation. Nitrite levels were 

detectable starting 24 hours and up to 72 hours post-LPS and were strongly inhibited by 

EP at all time points (Fig. 20A). Control supernatant or supernatant from cells treated 

with EP alone did not contain nitrite (Fig. 20A). Concurrent with the nitrite data, EP 

significantly decreased the level of expression of Inos transcripts 6 hours after LPS 

stimulation (Fig. 20A); this is the enzyme responsible for the production of nitric oxide in 

activated cDCs. When cells were administered the delayed EP treatment, similarly and in 

agreement with the previous regimen, EP also suppressed nitrite levels induced by LPS. 

It also decreased Inos transcript levels but without reaching significance (Fig. 20B). Here 

as well, no nitrite was produced prior to the 24 hour time point (Fig. 20B). These results 

suggest that EP administered as a pre-treatment or in a delayed fashion is able to block 

NO production, thereby rescuing mitochondrial respiration in the later cDC activation 

phase. 
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Figure 20. Ethyl pyruvate drives mitochondrial respiration by inhibiting NO 
production at the later phase of cDC activation. (A) We treated cDCs in culture with 
10mM EP and stimulated them an hour later with 100ng/ml LPS. Supernatants were 
collected at 1, 3, 8, 24, 48 and 72h post-stimulation and analyzed for nitrite concentration 
as a proxy for nitric oxide levels using the Griess reagent kit. Results are shown as mean 
± SEM and are from 6 independent experiments for nitrite levels and from 3 independent 
experiments for Inos level of expression.  
(B) We treated cDCs in culture with 100ng/ml LPS followed by 10mM EP an hour later. 
Supernatants were collected at 1, 6 and 24h post-EP and analyzed for nitrite 
concentration using the same assay.  Results are shown as mean ± SEM and are from 4 
independent experiments.  
Data was analyzed using unpaired two-tailed t-test with P-values P<0.05 considered of 
statistical significance. * P<0.05,  ** P<0.005, *** P<0.0005 and **** P<0.0001. 
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Pre-Treatment with Ethyl Pyruvate Reduces the Ability of LPS-Stimulated cDCs to 

Stimulate an Allogeneic T Cell Response In Vitro 

To understand the functional consequences of the suppressive effects of EP on the ability 

of cDCs to activate, we studied the ability of our cDCs to stimulate a T cell response. 

Because of our interest in transplantation, we decided to test the ability of cDCs to 

stimulate the proliferation and IL-2 production of allogeneic T cells, the same cells that 

are responsible for the graft rejection. We performed an in vitro MLR assay using a full 

allogeneic mismatch. We co-cultured cDCs from female C57BL/6 mice (H2kb 

haplotype) and APC-depleted splenic lymphocytes from female C3HeB/FeJ mice 

(haplotype H2kk) as a source of allogeneic T cells. We assessed the ability of the pre-

treatment of cDCs with EP to induce allogeneic lymphocyte proliferation. The cDCs 

were either untreated or treated for 24 hours with EP (10mM), LPS (100ng/ml) or LPS 

and EP before setting up the MLR co-culture. We found, as expected, that LPS pre-

treatment of cDCs enhanced their ability to induce lymphocyte proliferation, which 

peaked at the 1:30 and 1:100 cDC : splenocyte ratios and declined further on (Fig. 21 A). 

Moreover, we observed that cDCs pre-treated with EP and then LPS induced a 

significantly decreased splenocyte proliferation at the cDC: splenocyte 1:30 and 1:100 

ratios (Fig. 21A). However, no difference was observed with the 1:300 or the 1:1000 

ratio. It is noteworthy to mention that very little proliferation occurred in conditions with 

untreated or EP-treated cDCs at any cell ratio used, because our protocol generates truly 

resting cDCs that are poor APCs unless activated by TLR ligands (Fig. 21A).  When 

looking at the condition where cDCs were LPS+EP-pre-treated then 10mM of EP was 

added again to the MLR wells (LPS +EPp+ EPw), so adding a direct effect of EP on the 
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T cells, we detected a drastic decrease in lymphocyte proliferation when compared to 

LPS but also to LPS+EP conditions. We observed the same significant finding with (LPS 

+EPw) (Fig. 21A), suggesting a direct effect of EP on T cells. We then measured IL-2 

levels 24 hours after setting-up the MLR assay, in order to assess whether the reduction 

in lymphocytes proliferation was occurring together with a decrease in IL-2 production in 

the culture supernatant. In fact, lymphocytes, which were stimulated by LPS-treated 

cDCs, showed IL-2 levels that correlated with the proliferation pattern, peaking at the 

1:30 and 1:100 cDC: splenocyte ratios then declining to become null at the 1:1000 ratio 

(Fig. 21B). However, we did not find a difference in IL-2 levels when the lymphocytes 

were stimulated by cDCs pre-treated with LPS +EP (Fig. 21B). Upon interaction with 

untreated cDCs, splenocytes secreted IL-2, however, to a lesser extent than with 

stimulated cDCs. The trend was also comparable in the sense that the highest levels were 

produced at the 1:30 and 1:100 ratios then declined to null at 1:1000. Contrary to what 

we observed with the LPS+EP cDCs, the EP-treated cDCs induced the lowest IL-2 

concentrations from the splenocytes, following the same trend however, but starting with 

lower concentration at 1:30 and reaching zero at the 1:300 ratio. These results indicate 

that EP decreases cDC ability to induce allogeneic lymphocyte proliferation and suggest 

that this might be a promising finding to be applied in the transplant setting to reduce 

rejection. The fact that IL-2 did not decrease warrants further investigation. These data 

also indicate an even more potent effect of EP directly on T cells.  
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Figure 21. Ethyl pyruvate reduces the ability of cDCs to stimulate an allogeneic T 
cell response in the MLR assay. We tested the effect of EP pre-treatment in LPS-
stimulated cDCs for 24h to induce lymphocyte proliferation in an in vitro MLR assay. 
(A) Lymphocyte proliferation in counts per minute (cpm) after being pulsed with 
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1uCi of 3H thymidine. Counts per minute for each condition were subtracted from those 
of the appropriate control cDCs (cDCs plated alone at the same cell number than the 
highest cDC: splenocyte ratio). Results are shown as mean ± SEM and are presented as a 
representative plot of 2 independent experiments. Data was analyzed using One-way 
ANOVA followed by the Bonferroni multiple comparisons test. P-values P<0.05 were 
considered of statistical significance. * P<0.05,  ** P<0.005, *** P<0.0005 and **** 
P<0.0001. 
* indicates significance as compared to LPS stimulation. 
+ indicates significance as compared to LPS+EP10mM stimulation. 
(B) ELISA for IL-2 levels in pg/ml in the 24h supernatants of the MLR assay.       
Results are presented as a representative plot of 2 independent experiments. 
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The Culture of Murine Bone Marrow Precursors in Ethyl Pyruvate-Containing 

Medium Reduces cDC Differentiation 

Considering a possible use of EP in vivo to inhibit graft rejection, we reasoned that such 

treatment would last for weeks or months, or possibly the life of the graft, and therefore it 

may not only affect the activation of cDCs present in the graft and in the draining lymph 

nodes, but also affect the differentiation of newly generated cDCs. To test such a 

possibility, in this experiment, we differentiated cDCs from bone marrow precursors in 

presence of EP (10mM) in the culture since day 0, and added EP (10mM) again 1 hour 

prior to LPS stimulation on day 6. We found by flow cytometry analysis, that fewer alive 

cells were present in the wells in which cDCs had been generated in EP-alone versus 

untreated samples (76.4% in untreated to 36.6% in EP-alone) as shown in the 

representative pseudo-color side (SSc) versus forward (FSc) scatter plot at the top (Fig. 

22A). This lower cell number is possibly due to an increase in cell death, as supported by 

the results presented in Fig. 22B (top left), showing a significant increase in the 

percentage of 7AAD-positive cDCs when EP was continuously present in culture versus 

control or LPS alone. Moreover, when characterizing the cDC population with the co-

expression of the phenotypic surface markers CD11c and CD11b, we found that bone 

marrow precursors grown in presence of EP did not efficiently differentiate into cDCs, as 

illustrated by the lower percentage of CD11c-CD11b double positive cells in the 

representative pseudo-color plot at the bottom (Fig. 22A). In fact, only 38.9% of the EP-

alone-treated cells were CD11c and CD11b double positive cDCs as compared to 79.7% 

of the untreated, and 35.3% of the LPS+EP-treated cells were double positive cDCs for 

the two markers as compared to 76.5% of the LPS-stimulated ones (Fig. 22A). In 
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addition, the decrease in CD11c/CD11b double positivity correlated with a remarkable 

increase in CD11b single positive cells in the EP-alone (55.8%) as well as the LPS+EP 

(60.8%) samples as compared to untreated (15.9%) or LPS-stimulated (21.1%) cells 

respectively (Fig. 22A). This suggests that the deficit is in the ability of the cells to 

express the cDC marker CD11c, while maintaining the expression of the more general 

myeloid marker CD11b. Moreover, Fig. 22B shows a decrease in total CD11c as well as 

cDC percentage, accompanied by no change in total CD11b expression. 

To determine if the obtained cDCs are able to normally activate, we first assessed cDC 

surface expression of costimulatory and MHC molecules, when grown in the presence of 

EP. Looking in the CD11c gate, we observed no significant decrease in CD86, CD80, 

CD40 or MHC-I expression upon EP treatment of LPS-stimulated cells, while a drastic 

reduction in MHC-II expression was noted. Furthermore, an up-regulation in CD80, 

CD40 and MHC-I was detected in EP-alone-treated cells, which was nonetheless not 

significant. A significant decrease in MHC-II was also observed in EP-alone treated DCs 

(Fig. 22C). Measuring pro-inflammatory cytokine production from supernatants of cDCs 

differentiated in presence of EP, we found an abrogation of the LPS-induced levels of 

TNF-a at 6 and 24 hours post-stimulation, of IL-12p70 and IL-6 24 hours post-TLR 

triggering. In addition, the chemokine CXCL10 levels were strongly decreased at the 24 

hour time point. As for the anti-inflammatory IL-10 levels, they were significantly 

reduced but not suppressed (Fig. 23). These results indicate that bone marrow precursors 

grown in presence of EP inefficiently differentiate into cDCs. The differentiated cells 

however possess a phenotype lacking some elements of fully mature cDCs, suggesting 

their potential value in being less activated. 
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Figure 22. Bone marrow precursors cultured in presence of EP (10mM) do not 
efficiently differentiate into cDCs. We differentiated B6 bone marrow precursors into 
cDCs in the presence of EP (10mM) since day 0. The same EP concentration was added 
to the culture on day 6, 1h prior to LPS (100ng/ml) stimulation. (A) Fewer cells are 
present in samples grown in EP. (Top) A representative side (SSc) versus forward 
(FSc) scatter pseudo-color flow cytometry plot shows cell percentages in the live gate of 
the different samples.  (Bottom) A representative pseudo-color flow cytometry plot 
shows CD11c versus CD11b percentages. (B) Cells grown in EP express increased cell 
death, decreased total CD11c and increased CD11b single positive percentages. Cells 
were stained with 7AAD to assess percent death (top left). Total, single and double 
positivity for the phenotypic cDC markers CD11c and CD11b are shown. (C) Cells 
grown in EP have a decreased MHC-II expression. Costimulatory molecules CD86, 
CD80 and CD40 well as MHC-I and MHC-II percentages are shown. Results are 
presented as mean ± SEM and were analyzed using unpaired two-tailed t-test with P-
values P<0.05 considered of statistical significance. * P<0.05,  ** P<0.005, *** 
P<0.0005 and **** P<0.0001. 
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Figure 23. Bone marrow precursors differentiated into cDCs in presence of EP have 
a suppressed cytokine profile. We differentiated B6 bone marrow precursors into cDCs 
in the presence of EP (10mM) since day 0. The same EP concentration was added to the 
culture on day 6, 1h prior to LPS (100ng/ml) stimulation. Supernatants were collected at 
6 and 24h post-LPS and analyzed for levels of TNF-a, IL12p70, IL-6, CXCL-10 and IL-
10 by ELISA. Results are presented as mean ± SEM and were analyzed using unpaired 
two-tailed t-test with P-values P<0.05 considered of statistical significance. * P<0.05,  ** 
P<0.005, *** P<0.0005 and **** P<0.0001. 
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HMGB1 is Released from Murine Skin Grafts in the Early Post-Surgical Period 

Solid organ transplant rejection remains an immense threat despite immunosuppressive 

treatments. Donor and recipient cDCs both contribute to graft rejection by initiating and 

enhancing immune responses against the organ. Hence, we made use of a single miHA 

murine skin transplant model in the view of introducing new protocols to induce less 

activated cDCs, which could promote less inflammation and delay rejection. We 

performed tail skin grafts from male B6 donors onto female B6 recipients as well as 

grafts between syngeneic female on female mice that served as controls. Since the graft 

model is a miHA, typical rejection with 90% of the graft becoming necrotic, was 

observed between days 24-42 post-surgery in recipients of a male skin (Fig. 24A right 

and Fig. 24B), while a healthy accepted graft was intact with the midline hair still present 

around day 60 after the transplantation (Fig. 24A left and Fig. 24B). Female on female 

grafts were all 100% accepted (Fig. 24B). In transplantation, the surgical procedure, 

stress and the resulting cell death and inflammation have been suggested to induce danger 

signals that participate in/lead to the initiation of the allogeneic immune response that 

causes graft rejection. Among these danger signals, we hypothesize an important role for 

HMGB1. We evaluated the kinetics of HMGB1 release from dorsal ear graft explants 

harvested at different time points. In detail, we placed the harvested grafts in culture for 

24 hours and then we collected the supernatants to measure HMGB1 by ELISA. We 

observed a steady increase in HMGB1 levels starting 24 hours and up to day 13 post-

transplantation. These were compared to the undetectable HMGB1 levels from a normal 

non-transplanted ear, harvested and put in culture (Fig. 24C).  These results indicate that 
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HMGB1, prototypic danger signal, is highly released in the graft during the early post-

operative days, suggesting a role for HMGB1 in graft survival and rejection outcomes. 
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Figure 24. Kinetics of rejection and inflammation in murine skin grafts of a miHA 
model. We performed skin grafts from male or female donors onto female recipients and 
monitored the transplants for survival/rejection. (A) (left) Prototype of a healthy 
murine tail graft  and (right) prototype of a rejected murine tail graft. (B) Mean 
survival time (MST) of total grafts. The plot shows percent survival of female on 
female tail grafts versus the typical course of a male on female tail graft over time. (C) 
Kinetics of release of HMGB1 danger signal from ear graft explants. We performed 
ear skin grafts from male donors onto female recipients and harvested them at 24h, 48h, 
72h, d5, d8 and d13, put them in culture then measured HMGB1 in culture medium 24h 
later by ELISA. 
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Ethyl Pyruvate and a Suboptimal Dose of Rapamycin Exert Little Effect on the 

Prevention of Murine Skin Graft Rejection 

Because both donor and recipient DCs play an important role in donor antigen 

presentation to induce anti-graft responses, the need to generate less activated DCs in the 

view of reducing inflammation and delaying rejection, is of capital importance. The 

previously described experiments performed in vitro with EP indicated an effect of EP on 

decreasing cDC maturation. Hence, we used EP in vivo in our transplant model. We 

performed tail grafts and subjected the mice to the injection regimen of EP versus vehicle 

plus a suboptimal dose of rapamycin, as described in the Material and Methods section. 

We found that the vehicle alone (lactated ringer’s solution) induced slightly less rejection 

than expected as a negative control with one out of 5 grafts (20%) that survived till day 

74 post-surgery, while EP did not improve the rejection pattern (Fig. 25A). Rapamycin 

injected in a suboptimal dose (6ug/mouse), caused the acceptance of one graft out of 6 

(17%), half of which was still present on day 90 post-surgery (Fig. 25B right). 

Rapamycin and EP however, showed a slightly better acceptance pattern than rapamycin 

alone, with 2 out of 6 grafts (33.3%) fully intact and healthy at day 90 post-

transplantation (Fig. 25B left and middle). These data suggest that EP, upon optimization 

of the regimen used, may have a beneficial effect in combination with a suboptimal dose 

of rapamycin and may allow the reduction of other immunosuppressive drug doses.  
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Figure 25. Ethyl pyruvate and a suboptimal dose of rapamycin have little effect on 
prolonging the survival of skin grafts in mice. We performed tail skin grafts from 
male B6 donor mice onto female syngeneic recipients and treated them with a 
regimen of EP or vehicle with a suboptimal dose of rapamycin (Materials and 
Methods) and monitored graft survival. (A) Mean survival time (MST) of total 
grafts. The plot shows percent graft survival over time between the different groups. 
Female on female grafts served as controls. (B) (Left and middle) Tail graft pictures of 
the 2 accepted grafts in the EP + rapa group; (Right) Picture of the accepted graft in 
the lactated Ringer’s solution + rapa group. Grafts photographed on day 90 post-
surgery. 
Rapa = Rapamycin. 
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Discussion 

 

Effects of EP on DC Survival and Maturation 

DC maturation is vital to the initiation and maintenance of immune responses. It is 

however, detrimental in conditions where inflammation is an undesirable outcome such 

as in solid organ transplantation or systemic lupus erythematosus. Targeting innate 

immunity and in particular DCs has recently gained much attention in the view of 

promoting less active or tolerogenic DCs. Ethyl pyruvate (EP), has been shown to 

possess anti-inflammatory properties in different cell types in vitro and in multiple animal 

models in vivo. It has also been proposed to affect cell metabolism. However, to date, its 

effect on DC responses as well as its role in metabolism remain unclear. 

Herein we present the first report studying in detail the effect of EP on DC activation and 

survival and outlining the role of EP on the DC metabolic program post-activation. 

The dose titration of EP in GM-CSF-generated cDCs showed that the 10mM dose did not 

kill the cells at 8, 24 and 48 hours (Fig 7A) and resulted in the strongest decrease in LPS-

induced cytokine production (Fig 7B-E). The interesting finding nonetheless was that EP 

(10mM) rescued cDCs from LPS-induced cell death 72 hours post-stimulation. In fact, 

Pearce et al. have previously reported that with time, LPS-activated DCs in culture 

normally die due to glucose consumption and that increased death is observed with cells 

under restricted glucose conditions (176). Supplementing DCs adequately with glucose 

however, sustains viability (176). The finding that EP (10mM) was able to maintain 

survival of activated cDCs after 72 hours of stimulation is suggestive of its inhibition of 

glycolysis up-regulation in mature DCs. Moreover, this result is in line with EP’s anti-
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cell death/cell death modulatory properties such as apoptosis and autophagy inhibition in 

an animal model of hepatic ischemia/reperfusion (177), the decrease of apoptosis and 

necrosis in another (131) and a necrosis-to-apoptosis switch in A549 lung 

adenocarcinoma cells (139). On the other hand, the 20mM dose of EP induced cell death, 

indicating that it is not an adequate concentration in our model, contrary to other cell 

types such as HEK293 cells (137). It is possible that at 20mM, EP’s electrophile 

reactivity (106) overrides its ROS scavenging properties in cDCs, and induces a highly 

oxidized milieu, mediating toxicity. These data indicate that EP (10mM) is safe and well 

tolerated by our cDCs. 

Pre-treatment with EP (10mM) decreased cytokine production by cDCs. In fact, EP 

abrogated IL-12p70 production by LPS-stimulated cDCs (Fig.8A). This is a potent 

shutdown of the prototypic Th1 cytokine, playing a major role in Th1-mediated 

inflammation such as in transplantation (178). This finding is in agreement with a 

literature report showing a decrease in IL-12p40 mRNA and protein expression in LPS-

activated murine macrophages treated with EP (10mM) as well as in protein levels 

measured in supernatants from colonic mucosa of IL-10-/- mice with colitis (137). A 

contradictory report however showed a restoration of IL-12 levels with EP in splenic DCs 

of rats with burn injury (162). Nevertheless, the latter observation involved a different 

experimental model consisting of thermal injury in vivo, characterized by a particular 

type of stress and immune responses. Furthermore, the potent decrease in TNF-a and IL-6 

production with EP (Fig. 8B and 8C) is in concordance with reports showing a reduction 

of TNF-a in LPS-stimulated RAW 264.7 cells (83) as well as a decrease in serum TNF-a 

and IL-6 in septic mice and rats with LPS-induced shock injected with EP (83,143). EP 
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was shown to similarly reduce TNF-a and IL-6 at the mRNA and protein levels in rats 

with liver injury (131). As for the effect of EP on IL-10, we saw a significant decrease 

consistent at all time points (Fig.8D). The expectation however, was to observe an 

increase in IL-10 levels upon the decrease in IL-12p70 (179), which would correlate with 

EP’s anti-inflammatory effects. The literature seems controversial regarding the effect of 

EP on IL-10. While the anti-inflammatory IL-10 levels were increased in rat serum with 

LPS-induced shock (143) and LPS-stimulated canine peripheral blood mononuclear cells 

(180), no alteration was detected in LPS-activated murine macrophages (137). The IL-10 

level decrease we observed could be secondary to the EP-induced decrease in Erk 

phosphorylation (Fig. 17A), Erk being the master regulator of IL-10 secretion (181). 

Moreover, our results suggest that EP exerts a general level of suppression on cDCs 

rather than a pro-inflammatory mediator-targeted suppression. 

EP also significantly decreased costimulatory molecule CD86, CD80 and CD40 

expression on cDC surface, thereby decreasing activation of cDCs (Fig. 11A). One 

intriguing observation however, was that EP by itself significantly increased CD40 but 

not CD86 or CD80 surface expression. These cells however did not display 

characteristics of maturation and did not secrete any cytokine (Fig. 7B-E and 8A-D). The 

fact that MHC-I was not affected by EP (Fig. 11B) also seems puzzling given that it is 

considered IFN-I-dependent (61) and as shown in Fig. 14A-C, EP decreased the IFN-I 

response in cDCs. Further examination is needed to explain this finding. Decrease in 

MHC-II expression on the other hand was not significant until a later time point, 

indicating that EP exerts a delayed effect on it (Fig. 11C).  
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DCs produce and respond to IFN-I when challenged with a microbial product such as the 

TLR ligand LPS (60,61). IFN-Is play a role in DC maturation and antigen presentation 

(63,64). Conventional DCs produce IFN-b whereas plasmacytoid DCs (pDCs) are the 

main source of IFN-a (65). Our cDCs in culture strongly up-regulated Ifnb transcripts as 

early as 1 hour post-LPS stimulation (Fig. 14A). EP given 1 hour prior to LPS, steeply 

decreased Ifnb level of expression, which was consistent in all 5 independent experiments 

conducted. However, due to commonly observed variation in fold differences with Ifnb 

expression between experiments, we show a representative plot in Fig. 14A. This 

suggests that the effects of EP on the cells are very rapid, targeting Ifnb transcription 1 

hour after TLR stimulation. In addition, the EP-induced decrease in IFN-stimulated genes 

(ISGs) was significant with Irf7, Mx1, Isg15 but not cxcl10 6 hours post-LPS (Fig. 14B). 

We find it quite surprising that EP negatively targeted the level of expression of ISGs, but 

failed to reduce Cxcl10 transcript levels, considering that the CXCL10 ELISA data 

strongly showed a significant decrease with EP at the 24 hour time point (Fig. 14C). An 

explanation could be that EP has a stronger effect on the protein rather than mRNA level 

for some targets. One report supports this hypothesis by showing that EP targeted HIF1-a 

at the protein but not on the mRNA level (182). Furthermore, the finding that EP alone 

significantly increased the transcription of Isg15 and Cxcl10 warrants further 

investigation (Fig. 14B). 

Based on our findings, EP partially inhibits signal 1 (MHC-II up-regulation), reduces 

signal 2 (costimulatory molecule up-regulation) and signal 3 (cytokine production) as 

well as the IFN-I response post-LPS stimulation of cDCs, we hypothesized that it might 

be inhibiting antigen presentation.  
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Effect of EP on Antigen Presentation by cDCs 

This is a very important concept in the setting of transplantation since DCs are the major 

APCs responsible for initiating and enhancing the anti-graft immune responses. Indeed, 

as observed in Fig. 21A, EP significantly decreased the ability of EP-pre-treated cDCs 

stimulated with LPS to induce allogeneic T cell proliferation at the optimal cDC: 

splenocyte ratios of 1:30 and 1:100 in an in vitro MLR assay. This indicates that EP not 

only targets cDCs phenotypically but also functionally. We found surprising that there 

was no decrease in IL-2 levels produced by the lymphocytes stimulated by cDCs pre-

treated with LPS+ EP as compared to those stimulated by LPS alone (Fig. 21B). The 

literature also seems controversial in this aspect. In a report by Shen et al (183), pre-

treatment of mice with EP, attenuated concanavalin A (ConA)-induced autoimmune 

hepatitis by decreasing the production of IL-2 among other cytokines at 3 and 6 hours 

post-ConA injection (183). On the other hand, EP injected into mice after thermal injury, 

restored IL-2 and IL-2 receptor expression as well as T cell activation and proliferation in 

the spleen (162). Further studies are needed to explain the findings. Moreover and in 

accordance with our proliferation data as well as with the data by Shen et al (183), EP-

alone group, induced a cDC: splenocyte ratio-dependent reduction in IL-2 levels, which 

were lower than those of the untreated group (Fig. 21B). Furthermore, EP administered in 

the MLR wells had a significant direct effect on T cells and induced an even greater 

decrease in their proliferation than when administered to cDCS (Fig. 21A). This is a very 

promising finding for EP’s use in vivo to limit T cell responses. 
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Effect of EP on TLR7- and TLR9-Stimulated cDCs 

We also tested the effect of EP pre-treatment on cDCs stimulated with other TLR ligands 

than the potent LPS, namely R848 and CpG B and found a similar significant decrease in 

cytokine production as with LPS (Fig. 9A-D). In addition, the significant decrease in 

CD40 up-regulation induced by CpG B and R848 24 hours post-simulation (Fig. 12A) is 

reminiscent of the effects with LPS. Moreover, the significant drop in CpG B-induced 

MHC-I expression is a finding that was not observed with EP and LPS (Fig. 12B). 

Furthermore, EP induced a slight decrease in CD86 and CD80 up-regulation by both CpG 

B and R848. This result warrants more experiments to reach significance, as is the slim 

reduction in R848-induced MHC-II up-regulation (Fig. 12B). This is indicative that EP’s 

effects are not LPS-specific but they can be generalized to all TLR ligands. 

 

Effect of Delayed EP Administration on cDC Activation 

Delayed treatment with EP was also very potent in reducing cDC activation by LPS. The 

total abrogation of TNF-a (6 hours) (Fig. 10A) and IL-10 (24 hours) (Fig. 10D), the 

suppression of TNF-a (24 hours) (Fig. 10A) and the significant decrease of CXCL10 (24 

hours) (Fig. 15C) all show the strong effect on cytokine production even after LPS had 

induced cDC maturation. The reduction observed with IL-6 (p= 0.08) (Fig. 10B) and IL-

12p70 (Fig. 10C) might reach significance with more experiments. When looking at 

costimulation and MHC expression, delayed EP treatment still significantly decreased all 

the costimulatory molecules (Fig. 13A) as well as MHC-I but not MHC-II molecules 

(Fig. 13B). Here again, the decrease might reach significance with more experiments. As 

for the IFN-I response, the significant decrease in Ifnb as early as 1 hour post-treatment 
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(Fig. 15A) as well as ISG expression except Cxcl10 6 hours post-EP (Fig. 15B) suggests 

that EP administered to cells after activation is still able to potently decrease 

inflammation, especially that it attenuated CXCL10 protein levels (Fig. 15C). These 

findings suggest the possibility of administering EP in vivo even after the onset of disease 

as delayed treatment. 

 

Mechanism of EP in LPS-Stimulated cDCs 

To study the mechanism by which EP mediates its effects in LPS-stimulated cDCs, we 

assessed key proteins downstream the TLR4 signaling pathway, which have been 

reported in the literature to be targets of EP in different cells/settings. In fact, no change 

was detected in LPS-induced IKBa and IKBb degradation upon pre-treatment of cDCs 

with EP (Fig. 16A and 16B). This is in accordance with the report of Fink et al (136), 

who showed that EP does not target NF-kB translocation, but rather its binding to DNA 

by covalent modification of p65 Cys38 (136). Moreover, EP has been observed to affect 

MAPK phosphorylation differentially in different cell types. Indeed, in our culture model, 

the reduction of Erk1/2 phosphorylation as early as 15 minutes post-LPS stimulation 

(Fig. 17A) is concordant with the report of Tsung et al (131), where EP reduced Erk, p38 

and JNK phosphorylation in a rat model of hepatic IRI. In addition, EP was observed to 

inhibit neuronal Erk in a rodent model of formalin-induced nociceptive pain setting 

(138). Moreover, our data did not show an effect of EP on p38 or JNK phosphorylation 

(Fig 17B and 17C). In fact, in HEK293 cells, while targeting NF-kB activity, EP did not 

have an effect on MAPKs (137). Furthermore, in LPS-stimulated RAW264.7 cells, Ulloa 

et al (83) only saw a reduction in p38 MAPK phosphorylation with EP. Therefore, EP 
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mediates its rapid effects, at least in part by selectively targeting Erk phosphorylation. 

The effect on NF-kB activity needs to be confirmed in our cells. 

 

Effect of EP on cDC Metabolism 

The metabolic switch induced in DCs upon TLR ligation is responsible for ensuring 

proper maturation. In fact, the up-regulation of glycolysis is quite rapid as is observed in 

a sharp rise in ECAR as early as 30 minutes post-LPS (Fig.18A left). This is concurrent 

with the report of Everts et al (98), where ECAR increases a few minutes after TLR 

engagement. Glycolysis up-regulation is maintained at 24 hours (Fig. 18A right), as NO 

production is initiated at the late phase (Fig. 20A), which is in agreement with studies by 

Everts et al (96,98). The reduction in glycolysis by EP, alone or in combination with 

LPS, at both time points suggests for the first time that EP is an inhibitor of glycolysis. 

Moreover, the lack of change in OCR with LPS at the acute time point  (Fig. 18B top) is 

in concordance with the report of Everts et al (96), who showed that at the very early DC 

activation phase, mitochondrial respiration is still high and much needed for providing 

ATP to help the activity of HK-II. However, the highly significant drop in OCR with LPS 

at 24 hours (Fig. 18B bottom) is reminiscent of mitochondrial shutdown due to NO 

production reported by Everts et al. We now show that EP rescues such shutdown at 24 

hours. Indeed, EP significantly increased the LPS-induced reduction in OCR at the late 

phase of DC activation, showing evidence for the first time that EP drives mitochondrial 

respiration (Fig. 18B bottom). By rescuing the LPS-induced shutdown in mitochondrial 

respiration at 24 hours, EP also significantly rescued the decrease in basal respiration, 

ATP production and percent coupling efficiency, and to a lesser extent, maximal 
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respiration, spare capacity and proton leak (Fig. 18C). Nevertheless, EP alone at the acute 

and 24 hour time points as well as EP in combination with LPS at the acute time point 

reduced OCR in a significant manner (Fig 18B), but also basal and maximal respiration, 

ATP production and spare capacity (Fig. 18C). One explanation for this finding could be 

due to a feedback inhibition loop exerted by a TCA intermediate to shut down glycolysis 

and hence TCA as well. In other terms, before any treatment or metabolic inhibition, the 

EP-alone- (acute and 24 hour time point) as well as the LPS+EP-treated cells (acute time 

point), undergo glycolysis at a normal rate, generating pyruvate to fuel the TCA cycle.  

Once EP is administered, we speculate that it drives the TCA further by acting as its first 

substrate. Too much TCA activation (fueled by glycolysis-derived pyruvate and pyruvate 

from EP), may lead to TCA intermediate accumulation, such as citrate. Citrate is a key 

TCA intermediate endowed with metabolic regulation properties. Since it is not heavily 

used for fatty acid synthesis in these samples, it may induce a negative feedback 

inhibition loop of phosphofructokinase (PFK) (Fig. 1), by allosterically binding to the 

enzyme. The resulting outcome is the blockade of glycolysis and by extension 

mitochondrial respiration (184). This could partially explain glycolysis suppression in 

these samples, in addition to EP’s inhibition of Akt phosphorylation (discussed below). It 

could also explain the EP-induced drop in OCR in these cells.  

 

Mechanism of EP’s Effect on cDC Metabolism 

In the early DC activation phase (up to 24 hours post-activation), the glycolytic up-

regulation is mediated via the TBK1/IKKe/Akt axis, whereby Akt directly 

phosphorylates HK-II for the purpose of activating it (98). HK-II is then able to 
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translocate to the mitochondrial membrane where it has access to the ATP generated 

from the Krebs cycle (28,99). The finding that EP decreased the LPS-induced 

phosphorylation of Akt confirms that EP targets glycolysis. By decreasing Akt 

phosphorylation, phosphorylation of HK-II is decreased and by extension its activity. The 

net result is the drop in ECAR (Fig. 18A). Moreover, the decrease in p-Akt was observed 

as early as 15 minutes post-stimulation, endorsing the idea that the effect of EP is very 

fast and suggests properties beyond ROS scavenging. This decrease is maintained over 

time since it was sustained up to 1 hour post-LPS (Fig. 19A-C). The later DC activation 

phase (24 hours post-TLR stimulation) however, has been shown to be NO-mediated in 

iNOS-expressing DCs, and the production of NO induces a mitochondrial shutdown, 

leaving the cells with obligatory glycolysis up-regulation to survive (28,96). Concurrent 

with the literature, our LPS-stimulated cDCs did not produce NO before the 8 hour time 

point but only at a later time point, 24 hour post-activation (96). NO level increased up 

till 72 hours (Fig. 20A). EP drastically suppressed NO production at all time points and in 

concordance significantly decreased Inos transcription 6 hours after LPS stimulation (Fig. 

20A). EP has been previously shown to suppress NO in different contexts such as in LPS-

stimulated mouse macrophages (131,136,137). However, in our system, we correlate for 

the first time the EP-induced inhibition of NO with the effect of EP on cDC metabolism. 

Indeed, inhibition of NO relieves the mitochondrial respiration shutdown and supports 

the concept of EP driving OXPHOS via rescuing the LPS-induced OCR drop (Fig. 18B). 

The concomitant decrease in the glycolytic rate (ECAR) and increase in the 

mitochondrial respiration (OCR) reflects the dampening of DC activation and the 

acquisition of a less mature phenotype.  Administered in the delayed regimen to cDCs, 
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EP also suppressed the LPS-induced NO 24 hours post-stimulation and decreased Inos 

transcript levels with a p-value approaching significance (Fig. 20B). The results further 

support our discovery that EP inhibits cDC activation by affecting their energy 

metabolism.  

 

Effect of EP on Murine Bone Marrow Precursor Differentiation 

We were also interested to examine the effect of EP on cDC differentiation from murine 

bone marrow precursors. This was particularly interesting not only to assess whether EP 

affects the differentiation process of cDCs, but also to evaluate the outcome of a 

somewhat long duration of treatment (6 days) in culture as opposed to the short-term 

exposure that we have used in our previous experiments. This will provide insight as to 

the effect of EP in vivo on differentiating cells (cDCs in particular). As a matter of fact, 

the fewer bone marrow cells in the EP-treated samples for 7 days of culture are indicative 

of cell death (Fig. 22A-B). This finding is in contradiction with the anti-cell death 

properties of EP (131,177), as well as our data illustrating EP’s potency in rescuing cDCs 

from LPS-induced killing 72 hours post-stimulation (Fig. 7A). Nevertheless, all this data 

is pertaining to the effects on already differentiated cells such as cDCs, hepatic cells or 

transformed cells (131,139). No existing study however has reported the effects of EP on 

precursor cells or progenitors. It is possible that these not fully differentiated cells are 

particularly susceptible to an agent with anti-inflammatory properties, which might affect 

multiple pathways involved in signaling and differentiation such as mTOR, cytokine 

pathways and MAPKs.  Remarkably enough, one study assessing the effect of EP on 

Trypanosoma brucei infection, reported that EP induced infected cell death by inhibition 
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of glycolysis via pyruvate kinase blockade (185), which is another mechanism for 

targeting glycolysis. In addition, the decrease in cDC percentage, illustrated by the 

decrease in CD11c expression, suggests an inhibition of cDC differentiation from bone 

marrow precursors (Fig. 22A-B). However, while EP negatively targeted CD11c 

expression, it did not decrease the expression of CD11b, suggesting a possible switch in 

cell phenotype from cDCs to myeloid/macrophage-like cells. It would be noteworthy to 

replicate the experiment and further characterize the differentiated cDCs functionally, 

and especially the consequence of the EP-induced reduction in cDC surface MHC-II 

expression as well as production of pro-inflammatory cytokines, while still allowing IL-

10 production (Fig. 22B and 23). We hypothesize that EP induces a mixed population of 

DCs that are less inflammatory than their standard equivalents, and of phenotypically 

switched CD11b single positive cells that also may be comparably less inflammatory. 

 

Effect of EP on Murine Skin Grafts 

Dendritic cells from both donor and recipient play a key role in solid organ transplant 

rejection (4,5). Donor DCs perform direct antigen presentation while recipient DCs 

perform direct as well as indirect antigen presentation or cross-presentation. Both 

processes lead to activation of alloreactive T cell and B cell responses, and consequent 

tissue damage and ultimately graft rejection. In our single minor histocompatibility 

mismatched murine skin model, rejection is observed later than that with a full allograft 

(24-42 days versus 7-10 days respectively) (186,187). This is probably due to fewer T 

cells being sensitized against the donor because of only one antigen difference, the male 

antigen (H-Y), versus multiple ones in a full allograft. Hence, it is an easier model to 
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work with. Rejection in the miHA model is caused by cross-presentation, whereby the 

exogenous antigen (donor antigen) is presented by recipient DCs to MHC-restricted 

CD8+ T cells. Sensitized killer T cells destroy the graft (188). Many danger signals are 

released during this inflammatory and stress-related process. HMGB1, a very potent 

DAMP, has been shown to correlate with transplant damage as well as contribute to acute 

transplant rejection (3,4,86). We found that HMGB1 levels were elevated 24 hours post-

surgery and increased steadily up until day13 (Fig. 24C). This is an interesting finding as 

this is the period when a lot of damage and stress occurs until wound healing is complete 

(189). In fact, organ harvesting, surgery, cell stress and death all lead to DAMP and in 

particular passive HMGB1 release, the process that activates immunocompetent cells and 

induces active HMGB1 release, amplifying the loop and inflammation until the wound 

heals (4,189). When subjecting the mice to the EP treatment regimen versus vehicle with 

a low dose of rapamycin, we observed that rapamycin alone (lactated ringer’s & rapa) 

induced acceptance in 1 graft out of 6 (17%), which was half existent 90 days post-

transplantation (Fig. 25A and B right). This is indicative that the rapamycin dose we used 

(6ug/mouse) was indeed a suboptimal dose, otherwise 100% of the grafts might have 

been accepted due to the drug’s potency (190). In as much as EP is concerned, EP & rapa 

induced acceptance of 2 out of 6 grafts (33.3%), which looked fully healthy (Fig. 25A 

and B left and middle). This effect is not statistically significant, however, it is indicating 

that optimizing the regimen of EP administered to the mice (donors and recipients) 

ranging from the dose, to the duration, route of administration and interval time between 

doses are all worthy to be addressed and further explored. This is in the view of possibly 

using EP in conjunction with decreased doses of current immunosuppressive drugs to cut 
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down on toxicity and side effects. In vivo, efficacy studies with EP in rodents consisted of 

a single dose of 40 to 50mg/kg via the intraperitoneal or intravenous route for short-term 

or acute studies such as ischemia/reperfusion, or repeated doses of 40mg/kg every 6 

hours for chronic studies (160). In our model, repeated doses were administered for a 

very long duration (30 days in total), which is defined as chronic exposure and might 

eventually target IDO and inhibit it, thus decreasing the anti-inflammatory effects of EP 

(159). Moreover, injecting the donor more than once could be a strategy with a better 

effect on the outcome. In addition, decreasing the time between each injection up to 6 

hours, might also have a stronger impact on inhibiting DC maturation-but also other 

cells’ function-and hence limit the treatment duration to the first days after the surgery 

when the inflammation is the strongest and the immune responses are shaped. 
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Working Model 

When EP (10mM) is administered to cDCs before or after LPS stimulation, it readily 

crosses the plasma membrane due to its lipophilic nature. In the cytoplasm it rapidly 

decreases Akt phosphorylation, which decreases the former’s ability to phosphorylate 

HK-II for proper association with the mitochondrion and efficient glycolysis. EP hence 

reduces the glycolytic rate. Simultaneously and very quickly as well, EP reduces Erk 

phosphorylation in the cytoplasm as well as the binding of p65 to DNA in the nucleus 

without affecting NF-kB translocation however. Similarly and also fast, EP affects the 

MyD88-independent pathway directly downstream of TLRs, thereby reducing Ifnb 

trasncription. The resulting outcome is a decrease in cytokine production, costimulation 

and MHC-II expression, but also Ifnb and ISG transcription and translation. In the 

mitochondrion, where EP easily enters due to its esteric property, it is thought to 

accumulate and act as the first substrate to the TCA cycle. Its effect on mitochondrial 

respiration at the early DC activation phase is yet to be clarified. However, at the late DC 

activation phase, EP inhibits Inos transcription and NO production, thereby relieving 

cDC blockade of the ETC, and driving mitochondrial respiration.   
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Figure 26. Working model of EP in LPS-stimulated cDCs. The red crosses indicate 
the targets of EP. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

METFORMIN (Met), A MODULATOR OF METABOLISM, DOES NOT 

AFFECT DC MATURATION   

 

Introduction 

 

Metformin and cDCs 

In the first part of this chapter, we will show in vitro data pertaining to the effect of Met 

on the activation and survival of GM-CSF-differentiated cDCs. In the second part, we 

will show in vitro and ex vivo data from a collaboration with Laurence Morel’s laboratory 

in Gainesville, Florida, studying the effect of Met and a glycolysis inhibitor, 2-

deoxyglucose (2-DG) on NZBWF1 lupus-prone mice. 

 

Metformin (Met): the Anti-Hyperglycaemic Drug of Choice 

Metformin (1,1-dimethylbiguanide) is a biguanide derivative that was first synthesized in 

the 1920s after which its effects on reducing blood glucose level were observed (191-

193). It is used as a first-line oral treatment for type-2 diabetes mellitus but has also 

shown many beneficial effects in other conditions (191-193). Metformin, which was only 

clinically introduced in the 1950s (193), acts by restoring the response to insulin rather 

than targeting insulin directly. Hence, the risk of hypoglycemia is reduced since it 

sensitizes the insulin receptors to engage in their response (191,193). This leads to a 

reduction in insulin resistance as well as plasma fasting insulin levels (193). Another 
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mechanism of action is the inhibition of the endogenous glucose production by the liver 

by inhibiting gluconeogenesis and to a lesser extent glycogenolysis.  

 

Metformin, an Activator of Adenosine Monophosphate Kinase (AMPK) 

Metformin has also been shown to activate adenosine monophosphate kinase (AMPK), a 

metabolic regulator, induced upon energy decrease (191,193). This activation up-

regulates glucose transport into muscles and insulin signaling. AMPK is activated by an 

increase in the intracellular AMP/ATP ratio, which induces its phosphorylation by liver 

kinase B1 (LKB1) and thus switches the cell’s state from an anabolic to a catabolic one 

(193,194). Processes such as fatty acid, glucose or protein synthesis and growth are 

shutdown so that fatty acid oxidation and glucose uptake take over (193). It has been 

shown that mice deficient of liver LKB1 had less efficient glucose-lowering effect by 

Met (195). It is worth mentioning though that metformin most likely does not directly 

activate AMPK or its upstream kinase LKB1 since it had no effect on MAPK 

phosphorylation by LKB1 in a cell-free assay (196). However, its activation comes as a 

consequence to metformin’s “mild and specific” blockade of the mitochondrial 

respiratory chain complex I, observed in multiple cell types and tissues (193,197,198). 

An interesting piece of data suggests that metformin’s inhibition of the mitochondria is 

not relieved by ROS scavengers or nitric oxide synthase (NOS) inhibition (197). This 

triggers an interesting thought as to the outcome of administrating EP and Met in 

combination, whereby one drives mitochondrial metabolism and inhibits NO, while the 

other inhibits mitochondrial activity and is not affected by NOS inhibitors. Moreover, the 

fact that Met activates AMPK, itself suggested to drive mitochondrial metabolism (99), 
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but that it mildly inhibits mitochondrial respiratory complex I and still induces catabolic 

processes, is still unclear.  The mechanism is even further complicated by a study 

showing that LKB1 and AMPK are not necessary for Met’s inhibition of glucose output 

and gluconeogenesis and rather depends on a reduction in energy status (199). 

 

The Mitochondria, Target of Metformin 

Under physiological conditions, metformin is in a highly positively charged protonated 

form, which only allows its partial passive diffusion through the plasma membrane (193). 

It is thus transported into the cell by tissue-specific organic cation transporters (OCTs). 

Once across the membrane, Met is able to accumulate in the mitochondrial matrix of the 

polarized organelles due to its positive charge, while its hydrophobic side chain can bind 

mitochondrial membranes (200). Met subsequently via targeting complex I, induces a 

drop in NADH oxidation, proton pumping across the inner mitochondrial membrane as 

well as OCR (201,202). A decreased OCR results in proton gradient and ATP synthesis 

decrease (202). Met has also been shown to inhibit mitochondrial ROS production by 

selective blockade of the reverse electron flow through the respiratory chain complex I 

(203,204). Despite evidence that Met targets the mitochondrial complex I, the exact 

mechanism behind it remains unclear. 

 

The Other Benefits of Metformin 

Many are the other benefits of metformin. For instance, it has been demonstrated to be 

beneficial in treating fatty liver disease. In fact, Met regulates lipogenesis via AMPK-

mediated decrease of lipogenic gene expression such as fatty acid synthase (FAS) as well 
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as sterol-regulatory-element-binding protein-1c (SREBP-1c) transcription and protein 

processing (205). Fatty liver is highly associated with resistance to insulin. Hence, the 

inhibition of hepatic glucose production is a result of hepatic steatosis amelioration and 

reduction in insulin resistance. In liver-specific LKB1-knockout mice, impaired AMPK 

activation disables Met from reducing hepatic lipid concentration and therefore insulin 

resistance and ultimately regulation of glucose levels (195). Met also possesses anti-

obesity effects, probably due to its property of inhibiting lipogenesis. Moreover, despite a 

risk in lactic acidosis with Met upon decreased renal clearance in diabetes, the drug has 

nevertheless shown to have kidney-protecting effects. Diabetic nephropathy is a 

microvascular complication of diabetes, which includes tubular injury. Out of many 

mechanisms by which Met could control diabetic nephropathy encompass the decrease in 

kidney lipid levels resulting in a decrease in lipotoxicity (206). Another mechanism 

would be by controlling ROS production following mitochondrial complex I inhibition 

and thus the decrease in NADPH oxidase function (207). Metformin also presents with a 

36% reduction in non-diabetes-related mortality (193). A suggested mechanism for this 

effect may be through the induction of myocardial pre-conditioning, the decrease in 

ischemia-mediated cardiomyocyte apoptosis, the regulation of cardiomyocyte metabolism 

thus preventing heart failure. In fact, Met has been observed to reduce cardiac IRI injury 

as well as the infarct size in Sprague-Dawley rats post-infarction (208). Furthermore, Met 

is beneficial in polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS), where insulin resistance is common 

aspect. Clinical trials presented evidence that Met may increase ovulation, improve the 

menstrual cycle and reduce serum androgens in women with PCOS (209). Metformin 

additionally protects against colon (210), breast (211), ovarian (212,213), prostate (214) 
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and lung (215) cancer due to anti-proliferative properties. Chronic high insulin levels as 

well as insulin resistance in Type-2 diabetes are cancer-promoting through the insulin 

receptor or by the up-regulation of sex hormones, insulin-like growth factor (IGF), 

inflammation or other factors (216,217). Met, by acting on insulin resistance but also 

through inhibiting mTOR, possibly exerts its anti-proliferative effects (212,213,218). 

 

Side Effects and Limitations of Metformin 

One major side effect for metformin is keto-acidosis (219). It is a rare event and happens 

only in high-risk patients such as those with kidney failure, who nevertheless in many 

instances receive it with no adverse effect (219-221). Interestingly though, recent studies 

have reported renoprotective functions and nephrotoxicity prevention effects (222-225). 

Since Met is a hydrophilic base that is positively charged at physiological pH, it highly 

depends on OCT1 and OCT2 for transport across the plasma membrane (226,227). 

Furthermore, in immortalized cell lines, where most of Met’s experiments were 

performed, the dose of Met utilized was much higher than that which accumulates in 

tissues upon oral use in humans. One reason for that is due to the low level of the OCT 

cationic transporters at the surface of these cells, which makes the uptake of the drug low 

(228,229). Hence, the concentration as well as exposure time of the drug are key factors 

in determining the efficacy of Met’s effects (193). 

 

Novel Benefits of Metformin In Vitro and In Vivo  

Met has recently been put under the spotlight again for novel beneficial effects in cell 

lines but also in animal models of disease. A study by Tsoyi et al (194), showed that 
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Metformin prevented HMGB1 release from LPS-treated RAW 264.7 cells and prevented 

lethality of endotoxemic mice through AMPK activation. Furthermore Yin et al reported 

a role for Metformin in altering the metabolic profile of T cells from mice with SLE 

versus controls, which are characterized by an up-regulation of glycolysis but also 

mitochondrial metabolism. Metformin inhibited mitochondrial respiration, restored IL-2 

and reduced IFN-g levels in vitro. When used in combination with a glycolysis inhibitor, 

2-deoxyglucose (2-DG) in vivo, it reversed murine lupus and restored T cell metabolism 

(202).  

 

The Effect of Metformin on Dendritic Cells 

The effect of Metformin on DCs has not been thoroughly studied. In fact, one study by 

Shin et al stated that short-term treatment (2 hours) of murine bone marrow-derived 

dendritic cells was sufficient to decrease MHC-I and –II expression as well as CD80 and 

CD86 along with a decreased ability to present antigen to T cells (230). Yet, knowledge 

about DC responses to stimuli upon metformin treatment is still lacking.  

 

2-Deoxyglucose (2-DG) 

2-Deoxyglucose is an inhibitor of glycolysis at the very first rate-limiting step where 

hexokinase phosphorylates glucose into glucose-6-phosphate (210). It is a competitive 

inhibitor of glucose since it is itself a glucose molecule with the 2-hydroxyl group 

replaced by hydrogen (231). When phosphorylated by hexokinase, because of its 

modified structure, 2-DG gets trapped inside the cells without the ability to further 

undergo glycolysis (210,231). This leads to ATP depletion and induction of autophagy 
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(210). 2-DG has been used in combination with other drugs such as metformin in 

multiple studies for therapeutic purposes. One example would be the report of Morel et al 

showing reversal of lupus with 2-DG and Met in SLE1,2,3 mice (202). Another would be 

the use of this combination to target prostate cancer cell metabolism, whereby 2-DG and 

Met induced apoptosis of the tumor cells (210). 

 

Systemic Lupus Erythematosus (SLE) 

Systemic lupus erythematous (SLE) is an autoimmune disease characterized by the 

presence of autoantibodies, namely anti-DNA and anti-chromatin (232). SLE affects 

multiple organs in the body with a particular involvement of the kidney, where immune 

complexes can deposit and lead to glomerulonephritis (232,233). Other organs such as 

the heart, the skin, the vasculature as well as the brain are also affected in different 

magnitudes (232). The disease is known to have a gender bias, whereby females are more 

affected than males (234). With autoantibodies being the serologic hallmark of SLE 

diagnosis and prognosis, it is believed that these are produced as a result of genetic 

polymorphisms contributing to immune response generation as well as impairment in 

apoptotic cell clearance (235,236). Organ involvement, symptom intensity and disease 

severity vary tremendously among patients. The contribution of DCs in lupus has gained 

much attention, particularly because lupus patients as well as mice possess an interferon 

signature, whereby IFN-I mediate a great deal of lupus pathology (72,237-240).  

Although extensive research is carried out to study the mechanisms of SLE in depth, little 

is still known about many of the disease’s facets, and morbidity and mortality remain 

quite high (241). 
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The NZBW-F1 Mouse Model of Lupus 

This lupus-prone mouse model is the product of the cross between the New Zealand 

Black (NZB) and the New Zealand White (NZW) mice. The NZB mouse was the first 

inbred autoimmunity mouse model, characterized by autoimmune hemolytic anemia 

(242), splenomegaly as well as lymphoproliferative disease (243). When crossed with the 

NZW mouse, the F1 generation (NZBW-F1) was found to develop lupus-like symptoms 

such as anti-double stranded DNA (ds DNA) antibodies and glomerulonephritis 

(243,244). This mouse model closely portrays the SLE phenotype seen in humans along 

with the gender bias (243,244). These mice develop kidney failure and death at 10-12 

months of age (243). 
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Materials and Methods 

 

Mice 

Female C57BL/6 (B6) mice between 6 and 12 weeks of age, were purchased from the 

Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME, USA) and maintained in our colony in accordance 

with the guidelines of the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees of Temple 

University, a member of American Association for the Accreditation of Laboratory 

Animal Care-accredited facilities. Nine bones from 9 month-old NZBW-F1 female mice 

(5 of them treated with Met (3mg/ml) + 2-DG (5mg/ml) in drinking water for 3 months 

and 4 were untreated controls) were shipped to us from Gainesville, Florida (Laurence 

Morel’s lab). 

	  
	  

In Vitro Bone Marrow-Derived cDC Cultures 

Bone marrow precursor cells were flushed from femurs and tibias of B6 (or NZBW-F1 

where indicated) mice and differentiated into conventional DCs (cDCs) in presence of 

GM-CSF as described in Chapter 2. The differentiated DCs were stimulated on day 6 or 7 

with 10mM metformin hydrochloride (cat no. 1115-70-4; Sigma-Aldrich) and/or 

100ng/ml LPS from Escherichia coli 026:B6 (cat no. L3755, Sigma-Aldrich). Metformin 

treatment was administered to the cells one hour prior to LPS. In metformin dose titration 

experiments, 1mM, 5mM, 10mM, 20mM 50mM or 100mM doses were administered to 

the cells 1 hour before LPS. Where indicated, cDCs were stimulated with R848 (1ug/ml) 

(Cat no. tlrl-r848-5; Invivogen) or CpG B (10ug/ml) (Cat no. tlrl-1826; Invivogen) as 

TLR7 and 9 ligands respectively. Furthermore, also where indicated, murine bone 
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marrow precursors were differentiated into cDCs as previously described, however, in 

presence of Met (10mM) in the culture since day 0 and every time the medium was 

changed. On the day when the culture was used, the cDCs were again pre-treated with 

Met (10mM) 1 hour before stimulating them with LPS. 

 

Assessment of Cell Viability by Flow Cytometry 

The generated cDCs were harvested at 8, 24, 48 and 72 hours post-LPS stimulation and 

stained with Annexin V (Cat. No. 556419; BD Bioscience) and 7-AAD (Cat no. 559925; 

BD Bioscience) to determine cell viability as described in Chapter 2. Cells were analyzed 

on a FACScanto II flow cytometer (BD Bioscience) and flowjo software was utilized for 

data analysis (Tree	  Star,	  Ashland,	  OR,	  USA). 

 

Assessment of Dendritic Cell Activation by Flow Cytometry 

Dendritic cells were harvested at 24 hours following LPS (or CpG or R848) stimulation 

and analyzed by flow cytometry for the expression of surface markers including 

costimulatory as well as MHC molecules as described in Chapter 2. Cells were stained 

for CD11c, CD11b, CD40, CD86, CD80, MHC-I (H2kb for B6 and H2kd for NZBW-F1) 

and MHC-II. Anti-H2kd antibody was conjugated to PE (SF1-‐1.1)	   (BD	   Pharmingen).	  

cDCs were re-suspended in 2% paraformaldehyde in PBS and analyzed on a FACScanto 

II flow cytometer (BD Bioscience). Flowjo software was utilized for data analysis (Tree	  

Star,	  Ashland,	  OR,	  USA). 
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Cell Sorting 

For the bones we obtained from Laurence Morel’s laboratory, 10 million cells of each 

bone marrow sample were stained with the live/dead fixable violet dead cell stain kit (Cat 

no. L34955; Life Technologies) according to the manufacturer’s protocol to assess cell 

death. The cells were then blocked using FcγR blocker (purified anti-mouse CD16/CD32; 

clone 93; Biolegend) and stained with APC-conjugated CD11c (N418) (eBioscience), 

PeCy7-conjugated CD11b (M1/70) (BD Pharmingen), Alexa 488-conjugated B220 

(RA3-6B2) (BD Pharmingen) and mPDCA-1-conjugated PE (JF05-1C2.4.1) (Miltenyi 

Biotech). Then, cells were fixed with 2% paraformaldehyde and sorted for cDCs, pDCs, 

macrophages and B cells on a FACSAria cell sorter  (BD bioscience) and data was 

analyzed using flowjo software (Tree	  Star,	  Ashland,	  OR,	  USA). 

 

Measurement of Cytokine Levels by ELISA 

Supernatants were collected from cDC cultures at 8, 24, 48 and 72 hours post-LPS 

stimulation for the measurement of IL-12p70, TNF-a, IL-6 and IL-10 levels with the use 

of ELISA kits (BD Pharmingen) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Optical 

densities were measured at 450nm and results analyzed with SoftMax Pro software.  

 

Nitric Oxide Quantification 

Nitrite concentration was measured as a proxy for nitric oxide in cDC culture 

supernatants collected at 8, 24, 48 and 72 hours post-LPS stimulation using the Griess 

reagent (Cat no.AC328670500; Acros Organics) as described in Chapter 2. Plates were 

read at 550nm for absorbance values. A standard curve was generated by plotting the 
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recorded O.D. values against concentration. 

 

Statistical Analysis 

Prism 6 (GraphPad software, San Diego, CA, USA) was used for data analysis and chart 

generation. Means and Standard Errors on the Means (Mean ± SEM) were calculated by 

averaging results from independent experiments. Statistical significance was determined 

using unpaired two-tailed T test for comparison between two groups. One-Way ANOVA 

was used as appropriate for multiple group comparisons followed by the Bonferroni 

multiple comparisons post-hoc correction test. P-values of p < 0.05 (marked in the figures 

as * P<0.05,  ** P<0.005, *** P<0.0005 and **** P<0.0001.) were considered 

significant. 
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Results 

 

Metformin Does not Affect cDC Viability 

We first started by testing the effect of Met on cDC viability. We performed a dose 

titration of metformin in cDCs, which were stimulated an hour later with 100ng/ml LPS. 

All doses below 50mM, did not affect cell viability at 8, 24 or 48 hours post-activation 

(Fig. 27). The 20mM dose modestly decreased the percentage of DCs alive at 48 hours, in 

a non-significant manner however. As for the 50mM and the 100mM doses, they induced 

a significant reduction in the percentages of cDCs alive at all time points, suggesting that 

Metformin may be able to kill cDCs in a very short time (8 hours) and be toxic at these 

high doses. This toxic effect was even increased by the concurrent stimulation with LPS. 

At longer time points (72 hours post-LPS stimulation), LPS induced cell killing as 

previously witnessed in the EP experiments. Met 10mM and 20mM reversed the LPS-

induced killing, by restoring the percentage of cDCs alive. While both concentrations 

exerted a similar effect, that with the 20mM dose was statistically significant, whereas 

the one with the 10mM dose did not reach significance. Nevertheless, the 1mM and 5mM 

Met doses had a very modest effect in rescuing cDCs from cell death, whereas the highest 

two concentrations killed the cells comparably to LPS (Fig. 27). These results indicate 

that the 10mM dose of Met can be optimal for use in our cDCs as it lacks toxicity. 
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Figure 27. Metformin (Met) dose titration response reveals that 10mM does not 
affect cDC viability. We performed a dose titration response for metformin in cDCs in 
presence or absence of 100ng/ml LPS. Metformin treatment was administered 1h prior to 
LPS stimulation. Cells were harvested at 8, 24, 48 and 72h and stained with AnnexinV 
and 7-AAD for assessment of cell viability by flow cytometry. Results are shown as 
percent alive dendritic cells in the CD11c gate and are the average of 3 independent 
experiments. Data was analyzed using One-way ANOVA followed by the Bonferroni 
multiple comparisons test and is shown as mean ± SEM. 
P-values P<0.05 were considered of statistical significance. * P<0.05,  ** P<0.005, *** 
P<0.0005 and **** P<0.0001. 
* statistical significance between conditions in absence of LPS and the untreated control. 
# statistical significance between conditions in presence of LPS and the LPS control. 
+ statistical significance between untreated control and LPS. 
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Metformin Does not Affect Cytokine Production in LPS-Stimulated cDCs 

To assess the effect of Met on cDC activation, we measured cytokine levels produced by 

LPS-stimulated cDCs pre-treated 1 hour before with 10mM, 20mM or 100mM Met as 

part of the dose response titration. We found that Met (10mM) or Met (20mM) did not 

decrease any of the pro-inflammatory cytokine levels, namely TNF-a at 8 or 24 hours 

(Fig. 28A), IL-12p70 (Fig. 28B) or IL-6 (Fig. 28C) at 24, 48 or 72 hours. Looking at IL-

12p70 48 hours post-LPS, Met (10mM) significantly increased its secretion as compared 

to the LPS control (Fig. 28B). As for LPS-induced anti-inflammatory IL-10, Met (10mM) 

slightly decreased its secretion in a time-dependent fashion, to reach total suppression at 

the 72 hour time point (Fig. 28D). Whereas Met (20mM) did not have much of an effect 

on IL-10 (Fig. 28D), Met (100mM) abrogated its levels as it did with all tested cytokines 

at any time point (Fig. 28A-D). These results indicate that Met (10mM and 20mM) do 

not affect pro- or anti-inflammatory cytokine production in LPS-stimulated cDCs and 

hence do not affect cDC activation.  
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Figure 28. Non-lethal doses of Metformin do not decrease LPS-induced cytokine 
production. We performed a dose titration response for metformin in cDCs in presence 
or absence of 100ng/ml LPS. Metformin treatment was administered 1h prior to LPS 
stimulation. Supernatants for Met (10mM), (20mM) and (100mM) were collected at 8, 
24, 48 and 72h and cytokine levels of (A) TNF-a, (B) IL-12p70, (C) IL-6 and (D) IL-10 
measured by ELISA. Results are shown as the average of 3-4 independent experiments. 
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Data was analyzed using unpaired two-tailed student t-test and is presented as mean ± 
SEM. 
P-values P<0.05 were considered of statistical significance. * P<0.05,  ** P<0.005, *** 
P<0.0005 and **** P<0.0001. 
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Metformin Does not Decrease Costimulatory Molecules but Affects MHC Expression 

in LPS-Stimulated cDCs 

We used Met (10mM) as the non-lethal dose of the drug in the rest of the experiments. To 

further assess the effect of Met on cDC activation, we evaluated costimulatory molecule 

and MHC expression on the surface of LPS-stimulated cDCs pre-treated 1 hour before 

with Met (10mM) then incubated for 24 hours post-LPS activation. We found that Met 

did not decrease the up-regulation in CD86 and CD80 induced by LPS (Fig. 29A). 

However, the same dose of Met modestly decreased the LPS-induced MHC-I expression 

and significantly reduced the expression of MHC-II (Fig. 29B). We also observed a 

decrease in MHC-I and MHC-II expression with Met alone, which was significant in the 

case of MHC-II (Fig. 29B).  Based on the decrease observed in MHC-II surface 

expression, these results suggest that Met could have an effect on the phenotype and 

antigen presentation of LPS-simulated cDCs. 
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Figure 29. Metformin decreases LPS-induced MHC up-regulation on cDC surface. 
We analyzed the effect of Met (10mM) on costimulatory molecule and MHC expression 
in cDCs in presence or absence of 100ng/ml LPS. Metformin treatment was administered 
1h prior to LPS stimulation. Cells were harvested 24h post-LPS and assessed for the 
expression of (A) CD86 and CD80 and (B) MHC-I and MHC-II by flow cytometry. 
Results are shown as the average of 2 independent experiments. Data was analyzed using 
unpaired two-tailed student t-test and is presented as mean ± SEM. 
P-values P<0.05 were considered of statistical significance. * P<0.05,  ** P<0.005, *** 
P<0.0005 and **** P<0.0001. 
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Metformin Causes a Partial Nitric Oxide Reduction in LPS-Stimulated cDCs 

Met is an inhibitor of the mitochondrial respiratory chain complex I. To test if targeting 

NO could be part of its effect on the ETC, we measured nitrite levels as a proxy for nitric 

oxide, in culture supernatants of cDCs pre-treated with Met (10mM) and/or LPS 

(100ng/ml) an hour later. We performed measurements at 8, 24, 48 and 72 hours post-

LPS stimulation. We observed an increase in nitrite levels with LPS starting 24 hours 

post-stimulation and up to the 72 hour time point. Met (10mM) decreased but was unable 

to suppress nitrite levels, yet only significantly at 24 hours (Fig. 30). As expected, we did 

not detect nitrite in supernatant of untreated cDCs or of those treated with only Met 

(10mM). These results suggest that Met partially reduces NO production, the fact that 

might be part of its scavenging mechanisms as well as its inhibition on the ETC. 

 

Figure 30. Metformin partially inhibits NO production in LPS-stimulated cDCs. We 
treated cDCs in culture with 10mM metformin and stimulated them an hour later with 
100ng/ml LPS. Supernatants were collected at 8, 24, 48 and 72h post-stimulation and 
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analyzed for nitrite concentration as a proxy for nitric oxide levels using the Griess 
reagent kit. Results are shown as mean ± SEM and are from 3 independent experiments.  
Data was analyzed using unpaired two-tailed t-test with P-values P<0.05 considered of 
statistical significance. * P<0.05,  ** P<0.005, *** P<0.0005 and **** P<0.0001. 
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The Continuous Culture of Murine Bone Marrow Precursors in Metformin-

Containing Medium Leads to the Differentiation of cDCs More Prone to Up-regulate 

MHC and Costimulatory Molecules 

We then wanted to assess if the continuous presence of Met in culture affects cDC 

differentiation from bone marrow precursors. We differentiated cDCs from bone marrow 

precursors in presence of Met (10mM) in the culture since day 0, and added Met (10mM) 

again 1 hour prior to LPS stimulation on day 6. We found by flow cytometry analysis, 

that fewer cells were present in samples with Met. In fact, fewer cells were found in the 

Met-alone versus untreated samples (76.4% in untreated to 54.7% in Met-alone) as 

shown in the representative pseudo-color side (SSc) versus forward (FSc) scatter plot at 

the top (Fig. 31A). Likewise, we found fewer cells in the LPS+Met-treated cells as 

compared to the LPS-treated cells (72.4% in LPS to 50.2% in LPS+Met) (Fig. 31A top). 

The characterization of the cDC population with the co-expression of CD11c and CD11b, 

showed that bone marrow precursors grown in presence of Met normally differentiate 

into cDCs, as illustrated by the representative pseudo-color plot on the right (Fig. 31A 

bottom) (73.5% of the Met-alone-treated cells were CD11c and CD11b double positive 

cDCs versus 79.7% of the untreated, and 80.5% of the LPS+Met-treated cells were 

double positive versus 76.5% of the LPS-stimulated ones (Fig. 31A bottom). These 

results were further supported in Fig. 31B (top left), showing a significant increase in the 

percentage of 7AAD-positive cells with Met continuously present in culture versus 

control or LPS alone. Furthermore, Fig. 31B shows no change in total CD11c as well as 

cDC percentage with Met, except a decrease between control and Met-alone. We 

observed no change in total CD11b expression but noted a significant increase in CD11b 
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single positive cell percentage between control and Met-alone. We found a similar effect 

between control and LPS. In addition, looking in the CD11c gate, we observed a 

significant increase in CD86, CD80 and CD40 expression between each condition and its 

control, the up-regulation being enhanced in presence of Met (Fig. 31C). On the same 

note, we observed a significant increase by Met, in the LPS-induced MHC-I and MHC-II 

expression (Fig. 31C). Measuring cytokine production from supernatants of cDCs 

differentiated in presence of Met, we found an abrogation of the LPS-induced levels of 

TNF-a at 6 and 24 hours post-stimulation as well as a significant reduction in the 

production of IL-12p70 and CXCL10 24 hours post-LPS. In addition, LPS-induced IL-6 

levels were decreased at the 24 hours time point with Met but without reaching 

significance. We observed though an up-regulation of IL-6 production with Met-alone 

compared to control. As for the anti-inflammatory IL-10 levels, they were significantly 

reduced (Fig. 32). These results suggest that Met does not affect cDC differentiation from 

bone marrow precursors but that it also creates a mixed population of the standard cDCs 

with cells having a more myeloid/macrophage-like phenotype. These cells activate 

normally but have a decreased ability of cytokine production, the fact that might render 

them less pro-inflammatory. 
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Figure 31. cDCs differentiated in presence of Metformin display increased 
costimulation and MHC expression. We differentiated B6 bone marrow precursors into 
cDCs in the presence of Met (10mM) since day 0. The same Met concentration was 
added to the culture on day 6, 1h prior to LPS (100ng/ml) stimulation. (A) Fewer cells 
are present in samples grown in Met. (Top) A representative side (SSc) versus forward 
(FSc) scatter pseudo-color flow cytometry plot shows cell percentages in the live gate of 
the different samples.  (Bottom) A representative pseudo-color flow cytometry plot 
shows CD11c versus CD11b percentages. (B) Cells grown in Met express increased 
cell death without a change in cDC percentages. Cells were stained with 7AAD to 
assess percent death (top left). Total, single and double positivity for the phenotypic cDC 
markers CD11c and CD11b are shown. (C) Cells grown in Met have an increased 
costimulatory molecule and MHC expression. Costimulatory molecules CD86, CD80 
and CD40 well as MHC-I and MHC-II percentages are shown. Results	  are	  presented	  as	  
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mean	   ±	   SEM	   and	   were	   analyzed	   using	   unpaired	   two-‐tailed	   t-‐test	   with	   P-‐values	  
P<0.05	  considered	  of	  statistical	  significance.	  *	  P<0.05,	  	  **	  P<0.005,	  ***	  P<0.0005	  and	  
****	  P<0.0001. 
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Figure 32. Bone marrow precursors differentiated into cDCs in presence of 
Metformin have a suppressed cytokine profile. We differentiated B6 bone marrow 
precursors into cDCs in the presence of Met (10mM) since day 0. The same Met 
concentration was added to the culture on day 6, 1h prior to LPS (100ng/ml) stimulation. 
Supernatants were collected at 6 and 24h post-LPS and analyzed for levels of TNF-a, 
IL12p70, IL-6, CXCL-10 and IL-10 by ELISA. Results are presented as mean ± SEM 
and were analyzed using unpaired two-tailed t-test with P-values P<0.05 considered of 
statistical significance. * P<0.05,  ** P<0.005, *** P<0.0005 and **** P<0.0001. 
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Met + 2-DG-Treatment of 9 Month-Old NZBW-F1 Mice Does not Affect Bone Marrow 

Cell Numbers and Differentiation 

We aimed at testing the effect of Met in vivo in a disease model especially after it was 

shown to have an effect in Sle1,2,3 lupus-prone mice along with 2-DG. Therefore, in a 

collaboration with Laurence Morel, we assessed the effect of Met + 2-DG in a different 

lupus-prone mouse model: the NZBW-F1. We sorted ex vivo bone marrow cells flushed 

from the bones of 5 NZBW-F1 mice treated with Met +2DG for 3 months versus 4 

NZBW-F1 control mice. We sorted macrophages (CD11c- CD11bhigh), cDCs (CD11c+ 

CD11b+), pDCs (CD11clow CD11b- mPDCA+ B220+) and B cells (CD11c- CD11b- 

B220+) from the live cell population with a flow sorter. A panel of representative flow 

cytometry plots from the sorted NZBW-F1 control bone marrows shown in Fig. 33A 

(left) and another from bone marrows subjected to treatment shown in Fig. 33A (right), 

illustrate our gating strategy. We found no difference in absolute numbers of total cells, 

differentiated cells, B cells, macrophages and pDCs between bone marrows from treated 

mice versus controls as shown Fig. 33B. If anything, treated cells had slightly higher 

numbers than control cells. Moreover, we observed a mild reduction in the cDC (mDC) 

absolute counts of treated versus control cells, which however was not statistically 

significant (Fig. 33B). Differentiated cell numbers excluded T cell numbers, which we 

did not analyze because our collaborator Dr. Laurence Morel did it. Likewise, we 

observed no significant change in the percentages of all sorted populations (Fig. 33C). 

These results show that prolonged Met+2-DG treatment in vivo does not affect bone 

marrow cell numbers and differentiation. 
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Figure 33. Bone marrow cell development is not affected by NZBW-F1 mice 
treatment with Met+2DG. We flushed bone marrow cells from NZBW-F1 mice treated 
with Met+2DG and controls. (A) Cells were stained with live/dead violet fixable cell 
dead stain then stained and fixed for flow cytometry sorting. (Left) Representative 
plot for the gating strategy of sorted cell populations from control mice. (Right) 
Representative plot for the gating strategy of sorted cell populations from treated mice. 
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Sorted populations included cDCs, macrophages, B cells and pDCs. (B) Absolute cell 
counts for all sorted populations. (C) Cell percentage of all sorted populations. 
Sample consisted of 5 treated mice and 4 controls. Results were analyzed using one-Way 
ANOVA for multiple group comparisons followed by the Bonferroni multiple 
comparisons post-hoc correction test. P-values of p < 0.05 (marked in the figures as * 
P<0.05,  ** P<0.005, *** P<0.0005 and **** P<0.0001.) were considered significant. 
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cDCs Differentiated from Bone Marrows of 9 Month-Old NZBW-F1 Mice Treated with 

Met + 2-DG Display a Decrease in MHC-I Expression but not Costimulation upon 

Stimulation or Re-exposure to Metformin 

We aimed at testing whether cDCs can differentiate and activate normally in culture from 

the bone marrow precursors of NZBW-F1 mice treated or not with Met+2-DG. We 

differentiated bone marrow precursors from Met + 2-DG-treated 9 month-old NZBW-F1 

and control mice into cDCs in culture. On day 6, cells were treated with LPS, CpG B, 

R848, Met (10mM) or LPS+Met for 24 hours. We found that absolute cDC numbers 

from all control mice were higher than counts from treated mice for the same tested 

conditions. In fact, Fig. 34A shows the decrease in absolute cell numbers of cDCs from 

treated mice as compared to controls, which were significant between treated and 

untreated cells re-exposed to Met (10mM) + LPS for 24 hours.  Cells re-exposed to Met 

(10mM) alone also showed a significant reduction.  Moreover, cDCs from treated mice 

were also fewer than those from controls, upon exposure to CpG B and R848 (Fig. 34B 

and 34C respectively). When assessing phenotypic markers of the cDCs, we found no 

change in total CD11c, total CD11b or CD11c+CD11b+ cDC percentages upon TLR4 

(LPS), 7 (R848) and 9 (CpG B) stimulation but also upon re-exposure to Met (10mM) 

with or without LPS (Fig. 35A). In addition, we observed an increase in CD40, CD80 and 

CD86 in cells from treated mice versus controls, the fact that was significant with Met 

and Met+LPS (for CD40) as well as with CpG and Met+LPS (for CD80) (Fig. 35B). 

However, a significant decrease in constitutive CD86 was noted in cells from treated 

mice. Furthermore, a significant increase in MHC-II was recorded constitutively and with 

CpG (Fig. 35C). The only decrease was in MHC-I expression, which surprisingly was 
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significant constitutively, with CpG, R848 and Met (10mM) alone (Fig. 35C). These 

results suggest that cDCs from NZBW-F1 mice treated with Met+2-DG have a normal 

phenotype and despite normal costimulation, might be less pro-inflammatory upon re-

exposeure to Met, due to the decrease in MHC-I expression.  
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Figure 34. Fewer cDCs differentiate in culture from bone marrow precursors of 
Met+2-DG-treated NZBW-F1 mice when re-exposed to Metformin. We differentiated 
NZBW-F1 bone marrow precursors from Met+2-DG-treated and untreated mice into 
cDCs. On day 6 of the culture, cDCs were either re-exposed to Met (10mM) or Met 
(10mM) 1h before LPS (Met+LPS), or stimulated with LPS (100ng/ml), CpG B 
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(10ug/ml) or R848 (1ug/ml). Absolute cell numbers from Met+2-DG-treated and 
untreated NZBW-F1 mice stimulated for 24h with (A) Met (10mM), LPS and 
Met+LPS; (B) CpG B; (C) R848 are shown. Results are presented as mean ± SEM and 
were analyzed using unpaired two-tailed t-test with P-values P<0.05 considered of 
statistical significance. * P<0.05,  ** P<0.005, *** P<0.0005 and **** P<0.0001. 
 
 

 

Figure 35. cDCs differentiated from bone marrows of Met + 2-DG-treated NZBW-
F1 mice display a decrease in MHC-I expression upon stimulation or re-exposure to 
Metformin.We differentiated NZBW-F1 bone marrow precursors from Met+2-DG-
treated and untreated mice into cDCs. On day 6 of the culture, cDCs were either re-
exposed to Met (10mM) or Met (10mM) 1h before LPS (Met+LPS), or stimulated with 
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LPS (100ng/ml), CpG B (10ug/ml) or R848 (1ug/ml). Phenotypic markers as well 
costimulatory and MHC molecule expression from treated and untreated cells stimulated 
for 24h are shown by flow cytometry. (A) %CD11c, % CD11b and %cDCs (B) 
%CD40 positive, %CD80 positive and %CD86 positive cDCs; (C) MHC-I (H2kd) 
and MHC-II mdfi. Results are presented as mean ± SEM and were analyzed using 
unpaired two-tailed t-test with P-values P<0.05 considered of statistical significance. * 
P<0.05,  ** P<0.005, *** P<0.0005 and **** P<0.0001. 
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Discussion 

 

Metformin is the first-line oral treatment for type 2 diabetes mellitus and has been shown 

to possess multiple other beneficial effects besides its anti-hyperglycaemic potency (191-

193). Since Met is recognized to alter cellular metabolism by promoting catabolic 

pathways and indirectly decreasing ROS production (193,194,197,198), we hypothesized 

that it may act to reduce DC activation in our in vitro culture model and hence dampen 

inflammation.  

Metformin’s effects on cell survival vary depending on the cell type and condition. The 

dose titration response of Met that we performed in our cDCs showed that doses of 1mM 

up to 20mM were safe, as these concentrations did not induce cell death at any time point 

(Fig. 27). This is in agreement with studies, which do not report cell death effects of 

Metformin, but rather cell preservation at the same doses we have used, such as Met-

treated activated RAW 264.7 cells (194,226). In addition, Met has been shown to rescue 

mice from sepsis-mediated mortality, giving further evidence of its anti-cell death effects 

(194). On the other hand, at 72 hours post-LPS stimulation when LPS induces cDC death 

(176), Met (20mM) significantly rescued the cells from killing, while Met (1-10mM) 

rescued but with no statistical significance reached (Fig. 27). However, studies have also 

shown Met to induce dose-dependent killing in some cell types such as cancer stem cells, 

at the concentrations of 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10mM (245). Further examination of the literature 

revealed Met-mediated suppression of anti-apoptotic proteins (246,247) but also 

contradicting data with Met preventing apoptosis (248,249). It may be possible that Met 

either enhances cell death or prevents it depending on the cell type, signaling cascade or 
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metabolic pathway it is affecting and the extent cells rely on the latter for survival. For 

instance, by inhibiting mitochondrial complex I, Met would be sparing cells from 

OXPHOS-generated ROS, thereby reducing the probability of oxidative stress and 

possibly death (250). Moreover, by activating AMPK, Met would also be indirectly 

inhibiting glycolysis (99), and hence decreasing glucose metabolism highly used by 

cancer cells, leading to their death. In our case, by potentially decreasing glycolysis at 72 

hours post-LPS, Met could be preventing glucose depletion so that cells do not die from 

the lack thereof, as shown in Fig. 27. Further investigation is needed to elucidate the 

involved mechanism. 

In multiple literature reports, Met has been shown to promote anti-inflammatory effects 

in various doses, some as low as 1mM (194,230) or even lower (251). Our pre-treatment 

of cDCs with different doses of Met did not result in a decrease in LPS-induced pro-

inflammatory cytokine production, except with 100mM due to the killing of the cells 

(Fig. 28A-C). Our data is not in agreement with the report of Tsoyi et al, who showed a 

significant decrease in TNF-a, IL-6 and IL-1b levels with 10mM Met pre-treatment of 

LPS-stimulated RAW 264.7 cells (194).  Likewise, this is not concordant with the report 

of Isoda et al, who observed a dose-dependent reduction in IL-6 and IL-8 from human 

endothelial cells, smooth muscle cells and macrophages upon treatment with Met (251). 

This discrepancy could be due to the fact that in our model, Met did not reduce the 

glycolytic rate sufficiently enough to induce a reduction in fatty acid and protein 

synthesis and thus cytokine release, but instead it blocked mitochondrial respiration (ETC 

complex I). Another reason could be dependent on the availability of OCT transporters at 

the plasma membrane surface at the time of drug administration. Hence, concentration 
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and exposure time of the drug are key factors in determining the efficacy of uptake (193). 

Despite studying the kinetics of Met’s effect on cDC responses to LPS by evaluating the 

8, 24, 48 and 72 hour time points, we did not choose a time point between the first two. 

In fact, the decrease in cytokine release observed by Tsoyi et al in RAW 264.7 cells was 

at 16 hours post-activation (194). Although the decrease observed in the anti-

inflammatory IL-10 levels was not significant except with Met 10mM at 72 hours, the 

partial reduction noted could be attributed to a possible slight effect of Met on decreasing 

Erk phosphorylation in cDCs. Indeed, Isoda et al showed a reduction in IL-1b-induced 

Erk phosphorylation in smooth muscle cells (251). This mechanism necessitates further 

investigation. 

Since the 10mM and 20mM doses of Met induced similar viability and cytokine results, 

we chose to perform the rest of the experiments using 10mM, as it is the one dose that is 

most consistently used throughout the literature (194,252-254).  

Pre-treatment with Met (10mM) was not able to decrease costimulatory molecule CD86 

and CD80 expression on the surface of LPS-stimulated cDCs (Fig. 29), which is in 

agreement with our cytokine data. It is however in contradiction with the report by Shin 

et al showing a reduction in both with Met (1mM) and Met (8mM) in LPS-activated 

cDCs (230). Nevertheless, the modest reduction by Met (10mM) in MHC-I expression 

and the significant decrease in MHC-II expression even in absence of LPS is in 

agreement with Shin’s report, which showed a decrease in the expression of both 

molecules as well as the resulting antigen presentation capacity of OVA-stimulated DCs 

(230). Furthermore, these MHC-IIlow, CD80/CD86high, IL-12+, IL-10+/- and TNF-a+ cDCs 

induced by pre-treatment with Met (10mM), have a lower capacity to produce NO (Fig. 
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30). In fact, the partial NO inhibition by Met (10mM) in these cells, particularly 24 hours 

post-stimulation, makes the cells phenotype worthy of scrutiny. Metformin has been 

shown to inhibit NO production as well as Inos expression in LPS-activated RAW 264.7 

cells by Tsoyi et al (194) and Kato et al, the latter attributing the partial inhibition to the 

blockade of the MyD88-independent TLR4 pathway via inhibiting IFN-b (255). In that 

case, the inhibition of IFN-b could explain the reduction in the IFN-I-dependent MHC-I 

expression (61) and the lack of effect on the NF-kB-dependent cytokine production. This 

data warrants further investigation of metformin’s mechanism in LPS-stimulated cDCs, 

specifically assessing those DCs at the functional level, since they may be less pro-

inflammatory. 

Since Met has been reported to exert either cell death-promoting or -preventing effects 

(246-249), we tested the effects on the differentiation of cDCs in presence of Met 

(10mM) for 6 days, and observed cell death, as shown in Fig. 31A and 31B, which was 

not seen with short-term treatment. We hypothesize that this cell death possibly is due to 

the inhibition of the mitochondrial respiratory chain complex I (250). In fact, during 

differentiation from the CDP into immature DCs, the cells mainly rely on mitochondrial 

biogenesis, which if blocked, could lead to cell death. In addition, mitochondrial 

biogenesis, during DC differentiation but not at later activation stages, is driven by many 

factors including mTOR (28). AMPK regulates mTOR, which when activated by Met, 

inhibits mTOR activity (99). The resulting block in the chief source of energy induces 

death. Moreover, chronic Met (10mM) exposure in absence of LPS induced a significant 

decrease in total CD11c correlating with an increase in CD11b single positive cells. This 

however did not affect the cDC percentage, indicating that cells that survived 
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differentiated normally. Furthermore, the increase in costimulatory molecule expression 

induced by chronic Met (10mM) exposure is in agreement with our short-term pre-

treatment data (Fig. 31C). However, the loss in Met’s ability to down-regulate MHC 

expression along with a previously unseen decrease in cytokine production (Fig. 32) 

renders the phenotype of these cDCs interesting. In fact, with an increase in MHC and 

costimulatory expression, together with a reduction but not abolishment of IL-12p70 and 

a somewhat almost inhibited IL-10 production, the phenotype of these cells is 

reminiscent of semi-mature DCs, with the difference that Metformin-cDCs have less 

ability to secrete TNF-a than semi-mature DCs (MHC-IIhigh, CD80/CD86high, IL-12++, IL-

10- and TNF-a+). Indeed, these cDCs could have a tolerogenic phenotype. Confirmation 

of these data is warranted and the function of these cells is worthy of evaluation and 

further investigation of this phenotype is needed. 

We then tested the use of Met in combination with 2-DG in NZBW-F1 lupus-prone mice. 

In vivo administration of Met + 2-DG to Sle1,2,3 mice was sufficient to alter the impaired 

metabolism in these mice and reverse lupus (202). In NZBW-F1 mice, the dual treatment 

did not seem to affect the absolute numbers of immune subsets or their differentiation in 

the bone marrow (Fig.33A-C). Looking at the flow cytometry plots showing our sorting 

gating strategy, we found less B cell, cDC and pDC percentages in treated cells versus 

controls (Fig.33A). However, this was not true when assessing values from all the 

samples. (Fig. 33B). Nevertheless, the decrease in absolute count and percentage of 

treated cDCs might reach statistical significance upon increasing the number of mice. On 

the other hand, the finding that the dual drug combination does not affect cell 
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differentiation in vivo could be an indication that the two agents target cell function but 

not development. 

Differentiating the bone marrow precursors from treated and untreated NZBW-F1 mice 

into cDCs in culture, revealed lower absolute cells counts in non-stimulated and LPS-, 

CpG- and R848-stimulated cDCs (Fig. 34A-C). The fact that significance was only 

reached with 24 hour stimulation using Met+LPS or Met alone, is reminiscent of the in 

vivo data suggesting that mouse treatment with Met+2-DG is not sufficient to alter cDC 

development unless re-exposure to the drug occurs. The increase in costimulatory 

molecule and MHC-II expression in cells from treated versus untreated mice recapitulates 

the observations of bone marrow precursors cultured in presence of Met (10mM) since 

day 0 (Fig. 32). Nonetheless, the constitutive reduction in CD86 expression in cells from 

treated mice warrants further investigation. Contrary to what we observed with cells 

grown in Met (10mM) since day 0, the significant reduction in MHC-I expression is more 

in agreement with the ability of Met (10mM) to exert partial NO inhibition (Fig. 30) due 

to its inhibition of IFN-b (255), which regulates MHC-I expression (61).  
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Working model 

When Met (10mM) is administered to cDCs before LPS stimulation, it is transported 

across the plasma membrane by OCT1/OCT2 transporters. Its internalization depends on 

the availability of transporters at the time of administration. Inside the cell, it does not 

affect cytokine production. In the mitochondrion, it mildly blocks the mitochondrial 

respiratory chain complex I, thereby attenuating the ETC rate and thus mitochondrial 

respiration.  At the later cDC activation phase, Met partially blocks NO production by an 

NF-kB-independent mechanism but possibly by inhibiting IFN-b. The latter hypothesis 

still needs further investigation in our cells.  

Furthermore, upon long-term exposure of bone marrow precursors to Met in culture, 

differentiated cDCs MHC-IIhigh, CD80/CD86high, IL-12++, IL-10- and TNF-a+, a 

phenotype somewhat close to that of semi-mature DCs. Further investigation of this 

phenotype may suggest tolerogenic cDCs. (Not included in Figure 36).  
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Figure 36. Working model for Metformin in LPS-stimulated cDCs. The red cross 
indicates the targets of Met. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

MURINE CONVENTIONAL DENDRITIC CELLS ACTIVELY SECRETE 

HMGB1 UPON LPS STIMULATION 

 

Introduction 

 

High-Mobility Group Box 1 (HMGB1), a Prototypic DAMP 

In this section of the thesis, we will give evidence that murine cDCs actively secrete 

HMGB1 upon LPS stimulation and attempt to block this release with the use of EP. 

 

Mutually Exclusive Redox States Dictate the Function of HMGB1 

HMGB1 is a ubiquitous nuclear protein, previously referred to as amphoterin due to its 

amino and carboxylic termini (256). It is a 215 amino acid long protein with an A-box 

spanning amino acids 9 to 79 and a B-box spanning amino acids 88 to 162. Both function 

as DNA-binding boxes and contain key residues for HMGB1 to also bind its extracellular 

receptors and mediate inflammation (73,256,257). An acidic tail, spanning amino acids 

186 to 214, is responsible for motility of the molecule through interacting with the A- and 

B-boxes upon translocation as well as binding to other ligands such as p53 (256). 

HMGB1 is a highly conserved protein with about 99% homology between human and 

mouse (256). Three essential cysteines basically dictate the protein’s functions. These are 

present at positions 23, 45 and 106 (257,258). Oxidation or reduction of these cysteines, 

which is a very sensitive process, could render HMGB1 inflammatory or non-
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immunogenic (257,258). An all thiol HMGB1 form essentially means all three key 

cysteines are reduced and bear a thiol group. This redox status endows the protein with 

chemotactic properties, whereby it binds RAGE and recruits inflammatory mediators 

(73,257). On the other hand, upon partial oxidation leading to a disulfide bond between 

Cys23 and Cys45, but leaving Cys106 reduced, the protein is able to bind TLR4 and 

acquires cytokine-induction properties (73,257). Venereau et al have identified these 

redox states via mass spectrometry and correlated them with the functions of the protein. 

We know now that these two redox states are mutually exclusive, allowing amphoterin to 

mediate either but not both of the two functions simultaneously (257).  In the event of 

terminal oxidation, whereby all cysteine are oxidized, HMGB1 loses its immunogenic 

properties and is not capable of inducing inflammation (257,259). Inside the cell, whether 

stimulated or not with LPS, HMGB1 exists in the all-thiol form in the nucleus or in the 

cytosol if translocated. Released to the extracellular milieu, passively by necrosis or 

actively by activation with LPS for instance, HMGB1 is detected in the cell supernatant 

in the all-thiol as well as the disulfide states (257).  

 

Blockade of HMBG1 

Various antagonists or inhibitors of HMGB1 have been used in vitro or in pre-clinical 

animal models including sepsis, arthritis and transplantation (73).  Direct inhibition of 

HMGB1 leads to the protein blockade by interaction with it. A very effective inhibitor is 

the neutralizing monoclonal anti-HMGB1 antibody, which rescued mice from sepsis 

lethality (73,260) and endotoxemia (261). It was likewise beneficial in animal models of 

arthritis (262,263). In addition, recombinant box A peptide also acts as an antagonist to 
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the full length HMGB1 protein, possibly by competitively binding to the receptor (262). 

It is thought that box A is able to bind RAGE without activating the receptor since it 

lacks the pro-inflammatory activity present on the B box (262). However, the exact 

mechanism of binding remains unclear (264). Box A has been shown to be an effective 

inhibitor in models such as collagen-induced arthritis (73) or LPS-induced acute murine 

lung injury (265,266). Moreover, soluble RAGE is another approach for direct HMGB1 

blockade. In fact, being soluble, it allows the binding of HMGB1 without the activation 

of the receptor (262). Moreover, glycyrrhizin, a derivative of glycyrrhizic acid found in 

licorice, binds both HMGB1 boxes directly, preventing it from interacting with its 

receptor (262,267). Its effect was shown to protect from HMGB1-mediated spinal cord, 

liver, myocardial and brain IRI. Another class of inhibitors would be oligonucleotide 

(ODN)-based inhibitors. These are synthetic DNA-based ligands with bent structures or 

bulges conferring high affinity towards HMGB1. Upon binding to the protein, they 

somewhat sequester HMGB1 (262,268). Furthermore, inhibition of HMGB1 can be 

induced with the use of cytokine release inhibitory drugs (CRIDs) (264). One of the first 

discovered CRIDs include acetylcholine, which was observed to inhibit HMGB1 release 

from macrophages via the nicotinic cholinergic receptor and improve survival in 

experimental sepsis (269). Cisplatin is a cancer chemotherapeutic drug known to have 

platinating effects. It induces DNA lesions or adducts leading to conformational changes 

thereby activating cell cycle arrest and apoptosis (262,270,271). When inducing DNA 

lesions, HMGB1 becomes stably bound to the double helix, contrary to its normal loose 

interaction. It is hence sequestered in the nucleus and prevented from being released 

(262,270). Low doses of cisplatin prevented HMGB1 release in hepatic murine IRI (270). 
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Metformin can act as a CRID as well and has been reported to inhibit HMGB1 release 

from LPS-stimulated RAW 264.7 cells and to increase survival of endotoxemic mice 

(194). As for ethyl pyruvate, it has been shown to prevent HMGB1 release in various 

settings. In vitro, it inhibited HMGB1 release from LPS-stimulated RAW 264.7 cells 

(137) and bone marrow-derived macrophages (83) as well as from A549 lung 

adenocarcinoma cells (139). In vivo, EP reduced HMGB1 release in the heart of rats with 

myocardial IRI (140), in the kidney of rats with renal IRI (272), in serum of septic mice 

(83) and in the intestine and stools of mice with colitis (137). Last but not least, HMGB1 

blockade can be achieved via receptor binding inhibition with heparin. Heparin causes 

changes in HMGB1 conformation, thus reducing its affinity to RAGE in vitro (273). 

Another report showed the inhibition by heparin of HMGB1 binding to the surface of 

macrophages as well as decreasing mortality of mice exposed to LPS and HMGB1 (274).  

 

HMGB1 Active Release by Dendritic Cells 

HMGB1 can be released to the extracellular milieu via two modes. The passive release 

from necrotic cells or secondary apoptotic cells and the active release by some 

immunocompetent cells (NK cells, macrophages and DCs) (3,73,75), endothelial cells 

(275) as well as activated circulating platelets (276).  

 

Active Secretion of HMGB1 by Human DCs 

Most of the studies reporting active HMGB1 release by DCs pertain to human dendritic 

cells. In fact, Dumitriu at al (87), reported that human DCs activated with LPS, actively 

secrete HMGB1 outside the cell, which requires surface RAGE for an autocrine effect on 
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the DCs to sustain maturation and subsequently prime T cells. In another report by 

Dumitriu et al (277), they showed that human pDCs require the release of HMGB1 for 

their complete maturation. Upon triggering of TLR9 with CpG, maturing human pDCs 

were shown to translocate nuclear HMGB1 into the cytoplasm so it binds RAGE at the 

surface and induces activation and IFN-I production. Studying the effect of viral infection 

on the ability of human DCs to actively secrete HMGB1, Kamau et al (88) showed that 

human DCs infected with dengue virus at an MOI of 1, promoted HMGB1 translocation 

from nucleus to cytoplasm, up-regulating cytokine production and modulating viral 

replication. The low viral MOI, which does not induce cell death, was evidence that 

HMGB1 secretion from DCs was active (88). 

 

Active Secretion of HMGB1 by Murine DCs 

Not much is known about the ability of murine DCs to actively secrete HMGB1. In fact, 

reports of such a process are limited to two. Han et al (90) have shown that bone marrow-

derived cDCs from non-obese diabetic (NOD) stimulated with LPS or TNF-a/IFN-g, 

translocated HMGB1 to the cytoplasm as seen by microscopy. Later, the translocated 

HMGB1 was detected by western blot from culture supernatants, suggesting active 

secretion, with the highest level obtained at 24 hours. Similar secretion was also 

identified with pancreatic beta islet-infiltrated DCs in non-obese diabetic (NOD) mice. In 

a study aiming at elucidating the mechanism of HMGB1 mediating TLR-9-induced 

inflammatory responses, bone marrow-derived DCs treated with 10ug/ml CpG B were 

shown to actively release HMGB1 in the culture medium starting 15 minutes post-

stimulation, peaking at 1 hour post-CpG to decrease again at 120 minutes (89). Absence 
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of lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) on western blot was an indication of active HMBG1 

release. The authors suggested a new role for HMGB1 shuttling in and out of cells to 

mediate TLR-9-induced inflammation. However, no report has previously shown active 

secretion of HMGB1 from C57BL/6 cDCs upon LPS stimulation in presence or absence 

of recombinant IL-4 in culture or the effect of EP on this secretion. 
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Materials and Methods 

 

Mice 

Female C57BL/6 (B6) mice between 6 and 12 weeks of age, were purchased from the 

Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME, USA) and maintained in our colony in accordance 

with the guidelines of the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees of Temple 

University, a member of American Association for the Accreditation of Laboratory 

Animal Care-accredited facilities.  

	  
	  

In vitro Bone Marrow-Derived cDC Cultures 

Bone marrow precursor cells were flushed from femurs and tibias of B6 mice and 

differentiated into conventional DCs (cDCs) in presence of granulocyte macrophage-

colony stimulating factor (GM-CSF) as described in Chapter 2. The cells were seeded in 

24 well plates as one million per milliliter of complete Iscove’s modified Dulbecco’s 

medium (IMDM) or Roswell Park Memorial Institute medium 1640 (RPMI) (with 10% 

FBS, 100 U/mL penicillin/streptomycin, 200mM L-glutamine and gentamicin) enriched 

with 1% GM-CSF supernatant (Appendix A). The FBS lot used in this medium and 

throughout all previously described experiments will be referred to here as “FBS 2”. We 

also used a different lot of FBS, that we call FBS 1. Where indicated, cells were cultured 

in 1) complete RPMI + FBS 2+ mouse recombinant rGM-CSF (3.3 ng/ml) (Fischer 

Scientific; Cat no BDB554586), or 2) complete RPMI + FBS 2+ rGM-CSF + mouse 

recombinant rIL-4 (2.5ng/ml) (source), or 3) complete RPMI + FBS 1(a different FBS 

lot) + rGM-CSF, or 4) complete RPMI + FBS 1+ rGM-CSF + rIL-4. The differentiated 
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DCs were stimulated on day 6 or 7 with 100ng/ml or 1ug/ml LPS (same source as 

before). Where indicated, cells were treated with 10mM EP or EP+LPS (100ng/ml). EP 

was administered to the cells one hour prior to LPS.  

 

RAW 264.7 Cell Culture 

RAW 264.7 cells (ATCC) were cultured in T75 flasks in complete RPMI with 10% new 

FBS, 100 U/mL penicillin/streptomycin and 200mM L-glutamine. One day before 

stimulation, cells were trypsinized, washed, counted and seeded in 24 well plates at a 

density of 4x105 cells per well in complete RPMI. The next day, they were treated with 

1ug/ml LPS and harvested 24 hours later for immunofluorescence staining. 

 

Immunofluorescence Staining 

Cells were harvested at 3 or 24 hours post-LPS stimulation, re-suspended in PBS and 

allowed to adhere for about 60-90 minutes at 37°C to previously coated glass slides with 

poly-L-lysine. For RAW 264.7 cells, incubation for adherence was done for only 30 

minutes. Cells were then fixed with 2% paraformaldehyde for 10 to 15 minutes at room 

temperature. A 5 minute washing step with PBS followed then cDCs were incubated for 

3 minutes with 0.1% sodium borohydride. The PBS wash as well as the sodium 

borohydride steps were repeated once more before the blocking/permeabilization step, 

which was performed with 0.3M glycine + 10% goat serum + 1% BSA + 0.1%Tween-20 

in 1X PBS for 30 minutes to 1 hour at room temperature. Next rabbit polyclonal anti-

HMGB1 antibody (Abcam; cat no.18256) diluted in blocking/permeabilization was added 

to the cells and left to incubate overnight at 4°C in a moist chamber. Negative control 
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slides received the blocking/permeabilization buffer alone. The next day, slides were 

washed in PBS + 1% goat serum + 0.01% sodium azide twice for 5 minutes, after which 

secondary goat anti-rabbit IgG-Cy3 (Cat no. C2306-1ML; Sigma-Aldrich). Three washes 

in wash buffer followed by one was in PBS were done before adding DAPI in wash 

buffer for 10 minutes at room temperature. Slides were washed once more in PBS, air-

dried, mounted and examined under an Olympus (BX60) fluorescence microscope. 

Pictures were taken and images analyzed using ImageJ. 

 

HMGB1 Western Blot 

Culture supernatants were collected and spun at 3500 rpm for 5 minutes to remove any 

cell leftovers. Pellets were discarded and supernatants were concentrated using Amicon 

Ultra 0.5ml 10K centrifugal filters for protein concentration (Cat no. UFC501096; 

Millipore). Supernatants were concentrated 12 folds from an initial volume of 500ul by 

spinning at 13,000g for 10 minutes at room temperature. A reverse spin at 1,000g for 2 

minutes followed to collect the concentrate. The samples were then run on SDS PAGE as 

previously described in Chapter 2. Five microliters of concentrated supernatant was used 

in a total volume of 30ul. Proteins were then transferred onto PVDF membranes, blocked 

with 5% milk in TBST for 1 hour and then incubated in primary rabbit polyclonal anti-

HMGB1 antibody (Abcam; same as before) in 5% milk + TBST overnight at 4°C. 

Membranes were then washed and incubated for 1 hour at room temperature with IR Dye 

800 goat anti-rabbit (LI-COR Biosciences) diluted in blocking buffer plus 0.1% Tween-

20. Blots were then washed three times with TBST. Proteins were visualized by scanning 

the membranes on an Odyssey Infrared Imaging System (LI-COR Biosciences) in the 
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800nm channel.  

 

Measurement of HMGB1 Levels in Culture Supernatants by ELISA 

HMGB1 levels were measured in the 24 hour supernatants of stimulated cDC cultures as 

described in Chapter2, according the manufacturer’s protocol (IBL International). 

Absorbance measured at 450nm and results analyzed with SoftMax Pro software. 

Concentrations  > 1.4ng/ml were considered elevated. 

 

Statistical Analysis 

Prism 6 (GraphPad software, San Diego, CA, USA) was used for data analysis and chart 

generation. Means and Standard Errors on the Means (Mean ± SEM) were calculated by 

averaging results from independent experiments. Statistical significance was determined 

using unpaired two-tailed T test for comparison between two groups. P-values of p < 0.05 

(marked in the figures as * P<0.05, ** P<0.005, *** P<0.0005 and **** P<0.0001.) were 

considered significant. 
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Results 

 

A Baseline Level of Translocation of HMGB1 to the Cytoplasm Exists in Untreated 

cDCs 

We first aimed at visualizing HMGB1 translocation from the nucleus to the cytoplasm. 

We stained the macrophage-like RAW 264.7 cells as well as cDCs for HMGB1 by 

immunofluorescence staining. We stained untreated cells and also 3 and 24 hours post-

LPS stimulation. In untreated RAW 264.7 cells, HMGB1 was mostly confined to the 

nucleus as seen by the overlapping Cy3 (in red for HMGB1) and DAPI (in blue for 

nucleus) colors (Fig. 37A). Following 3 hours of LPS stimulation, we observed HMGB1 

to still be heavily present in the nucleus, and barely any translocation could be seen in the 

cytoplasm. At 24 hours post-stimulation, we saw that most of the HMGB1 was shuttled 

into the cytoplasm, which intensely stained red, while nuclei still contained the protein 

with a much less extent (Fig. 37A). As for cDCs, we observed a basal level of HMGB1 

translocation to the cytoplasm even in untreated cells (Fig. 37B). Three hours post-LPS 

stimulation, we found some more cytoplasmic translocation, which was further increased 

along with amplified intensity at the 24 hour time point (Fig. 37B). These data indicate 

cytoplasmic translocation of HMGB1 in murine cDCs, which is enhanced upon LPS 

stimulation. 
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Figure 37. cDCs have a basal level of HMGB1 cytoplasmic translocation, which 
intensifies upon LPS stimulation. We performed immunofluorescence staining on cells 
that have been left untreated or stimulated with 100ng/ml LPS for 3 or 24h. Staining was 
performed in (A) RAW 264.7 cells and (B) cDCs.  HMGB1 is stained with Cy3 (red) and 
nuclei are stained with DAPI (blue). Images were analyzed with ImageJ and are shown at 
the100x magnification. 
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HMGB1 Detection in the Culture Medium Hindered by HMGB1-Contamination of 

FBS 

 
After visualizing HMGB1 cytoplasmic translocation, we aimed at detecting HMGB1 

active release in the culture medium of cDCs by western blot. However, to our surprise, 

we detected the HMGB1 band in all conditions of cDCs, with untreated cells and 

stimulated cells showing similar bands, even after 1, 3 and 24 hours of stimulation with 

LPS (100ng/ml) (Fig. 38A). We show a representative western blot of 4 independent 

experiments along with the corresponding densitometry, which is an average of the 4 

experiments (Fig. 38A and 38B respectively). These findings led us to either suspect cell 

death or HMGB1-contamination of the culture medium, the medium being IMDM + FBS 

2+ GM-CSF supernatant. Since no cell death was observed in these experiments, we 

tested the culture medium for the presence HMBG1.  We found that the FBS 2 as well as 

the GM-CSF supernatant, made from a cell line producing GM-CSF and grown in 

medium containing FBS 2, were contaminated with HMGB1 and any medium 

combination containing either of them was positive for HMGB1 (Fig. 39A).  Based on 

this finding, we then tested several different FBS lots including 2 lots that our lab uses, 

and other lots kindly provided by neighboring lab in our Institution, for the presence of 

HMGB1, and the only lot that was positive was the FBS 2(Fig. 39B). These results 

confirm that the band observed in all samples tested on western blot was due to FBS 

contamination with HMGB1. 
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Figure 38. Similar HMGB1 bands were observed in untreated and LPS-stimulated 
cDCs cultured in IMDM + FBS 2+ GM-CSF supernatant. We concentrated culture 
supernatants collected at 1, 3, and 24h post-LPS (100mg/ml) stimulation 12 folds before 
running them on western blot. (A) Similar HMGB1 bands were detected in untreated 
and LPS-activated cDCs at all three time points. We show a representative blot of 4 
independent experiments. (B) Densitometry of HMGB1 as a percent of untreated 
shown as the average of 4 independent experiments. Data was analyzed	   using	  
unpaired	   two-‐tailed	   t-‐test	   with	   P-‐values	   P<0.05	   considered	   of	   statistical	  
significance.	  *	  P<0.05,	  	  **	  P<0.005,	  ***	  P<0.0005	  and	  ****	  P<0.0001.	  Results	  are	  not	  
statistically	  significant.	  
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Figure 39. HMGB1 contamination of the FBS 2 lot. We tested the medium we cultured 
cDCs in for possible HMGB1 contamination. We used western blot to detect HMGB1 in 
(A) lane 1: complete IMDM + FBS2 + GM-CSF supernatant; lane 2: complete 
IMDM + FBS 2+ rGM-CSF; lane 3:  complete IMDM + FBS 1+ rGM-CSF; lane 4: 
FBS 2 alone; lane 5: FBS 1 alone; lane 6: GM-CSF supernatant alone. HMGB1 was 
detected in FBS2. (B) the FBS 2 lot against several other lots. The FBS 2 was the only 
lot contaminated with HMGB1. 
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Murine cDCs Cultured in an HMGB1-Free Medium Actively Secrete HMGB1 to the 

Extracellular Milieu upon LPS Stimulation 

 
Based on the findings we obtained with IMDM and the HMGB1-contaminated FBS, and 

since throughout the literature cDCs are commonly cultured in RPMI, we chose to 

modify our protocol to grow cDCs in conditions that may promote HMGB1 secretion. 

Therefore, we differentiated bone marrow precursors in complete RPMI with rGM-CSF. 

Moreover, we tested whether rIL-4, which is used in the protocol to generate human 

cDCs and in some protocols to grow murine cDCs, may affect HMGB1 secretion. We 

stimulated the cDCs on day 6 with 1ug/ml LPS and harvested supernatants 24 hours later. 

In presence of FBS 2, we observed a similar HMGB1 band on western blot regardless of 

the medium or stimulation. This data is also illustrated with a representative densitometry 

plot (Fig. 40A). In presence of the FBS 1, however, untreated cDCs cultured in RPMI 

with rGM-CSF, showed almost undetectable HMGB1 release as indicated by the very 

faint bands in lanes 1 and 2 (Fig. 40B). Upon LPS (1ug/ml) stimulation, the bands were 

more intense as seen in lanes 3 and 4. When rIL-4 was added to the culture medium in 

lanes 5 and 6, we saw that the HMGB1 bands were more intensified as compared to 

control and were nearly identical to the LPS-induced ones. Nevertheless, in lanes 7 and 8 

where cells were differentiated in presence of rIL-4 and stimulated with LPS, we 

observed the strongest HMGB1 release compared to all other conditions. This data is also 

illustrated with a representative densitometry plot (Fig. 40B). These results suggest that 

murine cDCs actively release HMGB1 upon LPS stimulation and that the addition of rIL-

4 to the culture medium enhances HMGB1 secretion and seems pro-inflammatory. 
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Figure 40. Murine cDCs grown in RPMI and FBS 1 actively release HMGB1 in 
presence of rIL-4 and LPS. We differentiated cDCs in presence of RPMI and rGM-CSF 
(3.3ng/ml) with or without rIL-4 (2.5ng/ml). Cells were stimulated with LPS (1ug/ml) on 
day 6 and supernatants collected for HMGB1 western blot 24h later. (A) HMGB1 
detection in supernatants of cDCs grown in RPMI with FBS 2 and rGM-CSF. 
HMGB1 is detected in all samples with no difference between any of the conditions. (B) 
HMGB1 detection in supernatants of cDCs grown in RPMI with FBS 1 and rGM-
CSF. HMGB1 release is detected in presence of rIL-4 and intensified post-LPS 
stimulation.  
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Pre-Treatment of cDCs with EP Increases Active HMGB1 Release from LPS-

Stimulated cDCs 

 
Since the effect of EP on cDCs in vitro has never been investigated, we aimed at testing 

its effect on HMGB1 active release by LPS-stimulated cDCs. We differentiated cDCs in 

RPMI with FBS 1 and rGM-CSF in presence or absence of rIL-4. On day 7, we pre-

treated the cells with EP (10mM) and stimulated them an hour later with 100ng/ml LPS. 

Upon running the concentrated supernatants on western blot for the detection of HMGB1 

release, we found that in absence of rIL-4, untreated cells did not secrete HMGB1 (Fig. 

41A). With LPS, HMGB1 release slightly increased. However, when cDCs were treated 

with EP, we surprisingly observed an increase in HMGB1 release as compared to control 

as well as LPS, which was enhanced even further with the LPS + EP combination (Fig. 

41A). In presence of rIL-4, the basal level of HMGB1 secretion by cDCs was augmented 

and hence HMGB1 was detectable in untreated cells (Fig. 41B). Furthermore, we 

observed a mild increase in HMGB1 release in EP-alone-treated cells as compared to 

control. In addition, LPS-stimulated cDCs showed an increase in HMGB1 release, which 

was greater than the cells treated only with EP, but not greater than the cells that received 

the dual agents (Figure 41B). We also confirmed these findings using HMGB1 ELISA 

with 24 hour supernatants of cDC cultures pre-treated with EP (10mM) and/or LPS 

(100ng/ml) in presence or absence of rIL-4 (Fig. 42). These results indicate that EP 

enhances active HMGB1 release by LPS-stimulated cDCs, a finding, which may be 

related to the regulation of autophagy. LPS and rIL-4 show a synergistic effect in 

increasing HMBG1 release. 
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Figure 41. Ethyl pyruvate increases HMGB1 release by cDCs in presence or absence 
of rIL-4. We cultured cDCs in RPMI and old FBS and rGM-CSF in presence or absence 
of rIL-4 (2.5ng/ml). We pre-treated cells on day 7 with EP (10mM) and/or LPS 
(100ng/ml) and hour later. We show HMGB1 western blots of 24h concentrated culture 
supernatants as well as densitometry plots in (A) absence of rIL-4 and in (B) presence 
of rIL-4. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Figure 42. Ethyl pyruvate and rIL-4 promote HMGB1 release by cDCs. We cultured 
cDCs in RPMI and FBS 1 and rGM-CSF in presence or absence of rIL-4 (2.5ng/ml). We 
pre-treated cells on day 7 with EP (10mM) and/or LPS (100ng/ml) and hour later. We 
show HMGB1 ELISA of 24h culture supernatants in presence or absence of rIL-4. 
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Discusssion 

 

HMGB1 is an abundant protein, essential for vital cellular processes such as DNA repair 

(278), VDJ recombination (256), neurite outgrowth (279) and so forth. Nevertheless, it 

can also play the role of a DAMP signaling danger and promoting inflammation (77,280). 

Passively released HMGB1 contributes to the activation of immunocompetent cells, some 

of which in turn actively release more HMGB1 and amplify the loop in an autocrine 

fashion (38). Human DCs have been shown to require HMGB1 for their maturation as 

well as to actively secrete HMGB1 (38). However, the active release process has not been 

thoroughly studied in murine DCs except in the context of CpG stimulation of bone 

marrow derived cDCs (89) or in autoimmune NOD cDCs (90). In addition, the effect of 

EP on HMGB1 secretion in DCs has not been investigated. Here we show for the first 

time that LPS-stimulated murine cDCs are able to actively translocate and secrete 

HMGB1 upon activation, the fact that is unexpectedly increased by EP. 

LPS-stimulated RAW 264.7 cells have been shown to actively translocate and release 

HMGB1 to the extracellular milieu (83,194). In fact, immunofluorescence staining of 

untreated RAW 264.7 cells revealed HMGB1 to be confined inside the cells’ nuclei, the 

fact that was still observed 3 hours after LPS administration. It was only at 24 hours post-

LPS that we observed heavy HMGB1 translocation into the cytoplasm (Fig. 37A). This is 

in concordance with literature reports demonstrating in macrophages and RAW 264.7 

cells that active HMGB1 secretion is not rapid such as during necrosis. This is because it 

takes about 18 hours for the protein to be hyperacetylated in the nucleus, transported to 

the cytoplasm and subjected to multiple post-translational modifications there before 
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release (73). The 24 hour time point is the stage when release reaches a peak (87). As for 

cDCs, our finding that untreated cells in resting state display a basal HMGB1 

translocation level is interesting. Three hours post-LPS, HMGB1 was also present in the 

cytoplasm. However, translocation increased and became more intense at 24 hours. The 

basal level of cytoplasmic translocation in untreated DCs has not been previously shown, 

since most studies linking HMGB1 and dendritic cells were performed using human 

cells, where HMGB1 was confined to the nucleus of untreated cells, and was only 

observed in the cytoplasm 24 hours after LPS stimulation (87). One interpretation could 

be attributed to autophagy, known to be linked to HMGB1 cytoplasmic translocation 

(281). In fact, autophagy induction promotes HMGB1 translocation to the cytoplasm and 

in turn HMGB1 translocation regulates autophagy. 

The detection on western blot of an HMGB1 band with the same intensity in untreated 

and LPS-stimulated cDCs at 1, 3 and 24 hours was puzzling. Ruling out passive release 

when assessing active HMGB1 release was crucial. Since these cultures did not display 

more cell death than any healthy culture as observed in our cell death experiments (Figs. 

7A), testing the medium was key. The finding that our FBS lot was HMGB1-

contaminated is an important point to take into account. Since HMGB1 is a danger signal, 

its presence in the culture medium, depending on its concentration, could induce cell 

maturation and affect multiple signaling pathways (38), skewing experimental results 

starting with untreated steady-state control cells. Nevertheless, even though our cDCs 

mounted robust responses such as cytokine secretion (IL-6 levels for example) upon 

stimulation, untreated cells were not activated and did not display phenotypic or 

functional signs of maturation. Aside from the FBS, our GM-CSF supernatant was also 
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positive for HMGB1. This is because the GM-CSF supernatant used is derived from the 

B7H1-GM hybridoma cell line for GM-CSF conditioned medium, cultured with the 

contaminated FBS2. Furthermore, our FBS 2 lot was the only one out of a number of 

different lots, which tested positive for HMGB1. This finding warrants further 

investigation as to the reason behind it, as it could mean that it may have derived from 

sick cows, which theoretically should not be favored. 

When studying HMGB1 in the context of cDCs, cells were cultured in RPMI with rGM-

CSF and rIL-4 throughout the literature (38,90). When we compared RPMI + rGM-CSF 

in presence of FBS 1 or 2 as well as in presence or absence of rIL-4 and/or 1ug/ml LPS, 

cultures with the FBS 2 yielded similar results as previously described due to HMGB1 

contamination (Fig. 40A). However, using FBS 1, untreated cells recapitulated the 

literature findings, whereby almost undetectable HMGB1 levels were released in 

presence of rGM-CSF (Fig.40B). Upon LPS stimulation, HMGB1 secretion was clearly 

observed at the 24 hour time point. This demonstrates that cDCs in our murine culture 

model are endowed with the ability to actively secrete HMGB1 when activated. The 

addition of rIL-4 to the medium enhanced HMGB1 release almost to the level induced by 

1ug/ml LPS, and the presence of both was synergistic, increasing HMGB1 secretion even 

further. The enhancement of HMGB1 release with rIL-4 was even further confirmed 

when the cells were treated or not with EP (10mM) (Fig. 41B and Fig. 42). IL-4 is a 

cytokine usually added to DC culture medium to decrease macrophage differentiation 

from bone marrow precursors (23). Our lab has previously shown that rIL-4 addition to 

the culture medium of cDCs decreases the cDC responses to CpG B and R848 but not 

LPS stimulation, affecting the IFN-I response (173). Although IL-4 has always been 
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associated with promoting Th2 type responses, a study by Yao et al (282) showed that IL-

4 instructs LPS-stimulated DCs to promote Th1 responses via reducing IL-10 and 

increasing IL-12 levels. Another study reported that IL-4 induces DC activation, 

promoting a signal for Th1/Th17 priming (283). This data suggest that rIL-4 could be 

another signal for activation of cDCs and hence HMGB1 translocation and release. 

Despite the fact that active HMGB1 release by murine cDCs has been unclear, with only 

one report demonstrating it in autoimmune NOD DCs (90) and the other as a response to 

TLR9 activation (89), we show for the first time that B6 LPS-stimulated cDCs actively 

release HMGB1, which is enhanced with rIL-4.  

We have also found that EP, increases rather than decreases HMGB1 release from cDCs 

in active secretion, which we observed with or without LPS; this result was not expected 

but rather contrary to our hypothesis supported by previous literature (Figs. 41 and 42). 

Based on our previous cell death experiments and because of no detectable HMGB1 band 

on western blot in untreated cells without rIL-4, we consider the HMGB1 secretion by 

our cDCs active rather than passive. EP has been shown to decrease HMGB1 release and 

translocation in LPS-stimulated RAW 264.7 cells (137) and bone marrow-derived 

macrophages (83) as well as in multiple settings of experimental animal pathologies 

(4,73-75,131,241,272). One possible interpretation of our findings, namely of EP 

inducing more HMGB1 active release from cDCs, could be because EP can promote 

autophagy. Tang et al showed that HMGB1 translocation to the cytoplasm allows it to 

bind beclin1 but also to activate Erk1/2, both inducing autophagy (281). Similarly, 

autophagy promotes extranuclear HMGB1 translocation (281). When EP is administered 

to cells, it leads to inhibition of HMGB1 translocation, regulating and blocking 
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autophagy (281). Based on our MAPK results, EP decreasing phosphorylation of Erk1/2 

should inhibit autophagy. However, a report by Heras-Sandoval et al has shown that 

autophagy and the PI3K/Akt pathway are antagonists in the brain (284). Another study 

also demonstrated that Akt inhibition promoted autophagy in cancer (285). Moreover, 

mTOR inhibitors such as rapamycin, induce autophagy (281). Since the PI3K/Akt system 

is upstream mTOR and our data showed a reduction in Akt phosphorylation by EP, 

evaluation of autophagy would be important to elucidate the effects of EP on HMGB1 in 

our cells. Our data indicates that EP inhibits Akt phosphorylation and hence possibly 

mTOR signaling, which might activate autophagy as a consequence, leading to HMBG1 

cytoplasmic translocation and release. 
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Working model 

When EP (10mM) is administered to cDCs before LPS stimulation, it readily crosses the 

plasma membrane and rapidly decreases Akt phosphorylation in the cytoplasm. 

Simultaneously and very quickly as well, it reduces Erk phosphorylation. We propose 

that EP affects HMGB1 release as an equilibrium of two possible opposite effects. 1) EP 

attenuates Erk phosphorylation and scavenges ROS leading to the prevention of HMGB1 

active release from cDCs; 2) EP decreases Akt phosphorylation, decreasing mTOR 

activation. The reduction in Akt activity will decrease mTOR activity as well, the fact 

that potentially stimulates autophagy. The induction of autophagy induces HMGB1 

translocation to the cytoplasm and hence its active release to the extracellular milieu. 
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Figure 43. Working model of the effect of ethyl pyruvate on active HMGB1 release 
in LPS-stimulated cDCs. The red crosses indicate targets inhibited by EP, while the 
green plusses indicate the stimulation of HMGB1 translocation and release. 
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APPENDICES	  
	  
	  

APPENDIX	  A	  
	  

B7H1-‐GM	  HYBRIDOMA	  CELL	  LINE	  FOR	  GM-‐CSF	  CONDITIONED	  MEDIUM	  
	  
This	  cell	  line	  was	  used	  to	  generate	  mouse	  GM-‐CSF	  that	  could	  replace	  recombinant	  
GM-‐CSF	  in	  culture.	  Collected	  GM-‐CSF-‐containing	  	  supernatant	  from	  these	  cells	  was	  
used	  to	  supply	  our	  DC	  culture	  medium.	  
	  
The	  Cells	  
	  
Cells	  were	  obtained	  from	  a	  collaborator	  at	  the	  University	  of	  Pennsylvania.	  
They	  are	  hybridomas	  frozen	  in	  10%	  DMSO	  grown	  first	  with	  Hygromycin	  B.	  Once	  
enough	  cells	  were	  observed,	  Hygromycin	  B	  was	  removed	  from	  the	  culture	  medium.	  
Credit	  for	  culturing	  these	  cells	  go	  to	  Uma	  Sriram	  and	  Paul	  Gallo	  in	  our	  lab.	  
	  
Materials	  	  	  
	  
-‐ Hygromycin	  B	  (Cat	  no.	  10	  843	  555	  001;	  Roche).	  
o Stock	  concentration:	  50mg/ml	  (1g	  in	  20	  ml	  PBS)	  
o Final	  concentration	  1.2	  mg/ml	  
	  
-‐ IF-‐10:	  
o Iscove’s	  Modified	  Dulbecco’s	  Medium	  (IMDM)	  with	  10%	  FBS	  and	  1%	  
Pennicillin/Streptomycin	  and	  1%	  L-‐glutamine	  and	  50mM	  2-‐mercaptoethanol.	  
o T-‐75	  flasks.	  
	  
Experimental	  Protocol	  
	  
Cells	  were	  grown	  well	  in	  IMDM	  rather	  than	  RPMI.	  
	  
Day1:	  
	  
1. Cells	  were	  quickly	  thawed	  and	  diluted	  in	  IF-‐10	  
2. Cells	  were	  centrifuged	  for	  5	  min	  
3. Pellets	  were	  re-‐suspended	  in	  IF-‐10	  and	  added	  to	  3	  wells	  of	  a	  6-‐well	  plate	  
	  
Day	  2:	  	  
1. Media	  was	  aspirated	  to	  remove	  dead	  cells	  
2. Cells	  were	  washed	  to	  remove	  remnants	  of	  DMSO	  and	  fresh	  medium	  was	  
added	  
3. Medium	  with	  1.2mg/ml	  Hygromycin	  B	  was	  added	  only	  if	  the	  cells	  were	  
adherent	  and	  semi-‐confluent	  
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Next	  days:	  
1. Cells	  were	  cultured	  in	  IF-‐10	  with	  Hygromycin	  B	  (20ml	  volume	  per	  T-‐75	  flask	  
to	  let	  cells	  grow	  to	  confluence)	  
	  
2. Cells	  were	  split	  with	  5%	  Trypsin	  and	  IF-‐10	  (with	  Hygromycin	  B)	  
	  
3. At	  the	  final	  splitting,	  cells	  were	  washed	  with	  IF-‐10	  	  lacking	  Hygromycin	  B	  	  
	  
4. Cells	  were	  allowed	  to	  grow	  to	  confluence	  (without	  Hygromycin	  B)	  and	  
supernatant	  was	  collected	  
	  
5. Multilayer	  flasks	  with	  3-‐5	  layers	  of	  cells	  with	  the	  same	  volume	  were	  
subsequently	  used	  to	  increase	  the	  yield	  
	  
6. Supernatant	  was	  filtered	  and	  frozen	  at	  -‐80°C	  
	  
7. GM-‐CSF	  was	  tested	  in	  cDCs	  with	  different	  concentrations	  to	  assess	  the	  
optimal	  dose	  to	  be	  used	  for	  the	  development	  of	  cells	  with	  an	  adequate	  phenotype	  
and	  activity.	  Hence	  we	  used	  1%	  GM-‐CSF	  supernatant	  in	  our	  cDC	  cultures.	  
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APPENDIX	  B	  
	  

FLOW	  CYTOMETRY	  ANTIBODIES	  
	  
Color	   Name	   Company	   Cat	  No.	   Clone	  

Alexa	  488nm	   B220	   BD	  Pharmingen	   557669	   RA3-‐6B2	  

APC	   CD11c	   eBioscience	   17-‐0114-‐82	   N418	  

Biotin	   MHC-‐II	  	  I-‐A/I-‐E	   eBioscience	   13-‐5321-‐85	   M5/114.15.2	  

FITC	   CD40	   BD	  Pharmingen	   553723	   HM40-3	  

FITC	   CD86	   eBioscience	   11-‐0862-‐81	   GL-‐1	  

PE	   CD80	   BD	  Pharmingen	   553769	   16-‐10A1	  

PE	   MHC-‐I	  (H2kb)	   Biolegend	   114608	   28-‐8-‐6	  

PE	   MHC-‐I	  (H2kd)	   BD	  Pharmingen	   553566	   SF1-‐1.1	  

PE	   mPDCA-‐1	   Miltenyi Biotech	  

130-‐091-‐

962	   JF05-1C2.4.1	  

PeCy7	   CD11b	   BD	  Pharmingen	   552850	   M1/70	  

SA-‐PerCPCy5.5	   	   eBioscience	   45-‐4317-‐82	   	  
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APPENDIX C 
 

ABI	  PRIMERS	  FOR	  RNA	  ANALYSIS	  

AbI	  gene	  name	   assay	  id	  

CXCL10	   Mm00445235_m1	  

CYCLOPHILLIN(PPIA)	   Mm02342430_g1	  

IFNβ	   Mm00439546_s1	  

INOS	   Mm00440502_m1	  

IRF7	   Mm00516788_m1	  

ISG15	   Mm01705338_s1	  

Mx1	   Mm00487796_m1	  

 
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  


